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1212 W. Springfield Ave.
Urbana, IL 61801
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pg. 36 Katrina Fundraising
Students raise money for hurricane victims

pg. 73 Chess Team
Young squad wins prestigious Illini Classic and places 4th in IHSA State

pg. 71 Boys' Basketball
Illineks extend their win streak in Kenney Gym to 21 games in route to their
second consecutive 20-win season and ECIC Title
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EDITORS' NOTE: This year the yearbook staff wanted
to change the traditional look of the book. Our staff
decided to use a theme of magazines and periodicals
throughout the book to better assist the reader in deciphering which area of the book they are in. Hope you
enjoy...
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I L FE QUIZ

1) What became the nickname of the
lounge?
a. The Love-nasium
b. The Mouse House
c. The Lion's Den
d. Sleepy Chambers

6) Other than the OG, which webpage just
went online this year?
a. Uni High Merchandise
b. Uni High Athletics
c. Uni High Webmail
d. Uni High Myspace

2) How many Uni musicians were chosen
to be All-State musicians in 2005/2006?
a.3
b. 9
c. 6
d.2

7) What movie was shown at the 2006 movie
night?
a. Brokeback Mountain
b. Crash
c. A Night at the Roxbury
d. Charlie and the Chocolate Factory

3) How many classes were proposed for
the 2006 agora days?
a. 160
b. 149
c.92
d.250

8) What club sponsored the Katrina Relief
Dance?
a. Family Guy Club
b. Spanish Club
c. Art Club
d. Not PC Club

4) What birthday did Uni celebrate in
2005?
a. 84th
b. 90th
c. 79th
d. 81 st

9) What student won the dance contest during Spirit Week?
a. Max Goldberg
b. Michelle Wong
c. Sam Smyth
d. Suran Yoo

5) What date did the OG first go
online?
a. Feb 4th
b. Jan 3Qth
c. Feb 2Qth d. Feb 8th
VOTE FOR

10) Who was the Student Council executive president for the 2005/2006 school
year?
a. Roveiza lrfan
b. Justin Park
c. Sergei Pourmal
<J d. Ellen Rockett

ROCKETT
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UN! LIFE QUIZ

is very
academically straining and
requires almost all of their
time. However, in spite
of this there is a lot more
to Uni life and culture
than just academics. Even
though the amount of
work and tests we have are
extremely demanding, we
still are able to maintain
lives outside of the classroom and stay involved in
things other than just our
studies.
Uni is very unique
and prides itself on being
a place where all different
types of people are able to
come and openly express
themselves. As some students continue with their
U ni careers and seniors

head off to college, we
are grateful for the wonderful experiences that
we have here at Uni that
makes it so special to us.
Throughout the
year tpis diversity of Uni
culture can be witnessed
in all types of activities
from dances to fundraising to movie nights.
There were a variety of
events planned this year
by the school, some were
longstanding
traditions
and others were newly
introduced this year. As
much as things change
around here, life at U ni
goes on as usual. It can
be assured that these experiences will be in our
memories for years to
come.

BREAKFAST WITH THE
PRINCIPAL- As the name
states, during these monthly
events students were invited
to come in early and eat a
free breakfast and have open
discussion with the principal. Starting this year, principal Kassie Patton provided
breakfast to give students an

opportunity to get to know her
better, as well as provide her
with an opportunity to get to
know the students. A variety
of foods were provided for
the students, including eggs,
muffins, juice, and donuts. "I
loved all the food and I ate so
much that I got sick," said junior Michael Belmont.
(l-r, t-b): Ben and Angelina
defend the lounge castle ;
Uni fans really like to relax
at games; Cordelia gets all
painted up for the boys'
senior night basketball
game; Daniel Kitron displays
his ability to use his tounge
to scratch his chin.

LIFEATUNI
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One way Ms. Patton tried to communicate with the
students was by asking them to fill out a questionaire upon
entering the room for their free food. The purpose of these
was to have students answer questions or write comments
for the principal. This feedback is what Ms. Patton had
hoped for in developing this new method of having a relaxed atmosphere so she could casually talk with the students. With the continued success of Breakfast with the
Principal, students most certainly look forward to having
them next year.

UNI'S 84TH BIRTHDAY- Every year in September the
Uni community celebrates Uni High's birthday. The school
provided orange and blue cupcakes for students and teachers in front of the school. Before cupcakes were handed out,
Mr. Murphy led the chorus in singing "Happy Birthday" to
Uni.
Each student loved getting free baked goods, but the
celebration of Uni's birthday is obviously more important
than just getting food. Uni was almost closed down during
the 1980's and students realize how lucky they are to be
able to go to such a wonderful school today.
Although Uni's birthday celebration is only a short
event once a year, students and teachers here at Uni are very
fond of this nice tradition and look forward to celebrating
many more birthdays for Uni.

UNI FADS -This year tudents at Uni became engaged in a
variety of different, and somewhat random activites. Different things such as guitar playing and the revival ofPokemon
were all the craze at Uni this year. Throughout the year you
couldn't walk through the halls without hearing stunning
solos or seeing someone level up their Bla toise.
Although such activities might be considered awkward or childish, they are part of what makes life at Uni
unique. As Uni culture is ever changing, we can only wait
and see what crazes will become popular next year.

(l-r, t-b ): Ms. Patton points out the fo od choices to Jack and
Nate at the March Breakfast with the Principal; Isaac and
Frankie are embarrassed by Kumars' eating style; Devin sings
and plays about life at Uni.
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ni would not be the same
without our student
organizations. Working to make our school a more
enjoyable, safe, and engaging
place, there are many things these
organizations do for the school.
From regulating elevator usage,
developing an Honor Code, or
educating our students about colleges, these organizations deserve
a lot of credit for our activity enjoyment and productive learning.
Student Council is consisted
of three elected members from
each class and three executive
members from the senior class

U

to run the meetings. Led by Mr.
Murphy, Student Council took
charge of events that happened at
U ni and were the main decision
makers. Whether it was a group
looking to start a club, time for a
dance or a food drive, Stud Co.
was the governing body to decide
what was in the best interest of
the school.
Stud Co. also provided
money for groups and assisted
in school activities pertaining
to a particular class or the entire
school such as movie nights. For
the second year in a row, Stud Co.

paid for the catering at the Disorientation Picnic so that everyone
could just relax and enjoy the end
of the school year.
SFAC, Uni's Student/Faculty
Advisory Committee is the first

STUDENT LIFE
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group to evaluate and recommend
changes to school rules and policies. This year SFAC worked on
the Honor Council and Code. The
committee obtained and examined Honor Codes from different
schools to try and decide if this
was something that U ni needed
and if, so what type of code
should introduced.
Another major issue SFAC
discussed early in the year was
to continue to leave the elevator
open during the day. As the year
progressed, SFAC's work became
more enjoyable as they accepted
applications and awarded money
to students and faculty alike
for projects or events from the
Makino Award. Near the end of
the year, the committee surprised
everyone with Happy Thursday,
providing candy as a relief from
daily quizzes and tests. SFAC
consisted of a member from each
class, the assistant principal and
three faculty members.
PCC helps Uni students
prepare for college. In addition to
finding information on colleges
and scholarships, PCCs teach tips
for life after high school and college entrance tests. Stall Vocab,
enabling the students to visit the
restroom yet still learn, was one
method PCCs used to enrich all
the students lives.
Mostly focused on juniors, the
Peer College Counselors provided
individual help and consultation.
The PCCs hosted Brown Baggers
which were lunch sessions for
students on topics ranging from
resume writing to career exploration. Another way the PCCs distributed information was through
their newsletters, PCC College
Zone and CQ Newsletters.
8
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Tht OG,
, Mar. J
Today is Susan Mynatt's last day at Uni High, where she has
been in charge of finances since April 2002. In case you missed
the original Feb. 17 story about her departure, we're posting an
updated V81'Sion here, along with a link to a November 2003
Gargoyle story about Susan and her husband, Uni PE teacher
and cross-<:ountryllrack coach Doug Mynatt.

WHArSNEW
•

Saytng goodbye to Uni
High
Column· Susan Mynatt's
LEAVING?!
• Habitat Trip 2006
• Column : The
procrastination problem
• Column : Has discipline

Column. Susan Mynatt's LEAVING?!

•

The OG,
, Mar. J
Michelle Gao offers a few words of appreciation fOf Uni's
departing financial wizard.

IHabna Tnp 2006

The OG,
, Mar. 2
COfne check out what Uni's Habitat fOf Humanity volunteers did
last week on their Mississippi trip!

HABITAT - A GOOD HABIT TO HAVE Accompenlad by hlstOI)IIoachers BISutlon
andChtisButlct. PEtcacherDougMynan, o.ndmalhteecherSoePiiscti, 18Unl studonls
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:•=:s.";.~:~~~~~·footlong truss

IColumn: The procrastination problem

Tht OG.
. Mar. 2
Michelle Gao has a habit of procrastinating. But not to worry.
She11 stop it tomorrow.

for what w1 soon boa l'touso, and

gone too far?

BLOGS
• Gargoyle
• Director
• library

Inside The OG
NEWS

Column: Has disctpline gone too far?

•

Tht OG,
, Mar. 2
In some important respects , Uni no longer seems all that
different from other schools, accOfding to Jono Baron.

yet another state chess
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argoyle! This was
a revolutionary
year in Gargoyle
history. The school saw the
rise of the OG (the Online
Gargoyle). Now in order
to read about Uni life, one
doesn't have to wait for the
next issue to come out, but
can get all their information with the click of a button. The OG can be found
at <www.uni.uiuc.edu/
gargoyle>. It is updated
daily and covers everything
from Uni events to what is
happening in the outside
world. Also, nightly coverage of sporting events is
available. With the Online
Gargoyle, the face of U ni
News will most certainly
change.
This year's Gargoyle staff was pushed
more than in past years,

Ruan and Zhal finish among elrte at
tournament

having had their workload
doubled, in order to get the
OG up and running. A second class of Journalism was
added to assist in the production. They were led by
advisor Mr. David Porreca,
and five senior co-editors
in chief, Roveiza Irfan, Sergei Pourmal, David Boyle,
Angelina Liang, and Annie
Fehrenbacher. The newspaper this year retained its
prestige winning the SISPA's Blue Banner Award,
which is the organizations
highest honor for newspaper excellence. A wards for
best articles were also given
out to individuals on the
staff.
However, there
was some dispute over particular articles, such as the
controversy over the article
about cliques in the school.

• Weekly Memo
• SSO
• A thletics

Katrina re ief organiZer Isn't gMng up hopes for a volunteerservtee

Student opinions were sent
in and published to show
both sides of the issue. The
paper spurred on discussion
and well written editorials
helped to lay everything

out. Despite these objections, the Gargoyle continued on its path of good
writing and made a strong
case for its claim as the best
Uni publication.
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The 2006 Yearbook staff again spent the early
part of the year deciding on theme and layout. Pressure
was on this group as they found out that the 2005 book
was named part of the Southern Illinois Press's Golden
Dozen, an award naming the top 12 yearbooks in the state.
Advisor Mr. Joel Beesley was pleased to see that some staff
members returned this year, including the three editors
Al Renner, Austin Berger, and Daniel I~o. The number of
students in the class was greatly reduced this year, giving
students more work to do. The 2006 theme and layouts
were modeled after popular magazines.
With last year's award on their back, the staff looked
to win at the newly introduced IHSA State journalism
tournament. Uni's team will consist of both journalism
and yearbook students, and the competition will test the
student's talents in layout, design, coverage, writing, and
other aspects of journalism.
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Taught by Mr. Beesley, this class worked in the
Windows Lab and Mac Lab. The web class is taught as
a semester class and therefore the staff often changes
throughout the year. Second semester, the staff decided
to change the look of the site (image below is the old
version). Once the site was changed a new school tour
was introduced for people outside Uni to be able to see
what it looks like in and around Uni.
In addition to working on the new layout, the
class' main task was to keep official documents and
information current on the website so that students,
parents, faculty and visitors to Uni can obtain the
information they need. It was a good year, and hopefully
everyone will enjoy the new look of www.uni.uiuc.edu.
Don't forget to visit the Uni High Merchandise store to
purchase your favorite memorabilia.

This year' s Unique editor were Batia Snir,
Sara Sligar, Amelia Breault, and Jackie Hedeman. Mrs.
Majerus was their dedicated spon or. Meeting were
held during lunch, and members would vote on what
works of poetry, stories, drawings , or photos they liked
best. With the Online Gargoyle and other Art Contests
going on, there was a lot of competition for Unique
submissions. Many people still turned in work, but there
is always room for more submissions. Most people don ' t
know this , but anyone who comes to a Unique meeting
actually gets to decide what is put in the book.
Much of the staffs work went into compiling
the Unique supplement which comes out before the
actual book. The final decisions on what goes in aren ' t
made until late in the year, so work can still be turned in
near the end of the year. This year' Unique proved to be
another classic.

The Yearbook Video Crew of Daniel Jacobs
and Micah Berman were the video editors again this
year. Throughout the year, they worked on projects
teachers had involving video, helped in designing
the yearbook, did the graduation video, but most
importantly, they made the videos for the sports awards
ceremonies. Every year the videos seem to get better
and better, with new creative ideas thrown in between
the footage of our athletes. This year, the staff began to
bring in possible replacements for Jacobs early in the
winter to test their abilities. They worked to get more
commercials added into their works, and at the end
of the year, the Booster Club will sell DVDs with all
of the videos from the whole year compiled on to one
disc. Make sure to get your copy of the DVD!

PUBLICATIONS
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Uni High Publications
Gargoyle
(1-r, t-b): David Boyle, Justin Park, Matt
Freeman, Max Goldberg, Ben Erickson,
Jonathan Baron, Michael Belmont, Sam
Smyth, Daisy Hassani, Annie Liang, Michelle
Gao, Bianca Zaharescu, Alex Zhai, Shivani
Khanna, Jessica Stark, Sarah Pfander,
Emma Anselin, Annie Fehrenbacher, Sergei
Pourmal, Roveiza Irfan, Yuzi Nakamura.

Unique
(1-r, t-b): Maddy Hamlin, Emma Anselin,
Martin Geiger, Michelle Mehnert, Sara
Sligar, Batia Snir, Mrs. Majerus, Amelia
Breault, Jackie Hedeman, Julia Maher,
Yuzi Nakamura.

World Wide Web
(1-r, t-b): Mike Renner, Ben Schaap, Tom
Wiltzius, Henry Beberman, Robert Croisant,
Michelle Mehnert, Austin Berger, Jeremy
Pillow.

Yearbook
(1-r, t-b): Austin Berger, Daniel Ito, Robbie
Robinson, Frankie McFarland, AI Renner,
Suran Yoo, George Gu.
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the school year
re on and pumps started to grow,
we knew that Halloween
was upon us. It was Monday
morning, October 31st and
instead of heading to the
closet to put on the usual
clothes, many of us reached
for a costume. Some were
new and inventive, yet some
wore the classics, and others
were, well there were others.
There is always an
excitement surrounding Halloween, and that excitement
is usually climaxed at the
lunchtime costume contest
in Uni Gym. This contest
has become famous, or infamous, for outrageous and
wacky costumes including
"I got hit by a bus" and the

dueling cross-dressers of the
past years. This years contest,
organized by the Subbie Buddies, was no exception. Ethan
Stone and Kareem Sayegh
were maybe the most jaw
dropping of the contestants as
they wore skirts and shaved
their legs making us wonder
if this is what they do in their
free time.
After the Subbie Buddies
tossed candy to the crowd
and people fought for the best
treats, it came time to vote on
the costumes. Lucy Schiller
wowed the crowd with a very
close replica of Marla from
Fight Club and drew a strong
reaction from the crowd, but
not good enough to get in the
top three. That prestigious
award went to Natsuki Naka-

mura as Mario, Ben Wilson
was a Hobbit, and Zoe Schein
along with Sarah pfander
who were the very clever
"Orange Jews".
The day would not have
been complete without the
evening Trick or Treating.
Unfortunately the nighttime
was a bit of a wash, literally and figuratively, as rain
plagued the happy Trick or
Treater's throughout the area.
Despite the horrible weather
Uni students still managed
to get out and get as much
candy as they could, while
others stayed at home and just
enjoyed the atmosphere. Even
though the weather didn't do
its part, the Uni community
had a great Halloween.

(l- r, t- b) : Much to the
amazement of Daniel the
Hobbit, the Faculty displays
their Halloween attire;
Kareem and Ethan decide to
show some skin; Ellen must
have drank Professor Snape's
polyjuice potion.
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s Winter Break
approached and
teachers loaded up
the test calendar, the annual
Surprise Party was a nice
way to end the final day
before the winter holidays.
Classes were shortened to
thirty-three minutes, and
a whiff of peppermint and
cookies were in the air.
As the day's class
schedule came to a end, the
Madrigals gathered in the
Attic and began their sweep
of the halls, escorting us
with their beautiful holiday
lyrics to Uni Gym. As the
students filed into the gym,
many alumni also appeared
in the cramped gymnasium
to rekindle their memories
of the storied Uni tradition.
Cookies and brownies were
abundant as everyone was
assured to find something

they liked. As the crowd
settled in, the Madrigals
gave their traditional
opening to the celebration.
This was followed up
by a rendition of "White
Christmas" by the Spanish
Club. The Japanese classes
sang "Beauty and the

Beast" (in Japanese of
course) and the theme
song of Naruto, a popular
Japanese show. Masahiro
Imamura was the star of
the show as he joined up
with the holiday party
band (Abby Sobh, Nathan
Domier, and Alex Cahill)

and stunned the crowd with
his singing talent.
Following these
wonderful musical
performances Mr. Butler's
closing rendition of The
Ginger Bread Man got
lots of laughs out of the
audience. The party ended
and everyone went home
looking forward to a nice
two weeks without school.

HOLIDAY PARTY
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s the heat of the
competition mixed
with the thick dust
on the volleyball court, the
Tug of War was on. It was
not just a battle of brawn,
but for the subbies, this
was their first chance to
work as a team in front of
all their new classmates.
The Tug of War pits teams
in a match of strength and
smarts. As both sides of
the rope strained to gain
an inch, a thick mixture of
dust and sand arose into the
air. Finally, the rope lost
its tension as one side fell
to the impossible strength
of the other team. Win or
lose, these students had just
completed a Uni ritual.
This was only one
of many activities in the
2005 Subbie Retreat which

was again held at Crystal
Lake Park. Departing U ni
at lunch, the subbies and
their group leaders gathered
in the park to compete
in a competition which
hopefully allowed people to
make new friends and get
over the nervous feelings
of joining a new group of
peers.
In addition to the
Olympics, this year Ms.
Morris returned to the event
and taught students how
to make instant ice cream.
Each person made their own
ice cream in a bag, and got
to eat their finished result.
"It was a huge event and
took a lot of work, but in
the end it was all worth it."
said Eunice How, a subbie
buddy.

"It was cool to see
all the subbies concentrating
so much on not dropping
the egg," exclaimed Micah
Berman, commenting on the
egg race in the Olympics.
Finally with
everyone exhausted, the
retreat ended with the
students getting some
free time to unwind. "It's
probably one of the greatest
things so far about being
a subbie at Uni," stated
subfreshman Chumin Gao.

(l-r. t-b): Arnav #row, how to lumlk liU a champion; Anna tries
to kit a~
lwr 'Qter balloon ile discovers being a
tallllltlll"' be dfl/icrllt iaen trying to junfp rope; Ethan does
his be t to keep 1M hula 1aQop going.

SUBBIE RETREAT
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L.. Subbies cotttpete it1 the fit1al cot1test of the
Retreat the fug-of-War.

L.. Nathat1 cheers while savit1g his arttt tttuscles
for his owt1 trip dowt1 the Obstacle Course.

L.. fhe three legged race brit1gs teattts together,
litera II

L.. Agroup tries to see how they stack up with
the rest of the Subbie Class.
18
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typical year at Uni
consists of large
National Merit
lists, WYSE championhips and wonderful fine
arts performances. Recently there has been much
more to celebrate and
get fired up about around
school. Our athletic teams
have become competitive
with the best around and
the Chess team is racking
up trophies.
With all this excitement, the 2006 Spirit
Week provided the stu-

A

r,

dent body the chance to
proudly ·show their Uni
pride. The week was
kicked off with an assembly at Kenney Gym
where students and faculty were entertained by
a student dance competition and a faculty
volleyball game. "It was
really funny to watch

the teachers outside of
the classroom playing
sports," commented
sophomore Suran Yoo on
the Spirit Week assembly.
Student Council
used their power and expertise to proclaim the
daily themes this year:
pajamas, Harry Potter,
twins, hats , and school
colors. Not only did students come out and show
their school spirit, but
many faculty members
dressed up to show their
love for Uni. "I thought

~rs.

Kovacs' orange
hair on school colors
day was so awesome!"
said junior Jeremy Pillow.
Even though
students were still given
lots of homework, in
true Spirit Week fashion they still came to
Kenney Gym to cheer
on the basketball teams
throughout the week.
"Even though Uni

doesn't have things
like pep rallies to fire
up school spirit, I think
Spirit Week is a nice
way to show that the students here still have Uni
pride," commented Anna
Cangellaris on Spirit
Week.
Hopefully, Uni
students will always
show their school spirit
throughout the year and
it can be assured that
Spirit Week will raise the
same enthusiasm next
year.

(1-r, t-b ): Frankie, Mike, Malcolm, and Chumar decided it should be "Quadruplet
Day" instead of "Twin Day"; Mr. Rayburn is ready to show his volleyball skills;
The subbie girls smile despite the chicken in their presence; Can't you tell that
Daniel just loves Harry Potter?

SPIRIT WEEK
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very year after winter
break ends, students
at Uni start counting
down to the much needed
break of Agora Days. As
always students signed up
for classes hoping to get
their first choices of classes,
most importantly with their
friends. Thanks to the efforts
of Mr. Garvey, senior Tom
Wiltzius, and sophomore Micah Berman, students were
able to register for classes
online, making the process a
lot easier and more efficient.
A variety of unique
classes were again offered
this year, as classes included
everything from dodgeball
(with footballs) to gender
studies to balloon twisting.
Students were able to stay
active in sports classes or
just sit back and relax in
movie classes. Although it
was required to take two

Mr. Beesley to Bottenfield
Elementary School to assist
students.
Agora Days gave
the students a nice break
academic classes, none of
However, not all
from the stress of school
them were too straining, and students spent their week
work, and is just one more
all students found the week
taking classes, or. even at
thing that makes Uni unique.
enjoyable and a nice break
Uni for that matter. A group Look forward to Agora Days
from school.
of four teachers and eighteen next year as it will surely be
Faculty members
students went on the annual a tradition that continues on
also enjoyed a respite from
Habitat for Humanity trip
with the same excitement
the daily grind of classroom to Clarksdale, Mississippi.
that it has had in the past.
instruction, but still managed Another group of students
to help us learn. Mr. Bild
traveled across town with
brought his comic books in
to show us a different side of
our "Math Man" while Mr.
Greg Smith and his friends
showed us their rockets.
AGORA DAYS
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"Taught" by Mike Renner and Ammar
Rizwan, this was basketball for the true
students of the game.

Deborah Ladd taught students the basics
of origami and kirigami (using scissors).

llikltr~

~~~

This class educated people on the "roots" Students learned English Country
of hair braiding and other African
Dancing with an emphasis on developing
influenced hair styles. After learning
skills and a graceful dancing style.
about the history, the students tried.

A historical look at the New Orleans'
party by studying music, food and the
traditions which make it so popular.

~
This class was loaded with people and
talent as students competed in an exciting
brand of Flag Football in Kenney Gym.

~~
As always, video game classes were
popular allowing students to play games in
school.
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Back by popular demand, Rose Kory's
class taught how to make balloon animals,
hats and sculptures.

A wide variety of cooking classes were
offered throughout the day keeping the
school smelling delightful all day.

(1-r, t-b): Brett, Bianca, Josie
and Lucas all take a break
from work to show some f ace
paint; the group enjoys one
of many laughs; the 2006
Habitat group photo.

In 2004-05, the
gora Days registration
process changed dramatically thanks to the efforts
ofthenjuniorTom Wiltzius
and the Agora director John
Garvey. Students were able
to sign-up for classes online
making it easier for the stuts and the Agora staff.
This year Wiltzius,
ong with the help of
homore Micah Berman,
nt a lot of time over the
ummer and durin the

Every year juniors
and seniors are able to apply to go on the Habitat for
Humanity trip to Clarksdale, Mississippi during
Agora Week. Following
a series of meetings with
Mr. Sutton , individuals
interested are required to
complete a questionnaire
on why they should be accepted. This year a group
of eighteen students along
with teachers Chris Butler, Doug Mynatt, Susan
Plisch , and Bill Sutton
made the trip south to volunteer.
The 2006 Habitat
trip provided a nice experience for students to go
and help out in another
community, meet new
people, and bond with each
other as well. While there
the Uni contingent helped
build trusses for houses ,
dug a drainage ditch, and
built birdhouses for Habitat fund-raising.
"I had such an
amazing time on the Habitat trip, and I plan on applying again next year," said
junior Bianca Zaharescu.

school year rewriting the
entire site from scratch and
ensuring that there would be
as few problems as possible
once registration actually
began.
The site was extremely easy to use and
eliminated problems found in
the old process of registration
such as illegible handwriting
and not following course
requirements. The 2006
version of the site informed
students immediate!
if

In addition to the
Habitat trip, another group
of U ni students went out
into the community to
volunteer. During 6th and
7th periods , Mr. Beesley
took a group of 15 students
to Bottenfield Elementary
School in Champaign to
assist in classrooms.
While at Bottenfield,
Uni students spent time in
classrooms from grades K3rd. The mentors worked
with students by playing
math games, reading stories,
helping with a physics lesson and assisted in the creation of African American
Month posters.
The trip to
Bottenfield allowed Uni
students to have fun volunteering with younger
children, while seeing that
most classrooms contain a
wide spectrum of academic
abilities. Junior Dana AlQadi stated, "We connected
with the kids and it was nice
to share the afternoon helping them learn."

they met the class requirements and their application
would not be accepted until
the requirements were met.
This "new addition" for the
most part eliminated the
whole process of going back
and forth trying to fix schedules, though of course some
changes were needed to be
made. "I think the website
worked great, the biggest
problem we had was getting
people to actually sign-up
when they were supposed
to," stated Wiltzius.
The Agora Days

(l-r, t-b): Adam helps a first
grader vocalize the words in
the book; 1ulie and a second
grader anticipate the result
of a dice roll during a Math
game; Robbie and a third
grader work on an African
American Month poster.

website will continue to
be used next year and will
without a doubt continue
to improve and make the
Agora Days registration
process easier and more efficient for the students and
Agora staff.
A GORADAYS
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At1t1a works ot1 a het1t1a desigt1 OM Kutttars' forearttt.

Rachel, SatttaMtha, Kaylie at1d ferry
et1joy their Cout1try liMe Pat1cit1g class.
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THE FINE ARTS DEPARTMENT OF UNIVERSITY lABORATORY HIGH SCHOOL PRES~NTS
THE 2005 FALL PRODUCTION OF

AFARCE
BY

NEIL SIMON

$5 for students

$6 tor adults

Thursday, November 3 at 7:00PM
Friday, November 4 at 7:30PM
Saturday, November 5 at 7:30PM

Produced ""h ~rmls..c1un trom Samuel! rcnch. Inc

THEFINE ARTS QUIZ
1) Which Uni student was a cast member
in the Illinois High School Theater Festival
production of Chorus Line?
a. Matt Freeman
b. Jackie Hedeman
c. Paige Martin
d. Emma Anselin
2) What subbie earned first prize in the
Insect Fear Film Festival Art contest?
a. Anna Gooier
b. Michelle Wong
c. Daniel Kitron
d. Sindha Agha
3) Stephen Buzard, Ben Erickson, Michael
Pitt, and Maciek Swiech each did the following?
a. Shaved their heads in art class
b. Sang solos during the Winter Concert
c. Had their essays broadcasted on WILL-AM
d. Painted a new mural in Uni ·Gym
4) Which Uni student had their play "Cobwebs" produced during the opening ceremonies of the Illinois High School Theater
Festival?
a. Ethan Berl
b. Sara Sligar
c. Martin Geiger
d. Alyssa Digges
5) The 2005 Fall
Play was?
a. Cats
b. Rent
c. Rumors
d. Hamlet

6) Who is not a member of the musical
group "Pink Pyritz"?
a. Claire Johnson
b. Angelina Liang
c. Tony Costa
d. Mo Kudeki
7) Who was named to the prestigious Allerton Wind Chamber Ensemble?
a. Michael Belmont
b. Vaishnavi Giridaran
c. Mandy Grill
d. Jennifer Roloff
8) Which pair did not participate in the
IMEA All-State Music Festival?
a. Josie Chambers , Nicole Gong
b. Daisy Hassani , Lucy Zhang
c. Julie Chen , Holden Bucher
d. Stephen Buzard , Alex Cahill
9) Where was the 2005 Winter Concert held?
a. Uni Gym
.
b. Krannert Center
c. Levis
d. North Attic
10) Which musical group performed at the
Illinois Alliance for Arts Education awards
ceremony?
a. Madrigals
b. Jazz Band
c. Orchestra
<]d . XC Team Pep Band
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This year's Student Productions
presented a broad range of
genres from comedy to thought
provoking drama. As the
audience stepped into the works
of their fellow peers, siblings,
or children, the creativity and
quality of the five plays proved
to be outstanding. The lights
went dark and the first play,
"Allow me to Tug on your Tie"
by Jackie Hedeman started. The
main characters, Ben Tuttle and
Batia Snir worked well together
on the stage and the ending sent
smiles throughout the audience
with its simple, but cute ending.
Next was "All Ends in Death"
by Beckaa Wallig, a story about
two plots of a kidnapping, both

conservative and liberal. After
this play, the audiences relaxed
to "Underground" by Sara Sligar.
This play sent a message of love
and not realizing how much
a person really means to you
until they are gone. As the night
continued, "Angina Monologue''
by Annie Fehrenbacher did
not disappoint as Cordelia
Loots-Gollin 's character and
her relationship with Bethany
Hutchens sent them cracking up
wanting more. Finally, "Stranger
at the End of the World" by Tom
Wiltzius concluded the evening
on a more thought provoking
note with a story of five people
coming to terms with their own
mortality.

tudents at Uni seem to take the
colorfully designed posters and
intricately painted masks in the
3rct floor hallway almost for granted.
During our daily grind of moving from
one room to another, some things begin to blend in. For those of you who
take a second to look, your eyes will be
opened to the creativity and sure brilliance of Miss Evans and her students.
The large brown doors with
the chalked sign "Art Room" where as
you peer in, loads of papers, paints, and
other art supplies look distant. What are
these things used for and who makes
the skilled works of art encased in the
shiny glass by the elevator? You would
be surprised that they were made by
fellow Uni students involved in the
Art curriculum at this school. The Arts,
taught by Miss Evans includes Studio
Art I and II. Studio Art I involves the
development of many skills including the review of elements of design,
drawing from observations (including
self-portraits), art history, painting with
acrylic, and non-camera art processes
such as copy art, photomontage, and
collage.
Students who advance in these
studio endeavors and have taken Studio

Art I go onto Studio Art II which includes Art synectics, learning principles
of design, media (drawing, pointing,
sculpture, print making, photography),
mask making, and silk screening. They
develop their own personal skill areas
and discover their personal style. Results of these products are often entered
into various contests and are displayed
in many areas ofC-U showing the
skills of Uni students. Some of the contests include The Insect Fear Film Festival Art Contest, in which subfreshman
Michelle Wong was an award winner
and The News Gazette Design an Ad
contest later in the year.
In addition to the classes, there
was also an Art Club which meets due
to their common love for different
kinds of art. They had a cookie sale on
Valentine's Day to raise money. Icing
and different varieties of sprinkles were
set out as students who bought a cookie
could decorate it showing off their own
art skills. As a result of all of these opportunities, students learn new ways to
shape and share ideas with others. "Art
is definitely a way to express yourself
through what you make," quoted Ranny Ma, an art student in Studio Art I.

Posters were created during Miss
Evan's Art Class by the following
students (l-r, t-b ): Adrianna Black,
Lucy Schiller, Horus Wang, Laura
Voitik, K_atie Ryan.

ART
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In the end of August each year, over half the
student body flocks to the South Attic. There is no cafeteria or computer lab, these students are heading to the
Attic for one reason, because of their love for music. Mr.
Murphy, Uni's long time Music Direcror, wedges in each
student interest and works to meld them into one of the
following performance groups: Chorus, Jazz Band, Madrigals and Orchestra. Some students skilled enough join
multiple groups, but each group has one goal in common:
To be the best at concert time.
This year different musical groups performed
~thr'All •"Thr"'t the school year and in many different way.
musical season began with a "Silent Concert" leadup to numerous Music Club recitals. The departments big showcase this year was the Winter Concert.
After many months of preparing pieces for this
~~-"'"""'rt the hard work was not in vain. The day of
concert, everyone involved walked over
Krannert Center for the final rehearsal.
musical groups: Orchestra, Chorus
Madrigals would be performing on
stage where so many famous musihad previously stood. This Winter

Concert was held at Krannert for the very first time in the
Foellinger Great Hall thanks to the generous funding of
the LeRoy family.
The Chorus opened the evening beautifully with
their booming voices reaching the top row of the upper
deck with no problem. During the Madrigals portion
of the evening, there were many solos, both voice and
instrumental by Stephen Buzard and Nicholas Pratt. The
pieces that were sung were complex with many different voices, but the Madrigals blended them perfectly.
Finally, the last performance was by the Orchestra. Many
pieces highlighting the various different instruments
such as strings, trumpet, french horn, and flute were
presented. Finally, The Phantom of the Opera, the song
that everyone was waiting for was a resounding success
that ended the evening. At the end of the song, even the
students looked around at each other and smiled as
they were finished with their hard work.

---

(1-r, t-b): The orchestra performs at Krannert during
the Winter Concert; Ben Tuttle and Cheng Luo passionately play their saxophones during a Jazz Band
practice; Robert Boyce performs in the Silent Concert
with Mrs. Bant and Mr. Murphy watching; The chorus
practices in the Attic.

MUSIC
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UNI HIGH Musical Groups 2006
Orchestra .. Strings ..
(1-r, t-b): Alex Cahill, Anna Gooier, Samantha
Nguyen, Lucy Zhang, Suran Yoo, Elizabeth Allen,
Angelina Liang, Martin Granick, Monah Habibullah, Christine Cheng, Alan Liang, Martin Geiger,
Elaine Gu, Danny Ge, Ethan Schiller, Daniel McNamara, Kareem Sayegh, Claire Johnson, Zoe Schein,
Julie Chen, Nuole Chen, Vaishnavi Giridaran, Daisy
Hassani, Emma Anselin, Alisa Rantanen, Maria
Gao, Sophie Shenk, Tej Chajed, Daniel Lilly, Horace Wang, Benjamin Fu, Carl Pearson, Cameron
Cropek, Daniel Pearlstein, Paul Freudenberg, Jack
Snyder, Chumin Gao, Mo Kudeki, Avanti Chajed,
Leslie Hodges, Aran Yoo.

Chorus
(1-r, t-b): Krista Olson, Alyssa Digges, Beckaa
Wallig, Sakayo Kanasumi, Bethany Hutchens,
Brett Clark, Tomasz Kalbarczyk, Nicholas Pratt,
Lillian Soong, Sharajonnie Adams, Cameron Cropek, Claire Johnson, Emma Anselin, Daisy Hassani,
Alex Cahill, Tony Costa, Josie Chambers, Paige
Martin, Aria Collopy, Rachel Cascio, Rose M. Kory,
Martin Geiger, Max Goldberg, Tess Garvey, Emily Floess, Angelina Liang, Elizabeth Ford, Ellen
Rockett, Nicole Gong, Stephen Buzard.

Jazz Band I
(1-r, t-b): Ethan Bert, Sam Klein, Elizabeth Ford,
Austin Rundus, Scott Sapp, Sam Smyth, Alex
Cahill, Karen Han, Stephen Buzard, Max Goldberg,
Robert Boyce, Rohun Palekar, Richard Weisbach,
Jacob Druker, Monah Habibullah, Ben Tuttle,
Cheng Luo, Julian Hartman, Henry Beberman.
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UNI HIGH Musical Groups 2006
Orchestra .. Winds ..
-r, t-b): Ben Tuttle, Zack Goldberg, Jessi Sullivan,
!shan Desai-Geller, Andrew Weatherhead, Gabe
Smith, Jasper Maniates-Selvin, Nicholas Pratt,
Abby Sobh, Nathan Domier, Carter Hutchens,
Rachel Cascio, Madeleine Garvey, Chris Yoder,
Isabel Vazquez, Cheyenne Stewart, Nate Kim,
Nicole Gong, Stephen Buzard, Rachel Kaplan,
Rachel Skoza, Jacob Druker, Tony Costa, Jennifer
off, Aria Collopy, Karen Han, Elizabeth Ford,
ethany Hutchens, Alex Engles, Ammar Rizwan,
Yoo, Angela Jin, Beth Peregrine, Eunice How,
ictoria Wang, Sherri Grill, Lizzy Warner, Natsuki
akamura, Jessica Stewart, Amirah Nelson, Tess
Lillian Soong, Amy Ding, Maritza Mestre,
av Pamidighantam, Diana Liu, Terry Qi.

Chorus
{1-r, t-b): Nile Hamer, Hadley Hauser, Paige Carter,
Diana Liu, Tianna Pittenger, Anna Gooier, Sierra
Marcum, Leslie Hodges, Avanti Chajed, Frankie
McFarland, Angela Jin, Linda Song, Maddy Levin,
Cheyenne Stewart, Maria Gao, Lor Sligar, Jasmine
Alvarado, Caroline Brown, Claire Johnson, Karen
Woodley, Vivian Robison, Zack Goldberg, Ethan
Berl, Jared Doyle, Masahiro Imamura, Sarah
Lake-Rayburn, Deborah Ladd, Brittany Scheid,
Elizabeth Russell, Lisa Boyce, Katie Buzard,
Amy Ding.

Jazz Band II
{1-r, t-b): Gabe Smith, !shan Desai-Geller, Ben
Lee, Eduardo Diazmunoz, Paul Dampier, Robert
Diehl, Daniel Wilson, Jason He, Arif Nelson, Amy
Ding, Grant Loos, Chris Nixon, Zack Goldberg,
Katie Marshall, Richard Weisbach, Jonothan
Baron.

MUSIC
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The Madrigals are a staple of every Winter Holiday season around
Uni. A select few Uni students
make the cut to be a Madrigal
each season. Our group travels
around C-U performing for community groups, nursing homes
and for other schools. This year,
the 2005 version of the Marigals joined other local Madrigal
groups in performing on WCIA
television over the holiday break.
Led as always by the dedicated
Mr. Murphy, this year's Madrigal
group kicked off the Holdiay Party
beautifully.

Krista and Beckaa enjoy a moment
of levity at the Katrina Benefit Dinner
12 34 56 789005
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Uni's Clubs and Organizations
When coming to Uni one of the first things
subbies learn from their Subbie Buddies is that Uni has a
plethora of clubs which meet during lunch for students to
participate in. From Tolkien to the Beatles, from German
to Latin to Spanish, and just about any other interest one
might have, there is a club for almost everything. Usually
clubs are pretty self-contained but occasionally they will
sponsor pizza sales to raise money for the club or sponsor dances at the school but for the most part they are just
groups of people meeting at lunch and sharing a common
interest. This year did not fit the paradigm.
On August 23, 2005 a storm began to form in the
Atlantic Ocean, a storm which would later be named Katrina. Katrina grew to a Category One hurricane which
was, at the time, the most powerful hurricane ever in the
Gulf of Mexico with steady winds of a deadly 175 mph.
The Storm made landfall in Louisiana on August 29, 2005
and raged along the southern part of the U.S. for two days.
Katrina annihilated much of the south including New Orleans which ended up 80% under water in the aftermath.
When all was said and done Katrina had inflicted an estimated 7 5 billion dollars worth of damage to property,
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killed 1,442 people and
did immeasurable damage
to people's lives, some of
whom will never be able
to return to their homes.
With such a terrible tragedy befalling the
southern coast, the clubs
at Uni could not stand idly
by and ignore the need
for help. One of the fir t
groups to respond was the
Social Advocacy Class
~~-~-.....J who planned a fund-raiser
to send money for relief efforts. There was such an outcry
of support that many students not in the class wanted to
help too. Headed by Rose Kory, a group of students sponsored the "Fall Fair of Fun" held at Uni Gym. The events
of the day included a pie toss, balloon twisting, DDR, and
many other activities with all proceeds going to benefit the
hurricane relief effort.
But this was not enough for the tireless Uru
students. S4BW (Students for a Better World) has been
around Uni longer than any student currently enrolled and
has been committed to helping those in need. When S4BW
saw the disaster they knew they had to do something to
help. Their idea was to hold a Cajun dinner to collect dona-

tion for the relief effort. Held at Grace Lutheran Church
in Champaign the dinner featured some traditional Cajun
dishes such as gumbo as well as live music from a jazz
band called "Identity Crisis." Overall the banquet was a
raging success as they raised over a thousand dollars from
the dinner alone.
Even with both of these big events, many students
ought to help out in other ways too. Both Tolkien and
Kendo clubs sponsored pizza ales at school and then donated their proceeds to the hurricane relief fund. Also senior Lucy Schiller and Collette Dejong sold Mardi Gras
bead and raised over $200 by themselves. Still more was
done when the Spanish Club hosted a Carnaval dance in
Uni gym. People came in costume and the price of admis-

sion plus donations taken were given to the relief fund.
In a tragedy which proved to be a very divisive
issue nationally, the Uni community came together to help
in many ways. Led by the great generosity and commitment of the clubs at Uni, the students were able to make
an impact on the lives of victims of Katrina.

(l-r, t-b ): The boys are more than excited about their authentic
Cajun gumbo; Joy is mesmerized by the famous Carnaval;
Ms. Finch loves to show off her Carnaval hat; Maddy works
tirelessly to prepare food for the fund-raising dinner; Robert
and Jackie are happy to help, Paige is in it for the money;
Just one of the many Carnaval decorations hangs from the
Uni Gym wall.
CLUBS
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Art Club
(1-r, t-b): Ms. Evans (Sponsor), Natsuki Nakamura, Beth Peregrine,
Alisa Rantanen,Yuzuko Nakamura,Jie Han.

(1-r, t-b): Ben Hyman, Nicole Gong,Annie Liang, Jennifer Roloff. Not
Pictured: Mr. Bild (Sponsor).

Members of Art Club met every Friday to discuss
projects they could work on. Club members got
to choose which medium of art each they would
work in and then spend a few weeks doing so.
Ms. Evans was always there to critique and lend a
helping hand.

24 Club met on Tuesdays at lunch to practice for
the AMC, a math competition that Uni students
can participate in every year at various levels of
aptitude. The club is so aptly named after the game
24. Playing this game occupied much of the club's
time. 24 Club was a small group, but they still
managed to have some fun.

Activism Club

Anime Club

(1-r, t-b): Kayla Ginsburg, Beckaa Wallig, Annie Fehrenbacher, Josie
Chambers, Ben Erickson, Eleanor Unsworth, Lucy Schiller, Mr. Sutton
(Sponsor),Annie Machesky, Erin Hayes, Julia Maher, Emily Kamm, Shara
Esbenshade, Marika lyer, Shruti Purkayastha.

(1-r, t-b): Danny Ge, Robert Diehl, Linda Song, Ellen Rockett, Jared
Doyle, RichardWeisbach,Jeremy Kembaii,Tanya Kostochka, Beth Peregrine,Josh Mitcheii,Aaron Kelter, George Gu,Yuzuko Nakamura, Zack
Goldberg, Arnav Pamidighantam, Emily Chu, Jie Han, Greg Atherton,
Grant Loos, Ito Sensei (Sponsor).

Activism Club was a catalyst for much of the
volunteer efforts at U ni and encouraged the U ni
community to play a more active role in outside community efforts. With the catastrophic
disaster of Hurricane Katrina, thousands of
voices called out for help. Activism Club raised
money and sponsored dances in an attempt to
answer those cries.

Anime Club met every Thursday to watch both
popular and lesser-known Japanese animation. In
order to emphasize the Japanese influence and culture, everything watched during their club meetings was in Japanese with English subtitles.
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IFU

Manga Club

(1-r, t-b): Jonathan Baron, Devin Johnson, Rohan Palekar, Mr. Sutton
(Sponsor), Scott Sapp. Not Pictured: Daniel Jacobs, Max Goldberg.

(1-r, t-b): Emily Chu, Linda Song,Jie Han,Aaron Kelter. Not Pictured:
Mrs. Harris (Sponsor)

The Independent Filmmakers United Club usually
meets once a week and worked on making films
with their sponsor Mr. Sutton. Devoted to creating and admiring good cinema, the IFU merged
with the previous AVC club to form a stronger
video group. The IFU Club has organized a Film
Festival to showcase student productions.

Manga, Japanese graphic novels, have become
very popular and U ni students are not free from
this draw. Manga Club met weekly to read Manga
and discuss which Manga Series they think are the
best.

Gay-Straight Alliance

Kung Fu Club

(1-r,t-b): SharajonnieAdams, Ben Tuttle,Aiejandra Collopy, Julia Maher,
Annie Fehrenbacher, Erin Hayes, Sara Sligar, Mr.Vaughn (Sponsor),
Kayla Ginsburg,Angelina Liang,Amelia Breault, Batia Snir, Laura Hazlett, Caroline Brown, Shruti Purkayastha.

(1-r, t-b): Cameron Cropek, Brett Clark, Ben Sims, Langston AUstonYeagle, Alex Cahill, Mr. Rayburn (Sponsor), Maciek Swiech, Udara
Cabraal, Danny Ge, Ben Lee, Ben Suslick, Kangway Chuang, Horace
Wang, Nick Zukoski, Max Goldberg,Anna Gooier, Tess Garvey,Tanya
Kostochka, Neil Pearson, Paul Dampier.

In GSA, people of all different sexual orientations
are welcomed to come in and share their views on
di cussion topics. They sponsored the Day of Silence in an attempt to make everyone aware of the
silence faced by homosexuals in our society today.

Kung Fu Club met every Friday to watch their
favorite Kung Fu movies. Typically the clubs
choice of movie tended to be a parody of Kung
Fu movies, resulting in loud laughter and lively
discussion echoing from Room 109.

CLUBS
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Prejudice Awareness Club
(1-r, t-b): Kimberle Pillow, Shara Esbenshade, Ruthie Welch, Jessica
Stark, Jake Seeley, Isaac Chambers, Marika lyer, Andrea Park, Sarah
Pfander, Shivani Khanna. Not Pictured: Mr. Butler (Sponsor).

(1-r, t-b): Ellen Rockett, Henry Beberman, Ben Hyman Not Pictured:
Mr. Bergandine (Sponsor).

PAC is a group trying to eliminate prejudices
through talking about what prejudice means and
its role in today's society. The group watched
movies and then discussed their content. PAC
planned a school movie night to watch the movie
Crash so they could further discuss societal issues.

A club founded by senior Ellen Rockett, NotPC
Club is dedicated to Apple news and events. 1999
Uni High graduate and Apple employee Reed
Martin returned to school in the Fall and spoke
about happenings at the Apple Company. The
goal of this club was to showcase new Apple
computing technology and share information with
one another.

Music Club

RIFRAF

(1-r, t-b): Josh Mitchell, Robert Croisant, Beckaa Wallig, Nicolas Pratt,
Robert Boyce, Rachel Kaplan,Aria Collopy, Emma Ansel in, Paige Martin, Luke Chiang,AbderRahman Sobh, Stephen Buzard, Nicole Gong,
Linda Song, Krista Olson, Elizabeth Ford, Daisy Hassani,Tess Garvey.
Not Pictured: Mr. Murphy (Sponsor).

(1-r, t-b): Nicolas Pratt, Rebecca Alper, Robert Diehl, Martin Geiger,
Mrs. Harris (Sponsor), Jessica Stark, Sarah Pfander, Batia Snir, Sara
Sligar, Zoe Schein, Madeleine Garvey, Greg Atherton, Jeremy Kemball,
Emily Floess

Music Club is led by Mr. Murphy as musicians
are encouraged to come and hone their skills
with our music teacher himself. Students perform
with their peers, and also work on individual
compositions. One of the main goals of the club
is to increase the musicians creativity with their
instrument.
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Reading Is Eun Read And Erolic meets in the
library where general discussion takes place.
Topics can range from a variety of topics and
don't have to focus on books. Interesting and new
books are brought up and societal impacts are also
addressed. It is a fun relaxed atmosphere in the
library without a lot of pressure.

Spanish Club

Star Trek Club

(1-r, t-b): SharajonnieAdams, Michelle Gao, Lor Sligar,TJ. Bozada,Julian
Hartman, Michelle Mehnert, Geoffrey Beck, Aran Yoo, Erin Hayes.
Not Pictured: Ms. Lopez (Sponsor).

(1-r, t-b): Lucas Ecker, Mr. Russell (Sponsor), Andrew ian Chen, Ellen
Rockett, Carl Pearson, Paul Miller, Joy Shapley, Henry Beberman, Rachel
Kaplan, Emily Chu.

Did somebody say "Salsa!?" The Spanish Club
was responsible for the Salsa Dance which took
place in the beautifully transformed Uni Gym.
The DJ for the dance was sophomore Adrianna
Black's father. Following the Salsa Dance, the
club focused on celebrating Spanish holidays and
making ethnic food.

Star Trek Club gets together and watches the
television series with a close eye for detail. After
the showings they would critique the show's
6verall message. The club members also gave their
input on each episode's special effects compared to
today's newest technology.

SWAT Club

Thespian Club

(1-r, t-b): Leah Imlay, Emily Floess, Farid Zaghloul, Isaac Chambers,
Rose Kory, Lillian Soong, Noam Roth . Not Pictured: Ms. Morris
(Sponsor).

(1-r, t-b): Paige Martin, Sara Sligar, Martin Geiger, Max Goldberg, Tom
Wiltzius, Cordelia Loots-Gollin, Shruti Purkayastha, Batia Snir,Jackie
Hedeman. Not Pictured: Ms. Ridenour (Sponsor).

SWAT continued on the Uni High tradition
of Candy Grams as they were sold during the
lunches leading up to Winter Break for a quarter.
On the final day of school prior to break, SWAT
distributed the Candy Grams on lockers to spread
the holiday spirit and raise money.

The Thespians met weekly to let themselves relax
and act out skits or talk about plays or movies they
may have seen. Most club members usually take
part in the school plays and productions, so this
club allows the members to have fun and freestyle.
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A.L.A.M.I.

Japan Club

(1-r, t-b ): Rachel Harmon,Anna Gooier, Langston Allston-Yeagle, Katie Marshaii,Amy Ding, Stephanie Overmier, Elizabeth Russell, Isabel
Vazquez, Andrew Weatherhead, Neil Pearson, Ethan Schiller. Not
Pictured: Ms. Fountain (Sponsor).

(1-r, t-b): Sensei Ito (Sponsor), Mo Kudeki, Masahiro Imamura, Nathan
Domier, Julia Maher, Zack Goldberg, Jonathan Baron.

A.L.A.M.I. was a new club this year. It was
sponsored by Monica Fountain, the new writer
of the U'n'I newsletter distributed by the school.
The club met during school and discussed
African-American literature and was an open
forum to share their thoughts.

Japan Club gained a new member this year in
Masahiro Imamura, the new foreign exchange
student. They got together throughout the year and
talked about the Japan Trip. Periodically, the club
met in the kitchen and made traditional Japanese
cuisine.

Kendo Club

Martial Arts Club

(1-r, t-b): Emily Chu, Linda Song. Not Pictured: Mr. Sam Smith
(Sponsor) and Brian Berry (Club Teacher).

(1-r, t-b): Anna Cangellaris,Adriana Black, Caroline Brown, Ben Tuttle,
James Smith,Vaishnavi Giridaran, Natsuki Nakamura, Malcolm Taylor,
Nate Kim. Not Pictured: Mr. Sam Smith (Sponsor).

Small, yet with lots of sticks, spirit and ferocity,
Kendo Club is a group not to be forgotten. The
club, even before picking up their bamboo swords
(shinai), practiced the Japanese culture of selfdiscipline and respect for others. "Your soul is
your sword" is a popular saying when teaching
their students. This club met every Fr:iday after
school and practiced to build their skill so they
could finally compete against their masters.

When people think about "Martial Arts" they
tend to forget that it is a broad genre of different
fighting techniques. Martial Arts Club led by
Ben Tuttle, examined all forms including Karate,
Kung Fu, and Tae K won Do to give club members
a general feel for different types of self defense.
Including each style and level of fighting, the
group practiced various punches and kicks with
partners.
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Tolkien Club

Subbie Buddies

(1-r, t-b): Carl Zielinski, Daniel McNamara, Linda Song, Emily Chu,
Grant Loos, Jeremy Kemball. Not Pictured: Ms. Plisch (Sponsor).

(1-r, t-b ): Micah Berman, Marquis Wang, Nicole Gong,Aiex Cahill, James
Smith, Nicole Helregel, Lizzy Warner, Katie Lapointe, Eunice How,
Jasmine Alvarado, Lor Sligar, Amelia Breault, Emily Floess, Angelina
Liang. Not Pictured: Mr. Sam Smith (Sponsor).

Started up by Linda Song about two years ago,
this small club shows their adamant love for
everything Tolkien. They met every Monday and
do things from watching Lord of. the Rings movies
to learning the Elvish language.

Subbie Buddies continued the annual tradition of
helping the new students to Uni adjust to the new
atmosphere as well as the increase in homework
load. The Subbie Buddies were led by seniors
Angelina Liang and Emily Floess and organized
the annual retreat and monthly meetings with the
subbies.

Latin Club
(1-r, t-b ): Ms. Lucken (Sponsor), Brittany Scheid, Eric Fritzsche, Gordon
Ruan, Katherine Allen, Jasper Maniates-Selvin, Arnav Pamidighantam,
Nish Nookala.

(1-r, t-b ): Greg Atherton, Robert Diehl, Benjamin Fu,Josh Mitchell, Sam
Klein, Robert Boyce,Tomasz Kalbarczyk, Horace Wang, Jeremy Kernball, Daniel Cheng, Daniel Wilson, RichardWeisbach, Chandra Pathuri,
Christine Cheng,Annie Liang. Not Pictured: Mr. Butler (Sponsor)

Latin Club met every Friday with Mrs. Lucken
in Room 110. In addition to speaking Latin, they
watch Latin movies and learn more about Latin
culture. This club can be for anyone, even those
who do not take this specific language program.

An ongoing club for several years now, HISS
(Historical Simulations Society) met twice a week
with Mr. Butler at lunch. During this time they
played Risk and Axis and Allies, strategy games
over a battlefield.
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(1-r, t-b ): Stephen Buzard, Lor Sligar, Maddy Hamlin, Samantha Nguyen,
Jackie Hedeman, Robert Croisant, EmmaAnselin, Eunice How, Suran
Yoo, Daisy Hassani, Emily Rosengren, Paige Martin, Beckaa Wallig.
Not Pictured: Ms. Finch (Sponsor)

(1-r, t-b): AI Johnson, Kayla Ginsburg, Kareem Sayegh, Carl Zielinski,
Ben Erickson, LydiaAnsermet,JasmineAivarado, Mandi Grill, Eleanor
Unsworth, Shruti Purkayastha, Ms. Majerus (Sponsor), Kimberle Pillow, Katie LaPointe, Sarah Lake-Rayburn, Deborah Ladd, Marika lyer,
Erin Hayes

S4BW, also known as Students for a Better World,
was one of the many clubs at Uni that worked to raise
money for disaster relief and the local community
as well. S4BW planned the Rajin' Cajun dinner in
the Fall to raise money for Katrina Relief and also
got Uni students to help volunteer at Lincoln Square
Mall during the holiday season. In the future they
hope to continue to help out on a local, national, and
international level.

The purpose of Sexual Health Awareness Group, better
known as SHAG, was to provide a place where issues
surrounding sexual health and healthy relationships
could be discussed in an open environment. In addition
to this, they also looked to help gain support for local
events dealing with exual health, such as Take Back
the Night.

Beatles Club

French Club

(1-r, t-b): Rebecca Alper, Lillian Soong, Rachel Kaplan, Mr. Garvey
(Sponsor), Rose Kory, Leah Imlay, Emily Floess. Not Pictured: Mo
Kudeki.

(1-r, t-b): Stephen Buzard, Martin Geiger, Bethany Hutchens, Emily
Rosengren, Jackie Hedeman, Emma Ansel in, Paige Martin, Maddy Hamlin, Tanya Kostochka,Jennifer Roloff, Daisy Hassani. Not Pictured: Ms.
Lopez and Mr. Garvey (Sponsors).

As the club name indicates, Beatles' Club was a place
where fans could discuss and do things involving the
band. Throughout the year club members watched
movies on the Beatles, learned about the history of
the band, and even translated song lyrics into different
languages and then try to guess what song it was. The
club was a nice place for students to relax, listen to the
Beatles, and learn more about them.

French Club met on Mondays where they would
discuss and learn about French culture. Activities
included playing French word games and watching
French movies or American movies in French. The club
also raised money through pizza ales to make French
Club t-shirts.
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Prom Committee

Locks of Love

(1-r, t-b): Anne Dixon, Daisy Hassani, Krista Olson, Maddy Hamlin,
Emily Rosengren. Not Pictured: Ito Sensei and Mrs. Micele (sponsors).

(1-r, t-b): Ms. Linder (sponsor),Annie Fehrenbacher, Emily
Rosengren, Jackie Hedeman, Beckaa Wallig,Amelia Breault, Maddy
Hamlin, Tanya Kostochka, Krista Olson.

This year's Prom theme was "The Silver Screen." The
Prom Committee met weekly to discuss and plan what
would eventually become a beautiful evening for all in
attendance. Class sponsors, Ito Sens~i and Ms. Micele
assisted in the planning of the amazing night.

Locks of Love Club is a smaller version of the
national non-profit organization. This organization
helps provide hairpieces to financially disadvantaged
children. Uni's Locks of Love Club educated students
about their ability to help young children who have
lost their hair and how they can donate.

LIFE
(1-r, t-b): Nicolas Pratt,Austin Berger, Brett Clark, Ethan Berl, Daniel
McNamara, Daniel Cheng, Jennifer Roloff, Christine Cheng, Alisa
Rantanen, Mrs. Kim (Sponsor)

LIFE is a Christian club at Uni which met every
Thursday to discuss what is going on in their lives.
The club served as a forum for religious discussion and
prayer.

CLUBS
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The Uni High MathTeams continued their storied tradition
of being some of the top Math Teams in the state. The teams
practiced during Math Club lunch meetings to hone their skills
for the annual Parkland Math Competition where they compete in individual, 2-man and 8-man team events. After the
Parkland contest, there is a state competition with individual
and 8-man competitions. The subbie math team doesn't compete in these competitions but instead makes Uni proud while
competing in Math Counts events against other junior highs
around the state.

(1-r, t-b): John Marklau, Noam Roth,Aiex Zhai, Mo Kudeki, Max Rich,
Luke Chiang,Andrew lan Chen, Robert Boyce. Not Pictured: Mrs.
Jockusch (sponsor).

Freshman Math Team
(1-r, t-b): Gordon Ruan, Mr. Russell (sponsor), Brian Wang.
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Subbie Math Team
(1-r, t-b): Diana Liu, Chris Yoder, Mr. Bild (sponsor), Daniel Cheng,
Kelly Mover, Amy Ding, Daniel Wilson.

•
Uni athletics have a long-standing tradition that is
known throughout the town. Unfortunately, that is a tradition
of being consistent losers. However, over the last couple of
years Uni has been changing perceptions. With the recent
creation of the ECIC, Uni now plays against schools that have
similar enrollments and has turned out to be the dominant
force. In the two and a half years the conference has existed
Uni has won two of three possible conference championships
for boys ' and girls' basketball, boys' soccer, and back to back
baseball and soccer titles. Quite an impressive resume for a
school once known as around town "Puny Uni." Additionally
the running program which has long been the highlight of U ni
athletics had another very successful year in 2005 winning
Regional titles in both Girls ' and Boys ' Cross Country and
seeing the Girls' team advance on to State. With all of these
titles under their belt, Uni can lay claim to being a legitimate
Class A athletic contender in any sport.
Floor. A lot has changed around Kenney Gym the
last few years. New lockers were recently added to certain
locker rooms, the asbestos has "supposedly" been removed,
and most noticeably the floor was resurfaced. Beginning
Memorial Day weekend 2005, University workers set out
to sand, stain and reline the old floor. When completed it the
floor was found to have been lined ·
for the cross
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courts,
,,b
adapted. The center is now garnered with a brilliant UH which
is a warning sign to all who enter: you're in Uni's house and
you will not escape with a win easily. Maybe this was not
the case five years ago but recently with the most successful
volleyball team ever and the best boys' basketball team since
the 1940's, Kenney Gym now looms as an imposing threat
feared by all who enter.
Volleyball. In 2005 Uni Alum Amanda Smeltzer
Palla returned to resurrect a dying volleyball program. With
3 wins in 2004 and numbers dwindling, Uni hoped for but
did not really expect a good season out of the 2005 volleyball
team. Many students figured it would take Palla a few year
to bring her style of volleyball to the program, but this wa
not the case. Why wait for next year when they could win
this year? With three regular season games left the team had
a 14-10 record and what seemed to be a lock for the fir t
ever season over .500. However bad breaks and tough losses
left the team at 14-14 overall, but when compared with the
previous season's three wins, it was quite a success. Palla set
a new standard for the volleyball program and much can be
expected from the squad next year.
Basketball. When talking about setting new standard
at Uni one cannot help but think of the Boys' Basketball
team. Over the last two years the team has a combined 4511 record, back to back uncontested ECIC titles, wins over
very good area teams such as Unity and GCMS, and most
notably a 21-game home win streak dating back to January
23, 2004. While the team did not win a Regional title, one
.uu.••n_......
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Go figure
Percent of Uni Students who
compete in sports
Straight home wins by the
Boys' Basketball team, tops in
the area
Number, of wins and losses for
Girls' Volleyball, the first 500
season in history

Regionals titles for Cross
Country, Boys and Girls
Number of points Mike Renner
scored in the second half
against Monticello
over
past two year,
a name
themselves in the area. Over the two season run, Uni lost
· Regional Semi by three and six points to teams which
go on to the Sectional finals. Much of the standard set
been thanks to a group of dedicated players who were
to put personal glory aside and focused on teamwork
defense.
Dynasty. In 2000 Andy Renner, an eighth grader
Mahomet, came to Uni High. Little did he know that
would be followed by his brother Al in 2001 and brother
in 2003 and together they would help to change the face
Uni sports. All three have been tri-sport athletes and have
major contributions to all the sports in which they play.
Renner brothers together have won more awards and
·ved more honors for sports than even U ni students can

keep track of. They have been integral parts of the revolution in
Uni Boys' Athletics. Al Renner has gained team MVP honors
in each of his last five sports seasons and his little brother Mike
hopes to pick up where Al leaves off. In 2007 Mike Renner
will graduate, thus ending an 8-year era in Uni sports which
will not be quickly forgotten.
Soccer. One of the places the Renner brothers have
contributed is on the soccer field. The Renner's along with a
veteran troop of skilled soccer players took Uni to back to back
15 win seasons in 2004 and 2005 setting the top two single
season records and the best two season record in Uni history.
Due to a shocking and heartbreaking loss to Bloomington
Central Catholic in the Sectional Semis, the team did not go
onto State. Despite the loss, the squad had a great season but
just couldn't quite pull it out in the end.
~----------------~

(1-r, t-b ): Kenney Gym's
freshly refurbished court
glistens in the artificial
light; Brett Clark shows his
school spirit, or maybe he is
just auditioning for the new
Brave heart movie; A picture
of the new atmosphere at
Kenney Gym, one with a
crowd.
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X-C. One program which did bring home the
hardware was Cross Country. The girls were plagued with
injuries throughout the entire year running without at least
one of their top runners every meet up until Regionals, but
like true champions they continued to work to improve. And
they received the fruit of their labor. The Girls' team won
its second Regional title in 4 years and placed 5th in their
Sectional, good enough to qualify for State. While they were
not fast enough to compete for a State title they got an elusive
honor that very few teams get, to compete in the State finals.
With an especially young girls' team, look out for another trip
to State next year. Along with the Girls' Regional title, the
Boys' team also won its first Regional title since 1985 but fell
short of State.
We Still Got It. Thanks to such a successful year
it is not hard to see why Uni is fast becoming recognized as
a school with some athleticism to go along with their long
known and renowned academic prowess. However, don't be
so foolish as to think that Uni has lost its brain power. The
Uni Chess team performed better than any of the Uni sports
teams finishing an amazing 4th in the single class IHSA Chess
Meet. This is also the team with the most promise for the
future. Behind freshman phenom Gordon Ruan who placed
2nd individually at State, the team returns all scoring players
from this year's team.
Just Begun. Despite the graduation of the Class of
2006, the new tradition of winning has become contagious
and look for it to stick. With a young and dedicated group
of girls playing basketball and volleyball those programs
will continue to rise. With such an athletic and intellectual
prowess established the past few years, the phrase "Puny
Uni" will not be uttered for quite some time.
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All the Craze

T-Mac

Deserving of
More Recognition

Roberto Carlos

On the Rise

Cross Country

Professional

Speedskating

Frankie McFarland

Colle~e

Snowboarding

Katie Ryan

Ray Allen

Professional

Curling

Al Renner

Samantha Nguyen and Shivani
Khanna

College

Speedskating

Mike & Al Renner
and Zhe Gao

Basket all

THEUNI SPORTS QUIZ
1) What team did AI Renner score his
1OOOth career point against?
a. Anna-Jonesboro
b. Unity
c. Fisher
d. Judah Christian

6) What team did the Girls' Swim team defeat in their first dual meet of the season?
a. Central
b. Centennial
c. Stanford Olympia
d. Danville

2) What previously undefeated team that
went on to get 4th in state, did the Boys'
Soccer team shut out?
a. Ridgeview
b. Bloomington Central Catholic
c. Schlarman
d. Mahomet

7) At seasons end, how many consecutive
games had the Boys' Basketball team won
at Kenney?
a.27
b. 11
c. 32
d. 21

3) Before this year, when was the last time
the Girls' Cross Country team advanced to
the IHSA State meet?
a. 2003

8) Who did the Girls' Basketball team defeat during the first round of Regionals?
a. Decatur Lutheran
b. St. Thomas More
c. Fisher
d. Judah Christian

b. 1999
c. 1984

d. 1979
4) What Uni Alum
year's
volleyball
record breaking seaa. Joanna Cranston
b. Amanda Palla
c. Roxanne Chow
d. Nicole Van Kim

coached this
team to a

5) Before this year's Regional
performance, when was the
last time Uni Boys'
Cross Country had
won a Regional title?

9) Who competed for Uni High at the IHSA
Regionals Gymnastics Meet?
a. Paige Martin
b. Farid Zaghloul
c. Jacob Druker
d. Angelina Liang

<J

~~··::;;.."' 10) What place did the Chess

Team get at the State IHSA
Chess Meet?
a. 1st
b. 7th
c. 4th
d. 2nd

a. 2001
b. 1999
c. 1985
d. 1963
V"[
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Bench Shots
Zhe Gao, Senior
Boys' Basketball
Top 6th man on the basketball team, had six
straight double figure games including his
only start where he scored 24 points against
Buckley.

Rachel Sl<oza, Freshman
Girls' Basketball
Rookie teamed with Alex Johnson to solidify the post for the lllineks. Skoza made
a run in during the conference schedule and
proved she is going to be a dominant force
for three more years.

Laura t7tazlett, Freshman
Girls' Cross Country
Despite injuries throughout most of the season, Hazlett came back to finish sixth for the
team at Regionals and helped the team win
the title as the scoring came down to the
sixth runner tie-breaker.

Energetic setter was voted MVP by her teammates and also received News-Gazette AllArea Honorable Mention and named to ECIC
All-Conference team.

Jake Seeley, Sophomore
Boys' Soccer
Speedy striker was second on the team in
goals scored and was named to First Team
ECIC All-Conference.

Nicole Gong, Junior
Girls' Swimming
Swam individual medley and butterfly, was
third on the team in points and was voted MVP
by the team.
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Laar111111 the lope•
The Subfreshman year of school at Uni High can
be a stressful time for an incoming student. For some it
means making a new group of friends and finding your way
around a new school. In athletics it means working with a
new set of teammates. To be successful in sports, teamwork
and cohesiveness are very important. This becomes the
re ponsibility of the dedicated Subbie coaches at Uni as
they do a great job of helping the student-athletes bond and
ometimes try a sport they have never played previously.

BOYS' BASKETBALL - The Subbie Boys' basketball
teams finished the season with an above .500 record
for Head Coach Rick Murphy. The A-Team was led by
explosive guard Dan Lilly and Nile Hamer who dominated
the post. The highlight of the season for the A squad was
after getting blown out on the road in their first meeting of
the season, Lilly hit a 3-pointer against St. Malachy to send
the game into overtime, but eventually lost. "That game
was fun as was the whole season," stated Lilly.
The A-Team also defeated the
cross-town rival Countryside with last
second baskets by Lilly and Hamer
in a loud and energetic U ni Gym. As
for the Subbie B-Team, Uni earned
2nd place in a 7th grade tourney, the
schools best showing in years. "I
think that we performed quite well and
I have become a lot better, my shot has
improved a lot," said guard Arnav Pamidighantam. The
team will surely add something good next year when they
move up to the high school.
GIRLS' BASKETBALL - The.-------------,
2005 Subbie Girls' season was (l-r, t-b): Elizabeth Allen. paces herself well
the final season for Head Coach for a race; Jack dribbles
Chris Wickens. Coach Wickens strongly past his dehas been a staple of the girls fender; Hadley displays
program for years and has stressed her hands on defense;
fundamentals and teamwork. The Danny and Zuke kick it
2005 version of his squad were into gear near the finhard workers. The fact that the girls ish line.

~------------------------------~

fop 5 C.atMes You May Have Missed
5) Girls' Cross Country: Elizabeth Russell gets a
Top Ten finish in Sectionals.
4) Boys' Basketball: Dan Lilly makes a 3-pointer
to send the game into OT against St. Malachy.
3) Boys• Basketball: Uni defeats Countryside at
home in a last second victory.
2) Boys • Cross Country: After four years of no team
scoring, competed each night.
1) Girls' Basketball: The girls swept Ludlow.
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only had two wins this season
does not mean that they were
overlooked as a competitive
team. "We worked really
hard and achieved a lot of
goals... but that wouldn't
- - - , have been possible if we
didn't get along as well as we
.. ~ ...............,. did. It all worked really well
because we clicked as a team
and we had a good coach and
utli!IS a really great assistant coach
:;;
... the season was really fun
for all of us," stated Sindha Agha, guard on the team. The
highlight of their season was the game against St. Malachy
which was the last game that their assistant coach Bianca
Zaharescu would be coaching them. Zaharescu volunteered
her time to the team with
the hope of helping the girls
better understand the game
of basketball and hopefully
share the passion she has for
it. Inspired by her dedication,
all the players played their
best and kept the game
close. The girls will make
a valuable contribution to
next year's high school girls
team.
......-t

CROSS COUNTRY - The
cross country program is well
known throughout the area
for producing very competitive teams year in and year out.
Due to the fact that the season begins prior to the first day of
school, the number of students who compete as subbies is
usually low. This season was no exception with six boys on
the roster but only two girls. The 2005 boys squad was the
first team to have enough members to actually be a scoring
team. Two of these members were familiar with the program
as Jack Snyder and Nick Zukoski are brothers of past Illinek
runners.
The teams did well overall with improvement from
many of the runners, including Elizabeth Russell who finished
one place away from qualifying for State. The boys team did
..-----------. not advance individually or as a
(l-r, t-b ): Elizabeth team, but improved significantly as
Russell pumps her the season progressed and began to
arms and legs hard; learn how to run as a pack. "All the
Zach looks to score subbies who went out for the team
as he approaches the
made a commitment to getting
defense.
better and were fun and energetic,"
L - - - - - - - - - - - J said Coach Doug Mynatt.
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Subbie Boys' Basketball
Head Coach: Rick Murphy

(l-r, t-b ): Danny Ge, Nile Hamer, Langston AllstonDaniel Lilly, Head Coach Rick Murphy, Eduardo ~LL!£""
noz, Chris Yoder, Terry Qi, Jack Snyder, Neil Pearson,
Smith, Ben Lee, Arnav Pamidighantam, Nick Zukoski,
Bribriesco, Zack Goldberg, Horace Wang.

Subbie Girls' Basketball

(l-r, t-b ): Head Coach Chris Wickens, Sindha Agha, Maria
Gao, Isabel Vazquez, Hannah Engles, Assistant Coach Bianca
Zaharescu, Michelle Wong, Erika Belmont, Hadley Hauser,
Amy Ding, Maritza Mestre.

Subbie Cross Country
Head Coach: Doug Mynatt

( l-r, t-b ): Jack Snyder, Ben Sus lick, Danny Ge, Nick Zukoski,
Andrew Weatherhead, Diana Liu, Elizabeth Allen, Elizabeth
Russell.

Here at Uni, Junior Varsity sports are a huge
step up from the subbie level. After an eighth grade year
where practices were held only a few days a week, the
transition to a team that is completely serious, practices
as much as possible and competes with schools who
could have 14-18 year olds, is often a tough transition
to make. The JV level is all about preparing athletes for
Varsity competition so it is expected that the practices
be tough and the competition be even tougher.
Uni has a no-cut policy which means that its JV
rosters are larger than those of other schools because
students are often trying a sport for the first time. This
lack of experience often means that Uni's JV teams
struggle more than the varsity squads. A typical Uni
student who tries a sport for the first time often decides
if the sport is a good fit by the end of their sophomore
year and then they are ready to make the commitment
to the varsity program. Despite the
new intensity, JV sports are still fun
activities to be a part of and they're
a great experience.
BOYS' SOCCER - The JV soccer
team began the season with a
new coach as Noel Dejarnette did
not return from the previous two
seasons. Henry Zapata, a student
at the U of I and a long time soccer
player was hired to lead the reserves. The transition
between these coaches made it difficult at the beginning
of the season, but Coach Zapata was very serious about
the game and made the players work hard to improve.
"Practices were hard which made us in better condition,
as a result following the
(l-r, t-b): Sarah spikes the
season I was much faster when
ball with a powerful right
I returned to fitness," said hand; Jeremy drives in to
freshman Jeremy Kemball. the hoop for a quick layThe team didn't have a great up; Ruthie concentrates
season, ending with a record hard on her dribbling
of 3-10-2, but there was great skills; Rohun edges out
improvement by most of the the opponent for possesplayers. Uni's biggest win sion of the ball.
of the season came against L...-----------1
Junior Varsity Sports
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players, 11 stated Head Coach Amanda Palla. With an ove
record of 4-14, wins were not the perfect measuring s ·
on the progress this team made throughout the season. "I
not sure that there were any highlights of the season, but
had lots of fun even though we didn't win very much,
a lot of people improved over the season," said sophom
team member Karen Woodley.

BOYS' BASKETBALL - The JV Boys Basketball te
got off to a bumpy start this year with a record of 2-3 go·
into the winter break. "When we started off the year at 2I was beginning to doubt whether we would be above .5
or not," said head JV coach Jason Azul, "But I knew in
back of my mind that we really were a good team and th
we would improve following the break." It turns out th
Azul was right, the JV Illineks went 13-3 in 2006, with
11-game winning streak during this time. The JV also di
something that no other JV boys' team has ever done, b.

JJ'Y~~
Head Coach: Henry Zapata
Team Captains: Rohun Palekar, Chandra Pathu
cross-town rival Judah. The team was led in scoring on the
season by Tony Costa's four goals.

Tony Costa
MVP: Stephen Prochaska
Most Improved: Jacob Olshansky

GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL - Expectations at the beginning

JJ'Y~~
Head Coach: Amanda Palla
Assistant Coaches: Tate Kubose
Team Captains: Sherri Grill, Chelsea Freeland

of the season were not very high for the JV volleyball team
since so many people joined the team that had never played.
Despite this, the youthful squad worked with first year
coach Tate Kubose to become very competitive by seasons
end. Sophomore Sarah Pfander stepped up and was a key
player on the JV team and led the team in many statistical
categories. 11 She was very consistent during the season. She
volunteered to play right-side when we needed someone,
she learned the position and ended up being one of our top

MVP: Sarah Pfanaer
Most Improved: Annie Liang

JJ'Y~~
Head Coach: Jason Azul
Assistant Coaches: Rehzan Majid
Team Captains: Chumar Williams, Austin Rundus
and Jeremy Pillow

MVP: Chumar Williams and Austin Rundus
Sportsmanship: Ranny Ma
Most Improved: Frankie McFarland
Defense: Ammar Rizwan
Most Dedicated: Charlie Wan
JJ'Y~~

Head Coach: Staci Starkweather
Assistant Coaches: Tricia Devereux
Team Captains: Bianca Zaharescu, Sarah Pfander
Most Dedicated: Bianca Zaharescu
Most Improved: Katie Ryan
Most Intense: Sarah Pfander
Defense: Katie Carmody
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fop 10 JV Perfor'flal1ees
1) Boys' Basketball: JV goes on an 11-game winning streak.

2) Boys' Basketball: JV goes on the road and de-

JUeit~arnig

Deland-Weldon's varsity.
The boys JVB also played a competitive schedule.
off the season against STM, the B-Team, coached
Rezhan Majid, practiced hard all year and enjoyed sparse
inA-Team games. Due to injuries and players leaving
team, the number of players on the roster diminished as the
progressed. The highlight of the season was when the
bii~~~~~~ B-team traveled to Heritage for
a Freshmet!l tourney and lost in
the championship game. Led
by Ranny Ma, Josh Chung,
Stephen Prochaska and Alan
Kessler, Uni mounted a huge
second half comeback which
fell just hort.

GIRLS'

feats Deland-Weldon's varsity.
3) Girls' Basketball: Defeated LeRoy in aN game.
4) Boys' Soccer: Judah is shutout 2-0.
5) Girls' Volleyball: Behind an improved Annie Liang, Uni defeats Decatur Christian in two games.
6) Boys' Basketball: The boys defeat Normal
Calvary Baptist 73-4 7.
7) Boys' Soccer: Unities Warrensburg-Latham 1-1
8) Boys' Soccer: Sullivan is defeated 3-1 by Uni
9) Girls' Volleyball: Uni led Fisher by six in one
game at Kenney Gym.
10) Girls' Basketball: JV comes close against
Oakwood in a 32-43loss.

BASKETBALL -

The N Girls Basketball team
didn't have a great record this
year, but as their Head Coach
Staci Starkweather puts it,
"It's not about wins or losses,
it's about coming to that fir t practice, making that first
throw, and stepping onto the court for the first time with
'Uni' jersey on." Coach Starkweather recognized early on
the girls needed to learn the basics of basketball due to
inexperience. Due to lack of varsity players returning
the 2006 quad, a number of freshman and sophomores
immediately moved to the varsity at the start of the year,
111earung the young N players were thrust into competition
.. u ....
Luckly for the young squad, the lack of N teams
the conference provided the N ladies with a lot of time to
"I don't remember many games, but we had fun,"
Kaylie Dastrup.
Despite the lack of conference competition, the team
the most success playing their old SVC foes. TheN team
two games this ea on, dropping PBL's Freshman squad
the road and then later defeating LeRoy's N. Later in the
the team's be t performance of the season was in a loss
GCMS.
..,\..U·U. ....,. . .

(l-r, t-b): Kaylie shoots high over the opponents; Sarah looks
for a teammate to throw a dime to; Stephen gets ready to make
a powerful inbound throw; Holden plays smothering defense on
an LSA guard; Sheri sets the ball up as Karen waits patiently
for her kill.

Junior Varsity Sports
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UNI HIGH JUNIOR VARSITY SPORTS 2005
Boys• Junior Varsity Soccer
(1-r, t-b): Russell Prochaska, Stephen
Prochaska, Carl Pearson, Kareem Sayegh,
J"ulian Hartman, Rohun Palekar, Alex Cahill,
Chandra Pathuri, :roshua Chung, Holden Bucher, Carter Hutchens, T.:r. Bozada, :racob
Olshansky, Noel Knox, Brian Wang, Alex
Zhai, Bhaskar Vaidya, J"eremy Kemball, Arif
Nelson, Sam Imlay, Kumars Salehi, Ben Hyman, Christopher Nixon.

Girls· Junior Varsity Volleyball
(1-r, t-b): Assistant Coach Tate Kubose, Coach
Amanda Palla, Rachel Hyman, Annie Liang,
Leslie Hodges, :ressica Stewart, Maddy
Levin, Sarah Pfander, Claire J"ohnson, Erin
Hayes, :rasmine Alvarado, Elizabeth Ford,
Sierra Marcum, Hannah Leskosky, Karen
Woodley, Sheri Grill, Chelsea Freeland.

Boys• Junior Varsity Basketball
(1-r, t-b): Malcolm Taylor, Alan Kessler,
Ammar Rizwan, Charlie Wan, Carl Zielinski, Holden Bucher, Frankie McFarland,
Nate Kim, Stephen Prochaska, Noel Knox,
:reremy Pillow, Chumar Williams, Masahiro
Imamura, Coach J"ason Azul, Stephen Prochaska, Ranny Ma, Isaac Radnizter, Austin
Rundus, :roshua Chung, Alan Luo, Assistant
Coach Rezhan Majid.

Girls· Junior Varsity Basketball
(1-r, t-b): Deborah Ladd, Eunice How, Bianca Zaharescu, :roy Shapley, Laura Voitik,
:rasmine Alvarado, Angela :Tin, Marika Iyer,
Karen Woodley, Sharajonnie Adams, Kaylie
Dastrup, Sheri Grill, Katie Ryan, Coach
Staci Starkweather, :ressica Stewart, Kayla
Ginsburg, Lizzie Warner, Katie Carmody,
Assistant Coach Tricia Devereux.
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SPORTS

Before the 2005 season began, the loss of
Head Coach Bill Dejarnette had the Boys' soccer team
wondering if they would even have a coach. But despite
this uncertainty the boys stayed dedicated, training over
the umrner in hopes of reaching the State tournament. As
August approached the team still wasn't sure who their
new coach was going to be. Finally, two weeks before
practice began, the team was notified that Carlos Cervantes
would be their new head coach. As word of Coach Carlos'
prior experience coaching the Minne ota Boys' Soccer

Olympic Development Program spread, many players
became anxious about the new coach. Junior mid-fielder
Michael Belmont commented "We had to use a new system
on the field this year and it was difficult for us as a team to
implement into our play." Despite trouble with the setup
at the start of the season, the team adjusted to learning the
system, jump-starting the Illineks to a tournament title in
their own season opening tournament and a five-game win
streak going into the middle of the season.
As the season progressed,
the Illineks had many highlights,
..,..._ ..~P.I the biggest being their victory
over previously undefeated Danville Schlarman. Uni's victory
gave Schlarman their only regular season loss on their way to
a fourth place finish in the State
tournament. "This victory gave
confidence to our team as we
proved that we could compete
with one of the best teams in the state," said senior Austin
Berger.
Uni used this momentum to win their second
straight ECIC conference title and then concluded the regular season with a 2-2 tie against ....----------.
Monticello. The Illineks entered (1-r, t-b ): Justin takes
Regionals as a two seed, Uni's a drink at halftime to
highest ranking ever, and easily replenish his fluids;
Sam dribbles around a
defeated Macon Meridan 6-1 in
defender; Tomasz looks
their first game.
to make a crossing pass;
Remembering the disap- Austin proves it is impospointment of last season's loss to sible to stop a Train.
Judah Christian in Regionals as L...----------'

fop 5 O.at11es You May Have Missed
5) Uni 14 - Danville Baptist 3: Uni's highest scorIng game.

4) Uni 6- Macon 1: Uni wins it's first game of Regionals.

3) Uni 5- Warrensburg Lathum 3: Uni beats one of
the top Class A teams in the area.

2) Uni 5- Judah Christian 1: Uni exacts revenge
from last years Regional loss.
1) Uni 2- Schlarman 0: Uni defeats long time rival
from Danville who was undefeated.
Boys' Soccer
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Score Board

Record: 15-5-1
ECIC Record: ( 4-0)

Blue Ridge ................. 07-00
Fisher......................... 02-01
Rantoul ...................... 11-02
Judah Christian ....... 05-01
Mahomet -Seymour .... 01-04
Fisher ......................... 03-04
Decatur Christian .... 09-02
Sullivan ..................... 11-01
Danville Baptist ........ 14-03
Iroquois West............ 08-02
Decatur Lutheran .... 08-02
Champaign Central .... 00-06
Warrensburg Lath ... 05-03
Danville Schlarman . 02-00
Urbana ........................ 00-03
Unity- Tolono ........... 08-00
Hoopeston ................. 06-00
Normal Calvary Bapt .• 08-00
Monticello ................. 02-02
Macon ........................ 06-01
Bloomington Cent.. .... 00-01
*Games Won in Bold

motivation, the boys continued to push themselves, realIzing that each new team would be harder to beat than the
last. Unfortunately, despite the expectation of the team
making it to State, the Illineks fell short of their goal, suffering a disappointing 1-0 loss to Bloomington Catholic
Central in their Sectional semi-final. The only goal was a
fluke goal in the first half and from there BCC loaded the
box with their defenders to stop any possible Uni comeback. Sophomore forward Jake Seeley says, "The loss in
Sectionals was really disappointing, but if we work hard
over the summer I think we could win our Sectional and
go to State next year."
Next year 's team will only have room to improve
as they lose eleven senior players, but return key starters
Michael Belmont, Daniel Ito, Jeremy Pillow, Mike
Renner, and Jake Seeley.

(l-r, t-b ): Alex weaves through the Fisher defense on his way to
another GOAL!!!; Michael battles for position for a free ball;
Udara shoots on goal from the sideline.
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Boys' Soccer

Head Coach: Carlos Juan Cervantes
Assistant Coaches: Henry Zapata
Team Captains: Austin Berger, Sam Smyth
Brett Clark
MVP: Al Renner
Mr. Defence: Jeremy Pillow
Most Dedicated: Martin Granick and Luke '-'. . . _......... ,.,.
Most Intense: Michael Belmont
Best Peak: Justin Park
Most Improved: Daniel Jacobs
Leadership: Austin Berger
All News-Gazette Team: Al Renner
ECIC All-Conference: Al Renner, Austin B
Jake Seeley, Michael Belmont
ECIC Honorable Mention All-Conference:
Park, Jeremy Pillow, Michael Renner and
Cabraal.

Tate Kubose provided a more relaxed playing style and
helped raise the team to a new level. As Coach Amanda
Palla said "The girls improved in many ways over the
course of the season. Not counting their individual
skill improvements, the biggest change I saw was their
increased capacity.., to work together as a team."
Following a year of frustration and a 2-21
record, the girls took the court for the first game
looking to change the perception of the program. They
opened with a two game win on the
road against Danville Baptist. The
ladies rode this momentum to a 4-1
conference record and what looked
to be the inside track at an ECIC
Conference title. Following tough
losses at home against Normal Calvary
Baptist and Deland Weldon, the title
was out of reach, but the girls refused
to give up and rallied with a string
of good wins. This included what
the team called the highlight of their season, a second
place finish in the BCL tournament. The next week the
team was named the most improved team in the area by the
This year 's volleyball season as a time of change,
News-Gazette, as they were 14-10 (l-r, t-b): Jamie returns
newly refinished Kenney Gym floor and of course high
with what looked like an assured a serve; Mandy makes a
for Uni High Volleyball. The girls got to
winning season, something never dig; Ruthie gives Coach
their new coaches in the first weeks of practice and
quickly bonded. The new head coach, Amanda Smeltzer done in Uni Volleyball history. Kubose a high-five durPalla, was a Uni High alum and played on the first girls Unfortunately bad breaks and an ing introductions at a
volleyball team under then coach Rebecca Murphy. After especially tough loss at Normal home game; Annie Fehrenbacher serves; Becca
graduating from Uni, Palla went on to play volleyball at the Calvary evened their conference
spikes on an opponent.
. 1about record at 6-6.
·
· ofCh'1cago. The team was a litt1e sk eptlca
Uruvers1ty

laeord Satten

new coach coming into this season but their fears were
alleviated. Palla and also first-year assistant coach
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fop 5 Matches
5) Uni 2 · GCMS 0: Uni notches its only win against
an SVC team dominating Game Two 25-9

4) Uni 2 ·Judah Christian 0: Uni defeates crosstown
rival in their last win of the season.
3) Uni 2 · Danville Baptist 0: Uni wins its season
opener in straight sets.
2) Uni 2 · Decatur Christian 1: Uni wins a close
one getting their fourth win of the season, surpassing
the previous two years totals.
1) Uni goes 4-1 in Buckley Tournament: Uni finishes second winning 4 of 5.
Girls' Volleyball
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Score Board

Record: (14-14)
ECI.C RecC!rd: (6-6)

Danville Baptist ......•.•. 2-0
Leroy ............................ 0-2
AtwOod-Hammond ...• 2-0
Kincaid .•.....•.......•...••••. 2-0
Rockford Keith ............ 0-2
LeRoy ........................... 0-2
Bement ......................... 0-2
Decatur Christian •••..• 2-1
Decatur Lutheran ......... 0-2
Buckley_ Lutheran ..•.. 2-0
.Iudah t:hristian •..•..... 2-0
Normal Calvary ........... 0-2
Deland-Weldon ............ 0-2
Decatur Christian ••.••• 2-0
Buckley Tourney..•4W-lL
Decatur Lutheran ......... 0-2
Oakwood ...................... 0-2

Buckley Lutheran •.•.•• 2-0
GCMs-......................... 2-0

~fs~~ -~~~~-~~~~.::::::::: 5:~

Normal Calvary ........... 1-2
Deland-Weldon ............ 0-2
PBL .............................. 0-2
*Games Won in Bold

The lllineks entered Regionals battered but hoping
to find the magic again, only to lose to PBL in 2 games.
The 2005 squad set numerous records and proved to
future lllineks that volleyball can be successful at Uni. With
four members of the Class of 2009 playing substantial roles
in this year's squad, the future looks very bright. Freshman
Jessi Sullivan was the team leader in serve percentage, and
fellow freshman Annie Machesky who was among the team
leaders in digs, was recognized by the News-Gazette as one
of the areas top freshman. Other returning key players such
as sophomore Ruthie Welch and juniors Beccka Wallig and
Mandy Grill, is a solid building block for next year's team
and years to come. MVP Ruthie Welch may have said it best
when she said, "I'm really proud of us. I mean we increased
our number of wins by 700%."

(1-r, t-b): Annie Fehrenbacher goes low for a dig; Jessi and
Mandy await an opponents serve; Claire skies to the netfor a tip;
Jessi and Ruthie prepare at the net for an opponents serve.
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Girls' Volleyball

Head Coach: Amanda Palla
Assistant Coach: Tate Kubose
Team Captains: Annie Fehrenbacher, Josie Chambers
Most Valuable Player: Ruthie Welch
Highest Service Percentage: Jessi Sullivan
Most Aces and Most Kills: Ruthie Welch
Most Digs: Mandy Grill
Most Blocks: Beckaa Wallig
Tough Illinek: Josie Chambers
Most Improved: Annie Liang
ECIC All Conference: Ruthie Welch, Annie Fehrenbacher
ECIC Honorable Mention: Rebecca Wallig, Mandy
Josie Chambers
Record: Aces in a season: Annie Fehrenbacher, 67
Record: Aces in a career: Annie Fehrenbacher, 153
Record: Digs in a season: Mandy Grill, 187
Record: Digs in a career: Annie Fehrenbacher, 369
Record: Assists in a season: Ruthie Welch, 241
Record: Assists in a career: Ruthie Welch, 277
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It was not uncommon to hear voices singing,
don't want to be a moose, I just want to be a goose,
I shake my caboose" throughout the campus blocks
surrourlClUlQ: Kenney Gym this fall. This song, along with
Build me Up Buttercup" and "Earl Had to Die" were
sung throughout the Girls XC team practices.
g in the mornings on Mondays, Wednesdays, and
along with every day in the afternoons, the rigorous
.,........ u ......... ~ trained the girls to excellent condition. Consisting
a smaller group this year, the Rebel Geese got to bond

more closely and therefore learned to push each other a lot
harder. As a result of the bonding, the team's individual
running times were closer to each other. Another thing
unique about the girl's XC team overall is that the line
between Varsity and JV is very fine because they take part
in the same practices and races. "This year was more about
the entire pack, and not just one or two people winning for
us," explained Eleanor Unsworth and Hannah Snyder. The
varsity team was mostly made of younger runners as Emily
Floess and Leah Imlay were the
only seniors. Two freshman,
Elaine Gu and Laura Hazlett
also advanced throughout the
season to play a large role in the
team's success.
As the team prepared to
begin the season they had to
cope with the injury of their top
returner, Shivanni Khanna. This
was the second year in a row
where the team was without
her for part of the season. In addition, after Khanna's
recovery and the hopes of a full (l-r, t-b): Samantha tries
team, Laura Hazlett also suffered to prove she can touch
an injury taking her out until her nose with her tongue;
Regionals. This did not stop the The team demonstrates
Geese from success early though their hard work even
when the team won first place during warm-ups;
in the Twin City Meet for the Nicole's braids flap to
second year in a row. "In general the beat of her running;
though, we pushed each other a Elaine and Leah kick the
lot more through the injuries and last leg of the race .

5 Reaso"s You Should Have Watched ~iris X..C
5) Kickapoo Kickoff Classic: At the first meet of the
season, the team got second by a point to St. Joe.

4) IHSA Regionals: The girls edged out St. Joe to
win their Regional.

3) Twin City Meet: For the second year in a row Uni
proved it's dominance in C-U by winning the meet.
2) IHSA Sectionals: Finishing 6th Uni qualifies for
State.
1) IHSA State: Despite finishing 20th, the ladies made
State and established themselves as a dominant area team.
Girls' Cross Country
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Score Board
Kickapoo Kickoff Classic .. 2nd
Chrisman CowChip Classic . 5th
Twin City Meet.. ................. 1st
Peoria Woodruff Invite ....... 9th
Home Meet ......................... 1st
Tuscola Classic ................... 2nd
Quad XC Meet... ................. 1st
St. Joseph Spartan Classic .. 6th
PBL ..................................... 1st
Mahomet-Seymour Invite ... N/A
Amboy Invitational... .......... 20th
Paxton Regional Prep ......... 2nd
IHSA Regionals .................. 1st
IHSA Sectionals ................. .4th
IHSA State .......................... 20th

it definitely showed during races." said Samantha Nguyen
who carried the team during Khanna's absence.
When it finally came time to prove their skills,
all the hard work paid off as the Girl's XC team won
Regionals and advanced through Sectionals to State. As
the girls got pumped for the event ahead of them, they got
plenty of rest in expectations of personal records for their
last race of the season. "We definitely deserved going to
State and having this experience. We definitely planned
to prove to everyone what we worked hard for at State by
winning at least top twenty" ended Hannah Snyder.
This was not the first time that the Girls XC team
made State. Not many people recognize the Girls' Cross
Country team had and still has the best statistics compared
to all other sports at Uni. Girls XC has won Regionals
three times in school history and the 1988 and 1991 teams
won third place trophies at State. As we look forward to
the next seasons for the Rebel Geese, we can only expect
even more achievements to come.

(l-r, t-b ): Uni High comes out ofthe gates fast and furious; Hannah
gives it her all to pass her opponents; Elaine sprints through the finish; Kay/a and Caroline demonstrate perfect packing technique.

Head Coach: Doug Mynatt
Assistant Coaches: Yuri Ermakov, Kim Sokol,
Karl Knox
Team Captains: Hannah Snyder, Eleanor Uns
MVP: Samantha Nguyen
Most Improved: Laura Hazlett
Most Inspirational: Eleanor Unsworth
Tough Dlinek: Hannah Snyder
State: After finishing first in their region, the
moved on to Sectionals where they finished +....,. .. .-..hll
(top five teams advance) to move on to IHSA
A State Finals for the second time in three years.
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Girls' Cross Country
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graduation, this year's team had high expectations,
returning six runners, with three of the six being
scorers. Head Coach Doug Mynatt did not doubt the
individual talent of the runners, but was not sure how
the boys would work as a team.
When the season began, the boys proved to
Coach Mynatt that they could work as a scoring squad,
placing second at both the Kickapoo Kickoff Classic
and the Twin City Meet against
quality competition. As the
season progressed, the team, led
by Cameron Cropek, Kangway
Chuang, Austin Rundus, and up
and coming freshman Malcolm
Taylor, continued to improve,
winning at home against PBL
and placing second at the XC Quad Meet. Coach Mynatt
said "Having our front four of
Cameron, Kangway, Austin r-------------,
and Malcolm run closer as the (l-r, t-b): Marquis
shows the effects of too
season progressed was a key much styling gel at a
factor in our team's success." xc Meet; Who wears
In their final meet before short shorts ... ; Robbie
the state series, the Illineks kicks past the Centenplaced first at the PBL Prep nial runner in the last
Meet, with individual runners JOO; Jimmy is a lean

The climate in Central Illinois can provide
wide variety of different temperatures and
~ ...,..., ... ., . . . . . . . . 'Vn.
Nobody knows this better than the
Cross Country team who begins its workouts
the scorching summer heat and humidity and
udes its season in frigid morning temps. The
mean running machine;
taking
the
second,
fourth,
Nathan's
golden locks
version of the Illineks made it a point to be able
seventh,
and
tenth
place
spots.
flap
with
every
step.
handle any adversity thrown at them.
Despite the loss of seven runners due to

5 Meets to RetMetMber

5) Mahomet: Uni shows its future squad running
without all 4 of its seniors due to SAT's.

4) IHSA Sectlonals: Despite not making State, Uni
had a strong performance.
3) Twin City Meet: Uni finishes 2nd out of the C-U
teams without Malcolm Taylor and Austin Rundus.
2) PBL Prep: In their last meet of the regular season
Uni finished 1st with 4 runners in the Top Ten.
1) IHSA Reglonals: Uni places first in what has been
one of the toughest Regionals around.
Boys' Cross Country
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Score Board
Kick:apoo Kickoff Classic ....... 2nd
Ouisman CowChip Classic... 4th
Twin City Meet ........................ 2nd
Peoria Woodruff Invite ............ II th
Horne Meet............................... l st
Tuscola Classic......................... 3rd
Quad XC Meet... ...................... 2nd
St Joseph Spartan Classic....... lOth
PBL ........................................... lst
Mahomet-Seymour Invite ...... 13th
Amboy Invitational.................. 15th
Paxton Prep Meet .................... ! st
lliSA Regionals ....................... 1st
lliSA Sectionals ....................... 8th

The meet was a strong way to end the regular season,
especially as Chuang, who struggled throughout the
season, got back into the swing of things with a strong
fourth place finish. "When Kangway rejoined us and
started to run up to his capabilies, the team really
gained confidence," stated senior captain Cameron
Cropek.
With a successful regular season behind
them, the team marched into the Regional meet
with confidence. A stacked field awaited, including
perennial power St. Joseph-Ogden who had beaten
Uni in every meeting of the season. Coach Mynatt
used the Spartan's dominance of Uni as motivation
and the Illineks responded. Senior captains Cropek
and
led the team to a season best twelve

seconds between their first and fourth runners on
slow Kickapoo Course. Overall the team took
fifth, sixth, and eighth places, with Uni's fou
runner finishing just behind the first St. Joe ru
This stellar finish propelled the Illineks to their
Regional title under Coach Mynatt and beat St. Joe
10 points, accomplishing their two main goals.
Coming off a strong win, the boys went ·
Sectionals with high hopes of making it to S
Unfortunately, due to the immense competition
their Sectional, the Illineks fell three places
of making it to State, placing eighth out of tw
teams.
Although their season was cut short they
achieve their goal of staying competitive in
race, with both the Varsity and the Junior Varsity
well. Due to the loss of Cropek and Chuang, the
will have some big voids to fill, but Coach
feels that Rundus and Taylor will pick up where
left off and lead the team to another strong season.

Head Coach: Doug Mynatt
Assistant Coaches: Yuri Ermakov, Kim Sokol,
Karl Knox
Team Captains: Kangway Chuang, Cameron
MVP: Cameron Cropek
Most Improved: Malcolm Taylor
Most Inspirational: Kangway Chuang
Tough Illinek: Robbie Robinson

'-'.I.'U'U'-'.111

(1-r, t-b ): Kangway, Cameron, Nathan and the rest ofthe team fights
for position from the start; Carl gets his strut on while running;
Kangway's eyes are on the prize.
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Boys' Cross Country
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Swimming at Uni has long been a sport
characterized by having a close knit group of girls who are
very encouraging and helpful to each other while still having
the competitive attitude to win meets, and this year's team
was a perfect example. Under the erudition of veteran coach
Howie Shein and behind a lineup including six seniors, these
girls hoped to upset some teams this year and maybe tum a
few heads doing it. While the girls did not upset any of the
local power houses, they did exceed expectations and gave
valuable experience to the many first year swimmers. "It is

planned with a win over
Olympia 103-57 in their first
head to head meet of the
year. This dominating victory
gave the team the confidence
they needed heading in to the
upcomingmeets. Unfortunately
Uni fell short in their next two
meets, first in a head to head
loss against Chicago Uni
High and then finishing 12th of 15 at the Centennial Charger
Invitational.
Despite the struggles, the girls still had high hopes
and confidence going into their fourth meet of the season
versus Charleston where they had a dominating win in the
head to head meet. After Charleston the girls hit a road
bump with losses or last place finishes in their next six
meets however the team was at a disadvantage. One of the
long standing problems with Uni r - - - - - - - - - . .
swimming is that, in addition to (l-r, t-b ): Alejandra deswimming against larger schools cides to take a drink of
pool water; The girls
which are AA in other sports
only love one thing
and have their own facilities, it
more than swimming,
possesses no diving team. This each other; Anna got
takes away valuable points in distracted from her
meets with larger schools such as swimming by the camCentral, Centennial, and Urbana era; The team eagerly
where Uni gets an automatic zero awaits the start of their
meet
points from their lack of divers.

fop 5 Meets You Mav Have Missed
) Danville High: Uni didn't win but stayed competitiv
ailing by a mere 30 points.
) Central Invite: Uni finishes 12th of 15 but withou
oints from divers it was a good finish.
) Normal U-High Invitational: Uni places 5th o
·ne along with beating Chicago Uni who beat the girl
arlier this season.
) Uni 103- Olympia 57: Uni wins it's first head t
ead match of the season.
1) Unl97- Charleston 33: Uni dominates their op
onents in another head to head match.
Girls' Swimming
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Score Board

Stanford-Oiympia .•. 103-57
Chicago Uni High ..... 65-104
Centennial Invite ........ 12/15

Charleston ......•.......• 97-33
Centennial & Danville.. 3rd/3
Danville High ............ 3rd/3
Central.. ..................... 6th/6
Urbana ....................... 48-121
Schlarman ................. NA
Twin City Meet ......... 4th/4
Schlarman ................. 3rd/3
Normal U-High ......... 5th/9

Never the ones to be daunted, the girls worked
hard all throughout this tough stretch to improve their
times and at the last regular season meet of the year they
turned things around. The Normal U-High meet is a prep
meet for the upcoming Sectionals with nine teams in it. The
girls had been in taper for some time and thus their times
showed great improvements as the team finished 5th, a mere
six points behind the 4th place team. Going into Sectionals,
the girls once again had confidence and a good finish under
their belt, however they did not receive the fruit of all of
their hard work. In a section with 28 teams only 5 advanced
to State and Uni, against the likes of Central and Centennial,
fell short.
Despite what the scoreboard may say, the team
still considered this season a success. For most of the
girls, the relationships built were as important as how they
performed. As senior Cordelia Loots-Gollin said "Of my

three seasons on the swim team, this season was rlot-i ..... t.,.•
my favorite, everything was totally sweet, and I'm not j
saying that because I wa a captain!" The girls grew
together and return thirteen of nineteen swimmers incl
MVPNicole Gong and top point scorer Katie Ryan. You
expect a big season next year from Coach Howie Schein
the Pirates.

Head Coach: Howard Schein
Assistant Coaches: Elizabeth Grans, Elizabe
Gansen

Team Captains: Alyssa Digges, Shruti

(l-r, t-b ): Jamie points to her fellow swimmers in the next lane;
Jessica works on her stroke; Shruti pops her goggled and capped
head out of the water like a ground hog.
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Lillian Soong, Cordelia Loots-Gollin
MVP: Nicole Gong
Silent Storm: Katie Ryan
First Year Very Much Improved: Yuzi Nun.,~.~ •• ,.... " t
Most Improved Varsity: Alisa Rantanen,
LaPointe, Liz Reese
Most Inspirational: Lillian Soong
Most Points Varsity: Katie Ryan
Tough Illinek: Katie Ryan

Last year's conference champs were uncertain
what their team would look like this year. After the
graduation of key players Molly Smith and Sarah Leroy,
the lllineks looked to find senior leadership amongst three
their veterans Al Johnson, Julie Chen, and Nuole Chen.
Looking to gain some experience quickly, Head
Rebecca Murphy loaded up a turtle van and took
group of girls to summer camp in Vincennes, Indiana .
•....,..,,.,..., .·,."'not
.
being used to each other's tendencies, the girls

quickly began to gel with each other on and off the court.
This year's team became a tighter knit group, and could
often be found together off the floor. "We didn't have as
much talent on this year's team, but we definitely had more
fun," stated senior Julie Chen.
The girls started off the season defeating AtwoodHammond 45-36. The team looked tough and composed,
but things changed quickly. Over
the next week, Uni competed in
the Oakwood Thanksgiving
Tourney and took some lumps.
Hoopeston was the Illineks first
opponent and Uni's inexperience
started to show.
Uni finished sixth in
the tournament, but the younger
players turned to the veterans to
pick them up in conference play.
The Illineks defeated Buckley to
start off the conference season
in a fashion similar to that of . - - - - - - - - . . . ,
last year's. Things looked good (l-r, t-b): Samantha prountil, Nuole Chen was lost for tects the ball with her off
the season after tearing her ACL hand; Aran shoots the J
during practice and eventually with Merf looking on;
Rachel shows her perfect
needing surgery to repair it.
form; Jessi meditates
Wins
soon
became
before her free throw;
sparse, but the younger players Colette is the definition
started to showcase their talent. of intensity.

meetings this year, the girls get a solid win against
cross town rival Judah Christian.
4) Uni 45- Chrisman 41: Uni pulls out a close
win on the road.
3) Unl45- Atwood Hammond 36: Girls win
season opener.
2) Uni 52- Decatur Christian 14: The girls end a
4-game losing streak by crushing Decatur Christian
in Decatur.
1) Unl47- Judah 35: Uni wins its first Regional
game exacting revenge for a loss to Judah earlier in
the season.
Girls' Basketball
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Score Board
Record: 8-16
ECIC Record: (5-5)
Atwood Hammond•...... 45-j6
Hoopeston Area ............. 37-45
Oakwood ........................ 43-62
Chrisman ..........•...•....... 45-41

~hl~~~~~~~~~·i·~.~~.~~:: ~i:7b

7

Buckley Lutheran ........ 63-22
Villa Grove ..................... 38-54

Judah Christian ........... 50-32
Normal Calvary ............. 48-62
I...eRoy ............................. 32-57
Fisher ............................. 36-69

Decatur Christian ........ 40-22
Decatur Lutheran ........... 28-55

Buckley Lutheran ........ W**

Judah Christian .............. 36-41
St. Thomas More............... 30-59
Normal Calvary ............. 51-64
Donovan ......................... 47-53
GCMS ............................ 31-67

Decatur Christian ........ 52-14
Decatur Lutheran ........... 35-50

Regionals Judah ........... 47-35
R~gionals

Unity ............. 21-61

*Games Won m Bold
**Denotes Win by Forfeit

Freshman Rachel Skoza picked up her play and became
the team's second leading rebounder. Sophomores Aran
Yoo, Ruthie Welch, Samantha Nguyen, and Sarah Pfander
gained more time and experience as the season progressed.
The younger girls really showed promise for the years to
come in their two wins against Decatur Christian, as they
proved very productive offensively.
Seeded near the bottom in their region, the girls
drew a first round Regional game against cross-town rival
Judah Christian. The stands were packed as the Illineks
took on the Tribe. Uni and Judah had split their two
previous meetings of the year, but Uni continued its run of
first round victories with a 47-35 .victory. Unfortunately,
the girls pext met Unity in the second round, and were
defeated 61-21. The Illineks finished the season 8-16 and
5-5 in conference.

(1-r, t-b): The team learns from Coach Rebecca Murphy's brilliant
tutelage; Al found the ball, under her arm; Aran takes it in for
the easy bucket; Ruthie demonstrates the triple threat.
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Head Coach: Rebecca Murphy
Assistant Coaches: Ellie Zabielski
Team Captains: Nuole Chen, Alex Johnson
MVP: Alex Johnson
Outstanding Defender: Ruthie Welch
Most Improved: Sarah Pfander
Sophia Neely Honorary CoachesAwardfor~.:~mp~Jai1
Leadership and Sportsmanship: Alejandra Collopy
Dedication: Nuole Chen
Tough Dlinek: Sarah Pfander
Top Scorer & Rebounder: Alex Johnson
Most Steals: Aran Yoo
Most Assists: Samantha Nguyen
ECIC All-Conference: Alex Johnson
ECIC Honorable Mention All-Conference: . .,a,. . u~•
Skoza, Aran Yoo, Jessi Sullivan, Julie Chen

four years with 11th year veteran coach Joel Beesley.
Looking to defend their Turkey Tourney title, U ni
opened the season against perennial southern power AnnaJonesboro, a school with twice the enrollment as Uni. The
Illineks suffered their first defeat and proceeded to lose
three nights later to STM. Finishing the Turkey Tourney
2-2 was not in their plans, but a change in game plan and a
focus on defense proved to be all the Illineks would need.
Uni rattled off five straight wins
knocking off GCMS, STM, and
Fisher in successive games highlighted by a 17 point demolition
of Gibson City at Kenney Gym
where sophomore Mike Renner
dropped a career high 29 points
on 4-4 shooting from behind the

After post-season disappointment the last two
, the 2005-06 boys' basketball squad had lofty exlpectati·,ons. Uni returned four starters and ten players total
a 23-5 team who lost in the Regional Semifinal. In
off season, the Illineks strengthened their schedule by
adding two tournaments and two Shootouts hoping the
ed competition would ready them for the IHSA
The 2005-06 season had all the makings of a his
setting run with a senior bunch that posted the school's
ever record as subfreshmen and had been together for

The lllineks once again
had their confidence back heading into the Monticello Holiday
Tournament. For the second
consecutive year Uni struggled
from being off for a week prior to ....-----------,
the tourney and could never get (1-r, t-b): Cameron takes
in sync. Uni lost their first game a page out ofT-Mac's
to hot shooting Casey-Westfield book with the finger
and then faced the host Monti- roll; Sims pump fakes
cello. Trailing by 25 at half time, the calvary; Mike flies
the Illineks fought back to tie the through the air before a
game in the fourth but lost it down crazy one handed shot;
the stretch. The boys could never Udara looks into the post
recover and finished the tourna- for Austin.
ment with a disappointing record ......__ _ _ _ _ ____,

fop 5 O.atMes You May Have Missed
5) Uni 68- Judah Christian 29: On Senior Night the
school says goodbye to a great class of athletes as Uni
wins its 21 t straight home game and 21st overall.
4) Uni 49 - Donovan 46: Playing in a college gym
for probably the first and last time ever, the boys led
throughout the game and held on for a big win.
3) Uni 56- Springfield Calvary 54: In one of the
most anticipated Shootouts of the year in Illinois, Uni
makes their presence known with a comeback win.
2) Uni 75 - GCMS 58: In their first home game of
the year, Uni dominates then undefeated GCMS, one
of the best teams in the area
1) Uni 58- Unity 49 OT: lllineks travel to Unity only
to trail 17-4, yet comeback and win in overtime.
Boys' Basketball
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of 1-3.

Score Board

As
the
calenRecord: 22-6
dar flipped to January, the ECIC Record: (11-1)
Illineks were an unsatis- Anna-Jonesboro ........... .45-61
Bement ..••.....................63-29
factory 6-5. Uni made up St. Thomas More .......... 60-69
for the frustration with a Decatur
Lutheran ·······67 -42
GCMS •••••••••••••••.••.••.••.•75-58
16 game winning streak St. Thomas More ..•..•...67-58
highlighted by an overtime Fisher••......•.••...............•61 -50
Oakwood .•...•......•.....•..•72-48
thriller at Unity where senior Casey-Westfield ............ 73-92
Al Renner scored 25 points Monticello ..................... 60- 68
Ridg_eview .................... .49-54
and grabbed 10 boards. This Tri-Point•.......•...•..•......•58-45
streak also included both Deland Weldon .•..•.......86-34
Decatur Christian ••..•.. 63-38
Shootout games which Uni Donovan ....•.•.••..•..•..••.••49-46
won in thrilling fashion by a Judah
BuckleyCLI!th.eran ·······7 52
hriStlan ..........68-49
total of 5 points. In the first Kankakee Baptist........80-43
.
D
U · Normal Calvary .•...•....85-62
game agamst onovan, m Normal Calv.ary .........•75-41
shut down Donovan's attack Decatur Chr1sban ••.....82-34
.h
Decatur Lutheran ....•..72-59
an d came away Wlt a 49 - Bu~klt;Y_f:utheran .•••••.74-54
46 victory where Al Renner Sp~ Calvary...•....56-54
took over in the second half Unifl' (Overtime) .•..••.•.58 -49
Judah Christian .•........68-29
scoring 17 of his 20 in the Regionals Judah ....••..•.66-50
latter two periods. On Senior Regionals Armstrong .... 67-75
*Games Won in Bold
Night, Uni played maybe L--------------1
their best defense of the season in the second half allowing only 13 points to the Tribe
on route to a 68-29 victory.
Entering Regionals as the fifth seed, Uni defeated
Judah again in the first round and then had to face host
Armstrong. Uni fell behind early as the Trojans shooting
and foul trouble hurt the team. At halftime Coach Beesley
switched up defenses and the Illineks started the second
half with a run cutting the lead down to two points. Armstrong then responded with three straight treys and their
potent shooting down the stretch ended Uni's bid for the
Regional final, 75-69.
It was a tremendous season for U ni basketball even
though all the goals weren't met. "I've never been m~re
proud of a team," coach Joel Beesley stated afterwards. "It

°-

was one of those dream seasons that it just hurts PVF•rvruln"
when the final buzzer and reality hits you, it's over,"
a sad Mike Renner. The whole school got behind this
as evidenced by the Senior Night crowd and it was a
year. Almost all the credit has to go to the seniors,
were possibly the best the school's ever seen. Their
and reputation has paved the way for more great years
come.

Head Coach: Joel Beesley
Assistant Coaches: Jason Azul, Rezhan Majid, F
Zaghloul, Adam Tiouririne

Team Captains: Austin Berger, Ben Sims,
Alex Renner

MVP: Alex Renner
Outstanding Defender: Austin Berger, Ben Sims
Tony Kahn Most Dedicated: Farid Zaghloul
Hustle Award: Ben Sims
Most Improved: Zhe Gao
Tough Illinek: Robbie Robinson
Leadership: Austin Berger
Sportsmanship Award: Daniel Jacobs
Top Rebounder, Assists, Steals: Alex Renner
Highest FT %: Alex Renner
ECIC All-Conference: Alex Renner, Ben Sims,
Mike Renner

ECIC Honorable Mention All-Conference:
Berger, Daniel Jacobs, Zhe Gao

(1-r, t-b): Ben Sims blindsides Al Renner's defender; Zhe shows
them how they do it in OD; Daniel goes in for the easy deuce.
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Monticello All Tournament Team: Mike Renner
STM Turkey Tourney Team: Alex Renner
Career Scoring Leader: Alex Renner, 1372
Home Win Streak: 21 games (still active)

You111 Warrlon

Prodigious: probably the most adequate word to
describe the 2005-06 Chess group, a team that saw no
goal too high, and no opponent insurmountable. Being a
ridiculously young team, with talent through the roof, they
could achieve whatever they wanted. Their goals were high,
but attainable: Win the conference (losing no more than
two games), win the Illini Classic, and finish in the Top
5 in State. Coach Chris Merli aw the ability towards the
end of the 04-05 campaign, "I started to see the possibility
of a State title ... last year when the team finished 13th at

State. Then our oldest player was a sophomore and Gordon
Ruan was only a sub-freshman." Similarly, this year their
oldest player was still only a junior, and Ruan, a freshman,
controlled the first board.
The first real test of Uni High's abilities came at the
Bloom Trail's Invitational where the team needed to come
together and meet predicted state champ Skokie (Niles
North) along with four other schools who had finished
in the Top Ten of the 2005 State championships. Ruan
was provided with a chance to
shine as he went up against the
elite and showed them the door
winning five out of five matches.
Sophomore Alex Zhai, juniors
Marquis Wang, Annie Liang,
and Freshman Greg Atherton
all contributed four points to the
teams overall score. Although
it was not enough to knock off
Skokie, a second place finish
made others aware, that Uni
could care less about enrollment, they were here to win.
This sent the team riding high and toward their first
goal, Uni High's own Illini Classic. The Classic was a team
head to head competition and ..-----------.
the squad knew everyone had to (l-r, t-b): Geoffrey conbe on for a victory. After two first trols his excitement;
round victories Uni knew they'd Gordon and Alex, the
be facing back-to-back quality Dynamic Duo; Greg
opponents.
Barrington was
handled after the scare of two
initial ties, but they advanced to
an even tougher match against

writes down a move;
Gordon stands proudly
on the Medal Stand after
winning second place.

L.----------'

fop 5 Matches You Missed
5) Practice: Toughest matches on the second floor.
4) Bloom Trail's Invite: Uni makes statement that
they are for real

3) ECICL Champs: Uni dominates conference and
defeats Normal U-High for title, despite drawing first
match.
2) llllnl Classic: Uni wins own tourney.
1) IHSA State: Uni places fourth amongst 123 schools
throughout Illinois.
Chess
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Score Board
Record: 15-5-1
ECICL
FINAL Standings

Uni High Urbana ........ 12.5 ..... 656.5
Normal U-High .......... 11.5 ..... 594.5
Charleston .................. 9 ......... .543.5
Mahomet-Seymour .... 8 .......... 406.5
Georgetown-R.F. ........ 8 .......... 383.5
Normal Community ... 6 .......... 407
Danville ........ ..............4 .......... 301
Olympia ......................3 .......... 239
Heyworth .................... 3 .......... 211
Mattoon ...................... 0 ........... 27.5

Illini Classic
FINAL Standings
I . Uni High Urbana

IHSA State Finals
FINAL Standings
4 . Uni High Urbana

ICCA State Finals
FINAL Standings
3. Uni High Urbana

Glenbard South. After two straight losses and a tie, the
team knew that wins in the next two boards were the only
way to win the weighted scoring match. Geoffrey Beck
overcame his opponent's attack to win, and then Alex
Zhai finished his man off easily and took home second
place for second board, as Uni went undefeated winning
the Classic.
A conference championship led up to their final goal, a
Top Five showing at State. Most of the team returned from
the previous year with the exception of then freshman
Thilo Welz. The experience and preparation of the regular
season schedule was hopefully good enough to pass eight
teams and crack the top five after they finished thirteenth
last year. Ruan, who has been playing in tournaments
since fourth grade, knew how to handle the pressure and
was looking to lead the Uni squad. He did just that, putting

(l-r, t-b ): Tension is thick throughout the Peoria Convention Center as schools compete for the State title; Marquis contemplates
a move with his team surrounding with support.
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his teammates on his back by winning four boards on the
first day and then following it up with three more the
next day finishing undefeated a did Zhai (6-0-1 ) . Their
performances kept Uni in the running for the title, but after
the numbers were tallied, Uni concluded the tourney in
fourth place in the IHSA and 3rd overall in the Coache
Association.
This team will only get better as no one on this team
graduates which will make practice that much harder until
next year. Coach Merli was very happy about this year.
and confident about the next, and with good reason, "Next
year the goal is already to fini h in the Top 3 at State. I
think we have a reasonable shot at the State title."

Head Coach: Chris Merli
Assistant Coach: John Garvey
First Board: Gordon Ruan
Second Board: Alex Zhai
Third Board: Geoffrey Beck
Fourth Board: Marquis Wang
Fifth Board: Annie Liang
Sixth Board: Alan Liang
JV Boards: Ben Schaap, Greg Atherton, Linda
IHSA State Rankings:
Gordon Ruan (2nd Place- Board One)
Alex Z11ai ( 3rd Place- Board Two)
Annie Liang (5th Place- Board Five)
ICCA State Individual Tourney:
Gordon Ruan (2nd Place)
Alex Z11ai ( 7th Place)

UNI HIGHVARSITYSPORTS2005
Boys• Varsity Soccer
{1-r, t-b): Maciek Swiech, Daniel Jacobs,
Jeremy Pillow, Victor Salov, Nicolas Pratt,
Austin Berger (captain), Coach Carlos
Cervantes, Justin Park, Luke Chiang,
Scott Sapp, Mike Renner, Udara Cabraal,
AI Renner, Sergei Pourmal, Brett Clark
(captain), Sam Smyth (captain), Jake
Seeley, Martin Granick, Daniel Ito, Isaac
Radnitzer, Tomasz Kalbarczyk, Michael
Belmont. Not Pictured: Assistant Coach
Henry Zapata.

Girls· Varsity Volleyball
(1-r, t-b): Assistant Coach Tate Kubose,
Head Coach Amanda Palla, Ruthie Welch,
Annie Liang, Annie Machesky, Sarah
Pfander, Josie Chambers (captain), Annie
Fehrenbacher (captain), Elizabeth Ford,
Jamie Weiser, Jessi Sullivan, Sheri Grill,
Claire Johnson, Beckaa Wallig, Amanda
Grill, Chelsea Freeland, Erin Hayes.

Boys• Varsity Cross Country
(1-r, t-b): Carl Zielinski, Austin Rundus,
Cameron Cropek (captain), Robert Croisant, Jimmy Huggett, Nathan Domier, Robbie Robinson, Cheng Luo, Marquis Wang,
Malcolm Taylor, Kangway Chuang (captain).
Not Pictured: Head Coach Doug Mynatt
and Assistant Coaches Yuri Ermakov, Kim
Sokol, Karl Knox.

Girls· Varsity Cross Country
(1-r, t-b): Laura Hazlett, Emily Floess, Leah
Imlay, Samantha Nguyen, Hannah Snyder
(captain), Jennifer Roloff, Shivani Khanna,
Eleanor Unsworth (captain), Nicole Helregel, Caroline Brown, Kayla Ginsburg,
Elaine Gu. Not Pictured: Head Coach
Doug Mynatt and Assistant Coaches Yuri
Ermakov, Kim Sokol, Karl Knox.

SPORTS
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UNI HIGH VARSITY SPORTS 2005
Girls' Varsity Swimming
(1-r, t-b): Lillian Soong (captain), Alejandra
Collopy, Lor Sligar, Katie Ryan, Alisa Rantanen, Shruti Purkayastha (captain), Liz
Reese, Nicole Gong, Krista Olson, Cordelia
Loots-Gollin (captain), Jessica Stark, Eunice How, Alyssa Digges (captain), Natsuki
Nakamura, Katie Lapointe, Deborah Ladd,
Anna Cangellaris, Yuzuko Nakamura. Not
Pictured: Head Coach Howie Schein, and
Assistant Coaches Elizabeth Gansen and
Amy Downing.

Boys• Varsity Basketball
(1-r, t-b): Head Coach Joel Beesley, Udara
Cabraal, AI Renner (captain), Ben Sims
(captain), Zhe Gao, Cameron Cropek,
Austin Berger (captain), Mike Renner,
Assistant Coach Farid Zaghloul, Assistant
Coach Rezhan Majid, Chumar Williams,
Austin Rundus, Jeremy Pillow, Daniel
Jacobs, Justin Park, Robbie Robinson,
Assistant Coach Jason Azul.

Girls' Varsity Basketball
(1-r, t-b): Aran Yoo, Katie Carmody (captain), Bianca Zaharescu, Nuole Chen, Julie Chen, Colette Dejong, Rachel Skoza,
Alejandra Collopy, Alex Johnson, Ruth
Welch, Head Coach Rebecca Murphy,
Jessi Sullivan, Sarah Pfander, Samantha
Nguyen, Amanda Grill, Assistant Coach
Ellie Zabielski

Chess Team
(1-r, t-b): Coach John Garvey, Alan Liang,
Alex Zhai, Geoffrey Beck, Gordon Ruan,
Jason He, Coach Chris Merli, Linda Song,
Greg Atherton, Annie Liang, Benjamin
Schaap, Marquis Wang.
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EDUCATION
DAILY
Teaching Uni Students one day at a time

1) Who took three students to the 36th Annual Central Illinois World Affairs Conference?
a. Mr. Sam Smith
b. Mr. Billy Vaughn
c. Ms. Adele Suslick
d. Mr. Gene Bild
2) Which faculty member is not part of
SFAC?
a. Mrs. Lisa Micele
b. Mr. Billy Vaughn
c. Mr. Craig Russel
d. Mr. David Porreca
3) This year the SSO began a series of
workshops for parents called?
a. Grades Do Matter
b. Smart Siblings
c. Minds on Fire
d. Keeping your Child in Line
4) Which teacher did not travel with the
Habitat group during Agora Days?
a. Mr. Bill Sutton
b. Mr. John Garvey
c. Mrs. Sue Plisch
d. Mr. Doug Mynatt
5)Whatteacherresumed coaching in
2005 and continued
this year in Baseball?
a. Mr. Steve Rayburn
b. Mr. Joel Beesley [>
c. Mrs. Runelle Shriver
d. Mr. Paul Weilmuenster

6) Who was the Uni girls' gymnastics coach
at the IHSA State tourney?
a. Sensei Ito
b. Ms. Kassie Patton
c. Herr W
d. Mrs. Dee Dee Wright
7) Who took over as the individual head of
Stud Co?
a. Mrs. Marilyn Bant
b. Mr. Billy Vaughn
c. Ms. Patricia Morris
d. Mr. Rick Murphy
8) Which teacher is the Director of the CIA?
a. Mr. Greg Smith
b. Ms. Kassie Patton
c. Mrs. Jenny Kim
d. Mr. John Garvey
9) Which of these is not a choice for next
years Junior-Senior English curriculum?
a. African-Arl)erican Literature
b. 20th Century Novel
c. Shakespeare
d. 16th Century Canadian Haiku's
10) What is the name of the summer
camp put on by Adele Suslick?
a. GLOBE
b. ILL-INI
c. MAPS
d. TEAMS

:J"O[ P"6 V"8 P"L q·9 p·~ q·
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FACULTY

Barb Aschenbrenner

Marilyn Upah Bant

Joel Beesley

Secretary/ Receptionist

Director of Development
Alumni Relations

Computer Literacy 1 & 2
Home Hi PE
World-Wide-Web
Yearbook Advisor
Boys' Basketball Coach

David Bergandine

Gene Bild

Chris Butler

Chemistry (lntro,A,B,C)
DDR Club
Not PC Club

Algebra I Statistics
Algebra II/ Trigonometry
Subbie Math Team
MathCounts Coach
24 Club

Freshman History
World Since 1945
Modern History
HISS
Lounge Committee
Big Show Sponsor
Senior Class Sponsor
Habitat for Humanity

Sherry Demoss

Brett Doney

Katya Dunatov

Cathy Eads

Staff Secretary

Kenney Security Guard

Intensive Russian I
Russian Club

Secretary

FACULTY
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Lisa Evans

Jenna Finch

Monica Fountain

John B. Garvey

Studio Art I & II
Interrelated Arts
Art Club

Intensive Spanish I & II
Sophomore Class
Sponsor
S4BW
Spanish Club
PFO Faculty Rep

U'n'l Editor
Assistant Director of
Development and
Alumni Affairs

French I & II
Computer Literacy 1 & 2
French Club
Chess Team Coach
Subbie Buddy Advisor
Agora Days Coordinator

Frances Harris
Librarian
Computer Literacy 1 &2
Rif-Raf Club
Manga Club

Corinne Hatcher

Hiroko Ito

Elizabeth Jockusch

Jenny Kim

Susan Kovacs

Library Graduate
Assistant

Japanese I, II , Ill , IV, V
Japan Club
Anime Club
Junior Class Sponsor
Subbie Buddy Advisor

Calculus I
Ace. Calculus I & IIIII I
Jr.-Sr. Math Team

Ancient Cultures and
History
LIFE Group Sponsor

Assistant Director
Admissions Director
Student Services
Coordinator
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Suzanne Linder

Elllen Lindsey

Senior English
Social Advocacy I & II
Locks of Love
Senior Class Sponsor

Secretary/Registrar

Krisanna Lucken

Melissa Luffman

Elizabeth Majerus

Lisa R. Micele

Latin I, II, Ill

Support Services
Instructor

Department Head,
English
Sophomore English
Creative Writing
Unique Sponsor
SHAG Club

Director of College
Counseling
Peer College Counseling
Coordinator
Junior Class Sponsor
SFAC

Matt Mitchell

Patricia Morris

Sophomore English
IFMU Club

Department Head,
Science
Nature of Science
Earth Studies
SWAT Sponsor
Curriculum Committee
Subbie Buddy Advisor

FACULTY
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Rebecca Murphy

Rick Murphy

Doug Mynatt

P.E . (Fitness, Sports,
Weight lifting)
Girls' Basketball Coach

Department Head ,
Fine Arts
Music Theory, Chorus,
Orchestra, Jazz Band
Madrigals, Music Club
Interrelated Arts
Student Council Sponsor
Subbie Boys' Bball Coach
PFO Faculty Rep

P.E. (Fitness, Sports,
Weight lifting)
Cross Country Coach
Track and Field Coach
Habitat for Humanity
PFO Faculty Rep

Susan Mynatt

Kathleen Patton

Susan Plisch

David Porreca

Stephen Rayburn

Account Technician

Director and Principal

Geometry/ Trigonometry
Tolkien Club
Sophomore Math Team

Journalism
Gargoyle Advisor

Subfreshman English
Junior English
Subbie Buddy Advisor
Kung Fu Club
PFO Faculty Rep.

Barbara Ridenour

Craig Russell

Theatre Arts I & II
Film Study, Thespians
Interrelated Arts
Introduction to Radio
Theatre Festival
Director of Fall &
Spring Plays/ Sponsor
of Student Productions

Department Head ,
Mathematics
Algebra II
Statistics
Freshman Math Team
Star Trek Club
SFAC Representative
Subbie Class Sponsor
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FA CULTY

Greg Smith

Samuel Smith

Jennifer Snow

David Stone

Department Head ,
Ed. Tech. and
Computer Science
Computer Literacy 1 &2
Computer Technology
Computer Programming

Guidance Counselor
Freshman Class
Sponsor
Subbie Buddy
Coordinator
Curriculum Committee
Kendo Club
Asian American Club

Library Graduate
Assistant

Biology- (lntro, A, C, D)
ExploraVision Coach
Sophomore Class
Sponsor

Adele Mazurek Suslick

Bill Sutton

Rachel Tyson

Subfreshman English
Freshman English
PFO Representative
MAPS Coordinator
Coordinator for Global
Studies Initiative

American History
Seminar
U.S. History
Habitat for Humanity
IFMU Sponsor
Activism Club Sponsor

Advanced Topics

Sally Walker

Paul Weilmuenster

Dee Dee Wright

Department Head,
Physical Education
Athletic Director
P.E./ Fitness

Department Head,
Foreign Languages
German I, II, Ill , IV
German Club
Subbie Buddy Advisor
Head Baseball Coach

Freshman Health
Junior/ Senior Health

Representative

FACULTY
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'\7 Mrs. Lopez joined other faculty members and
some students in CPR training during Agora Days.
Each person who completed the 4-day class taught
by our very own Dee Dee Wright received their CPR
certification. Mrs. Lopez is seen below completing
the steps of her final evaluation.
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FACULTY

Maniates-Sel:vin

L~dia Anserme~

I.

. : •!
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SUBBIE-JUNIOR CANDIDS

(l-r, t-b): The subbies.fightfor the spotlight; Mr. Stone's class takes a breakfrom
their petri dishes; Michelle, Chelsea and Sam love the camera; Jessie takes a
break from her busy schedule for a picture; Ruthie wishes she was with Andrea
and Chumar; Richard knows something we don't; Eunice and Erin make a toast;
the sophomore boys attempt to look cool; Katie LaPointe's calling the charge;
Holden, Austin, and Rachel chill in the lounge; Beckaa.finds inspiration for her
paper or is having a seizure; the juniors rest in the lounge; Nicole is shocked
that her picture is being taken without Ben Hyman.

SUBBIE-JUNIOR CANDIDS
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1) What class sponsored this years Winter
Formal?
a. Subfreshmen
b. Freshmen
c. Sophomore
d. Junior

6) What is exchange student Masahiro
Imamura's home town?
a. Tokyo
b. Ashiya
c. Paris
d. Kobe

2) Who is the shortest student at Uni?
a. Max Rich
b. Jasper Maniates-Selvin
c. Miles Bribriesco
d. Sam Imlay

7) Which student did not transfer to Uni this
year?
a. Dana AI-Qadi
b. Michelle Mehnert
c. Adam "Voice" Tiouririne
d. Adriana Black

3) Which of the following is not a Uni High
"clique"?
a. RIK
b. DGA
c. BC
d. JELC
4) What is the most common last name at
Uni?
a. Wang
b. Gao
c. Smith
d. Both A & B
5) What is Subbie Alexx Engles real first name?
a. Jessica
b. Hannah
c. Sarah
d. Emily

8) How is sophomore Chuk Uzoaru's true
first name spelled?
a. Chukachukochoo
b. lkechukwo
c. Steve
d. Chukwuemeka
9) Which underclassmen is a professional
ventrilaquist? _
a. Hannah Leskosky
b. Horace Wang
c. Julia Maher
d. Carl Zielinski
10) Which underclassmen won this years
AMC 12?
a. Michael Belmont
b. Annie Liang
c. Jeremy Pillow
d. Alex Zhai

p·or v·6 P"8 p·f. q·9 q·~ p·v
q·[ q·z
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UN! PEOPLE QUIZ

I'm doing
p on the side. - oam
Why did people stop wearing underwear. -Mr. Sutton

Easy Access? -John Mark
be smolling here?
-Mrs. Jockusch

Does anyone know what tetm 'they

Was Fteud' Mom really hot or something? - athan
I don't
Science very much. -Ray
I would strongly encourage aU of-, not to experiment with
at -Mt
I take the eraser off the If and · bits me ·
head and I feel
warmer. -Ray
l, like tbe founding fatllers am semi-divine. -Mr. Sutton
One thing about Calculus is that it will clean up your Algebra or ·
you off. -Mrs. Joclwsch

I Rebecca Mae Alper, being of tall body, and equestrian mind do leave the following items to the following people: I leave my folders, planner, and other
organizational tools to Julia. To Maddy I leave my physics notes. My spot in the library I leave to Martin. Ok, so I am sure that there are lots more people
who I am forgetting, but the rest of you can divide my stuff up as you like!

I Austin Berger, being of bald head and bearded body, do herby bequeath the following things to their lucky recipients. To Sapp: some chips and some serious
league bowling. To Belmont: fond memories of summer camp and a winning soccer season. To Seeley more career goals than Al Renner. To Frankie a free
dinner at Rocks. To Mike: a dozen boxes of twinkies and some horrendous rap music and finally to break all of Al's basket9all records two years after he sets
them. To Rachel Skoza: a great basketball career and fun in the snow after stud prod. To Katie and Adrianna: "Awesome!" and "Sweet!" To Micah: a date with
40. to Suran: real psychic powers with your sister. To Ito: a makeout session with a certain unamed someone. To Emily: and anger management class. To Pillow: a double digit IQ and some melanin. To "THE VOICE" I leave a long and loud career as a sports announcer and an enlarged larynx. To Everyone else
who I may have forgotten while typing this right before the deadline you can have whatever you want. Uni was awesome, don't screw it up, and thanks for all
the memories.

I leave Belmont s*** in hi backpack and a stolen lunch o he can overreact and yell at everybody in the vicinity. I leave Jeremy Pillow 3 surplus ACT
points, and definitive, conclu ive evidence that hi mother i in fact still living. I leave Scott seeds to start working on that farm in Australia he dreams
of. I leave Franklin Mcfarland a large bill and.my sincere respect. I leave Marley Mark the name Mark, not stosy pie, or Stosy Carmichael, or whatever
the hell orne of you people call him. I leave the underclas men girls a ball of yarn and a sewing machine to ensure that they are properly clothed. I would
also like to leave Bill Sutton a bucket of KFC.

I, Stephen Buzard, being of occa ion ally sound mind and body, do hereby bequeath the following stuff. Katie gets to practice or use the computer whenever
she wants. Beckaa hall receive a po se of straight countertenor (hal), bedbugs, and of course tea. Daisy gets a piano in her bedroom, coffee as needed,
and perrni ion from her parents to tay out pa t 10:30. To Emma, I give rides to choir and barefoot walks through Urbana. I leave Maddy an avocado
and the satisfaction that, thanks to her, I appreciate the Gilmore Girls. Tonya gets vodka. And all four of the above get penguins too. Robert gets celery,
onions, and green pepper . Paige and Krista get called by their own names. Borup get Supreme Command of the tenor section. Berl gets a pen and staff
paper, and the inspiration and courage to join the two. Bassman can have music club. Mr. Murphy gets a consistent madrigal group. Mr. Vaughn gets
Truthed by the Good. Mr. Sutton gets a bike buddy. Dr. Robin on gets organ students who will practice. My mom gets an organ scholar, and my dad gets
to improvise during communion again. Thank you Uni for the wonderful five year !

I, Udara Cabraal, being of chocolaty mind and body, do hereby leave the following things to the following people: to Shara, I leave a kite that wa once flown
over an OD hill, and the ability to be in two countries at once. To Mike, I leave some crip walk skills, which he i in dire need of, and a parking spot outside
of bacon world. To Belmont, I leave some Ritalin to take while on the bball court. To Ruthie, I leave some hott Cajun dancing kills, and the speed of the
roadrunner. To Ito, I leave the bumblebee boody. To Rundi I leave some air freshener. To Sapp, I leave permission to drive any 4runner he wishes to. To
Andrea, I leave another bundle of cupid 's arrows, an awesome time swimming, and the courage to watch an entire cary movie. I love UUUUUNNIIII!!!

I leave the following people the following valuable stuff: Sam - a really big moutbguard and someone to lean on at the fall play; Bianca - a ride home
in the cold on an uncomfortably hot seat and the chance to put your life in someone else's hands; Aran - gossip and the hardcore feeling you get from
smacking a basketball; Sam Klein- a girl to kiss in a bowling alley; Scott Sapp- a brownie; Mike Renner - omeone el e to haras ; "Butters" a.k.a.
"WHO ARE YOU!?"- a victory over Greg Atherton ; Marika- 23; Karen- a level of coolness rivaling your ister '; Angie- a growth purt; Mandi- my
forgiveness; Martin- a fat gerbil; Pfander- inanimate objects with mouths; Rutbie - a politically incorrect joke, prime numbers, and Feel Good, Inc.;
Daniel Ito - nothing; Victoria- Calc and a ride borne; Alan Liang- mad SSB and Latin skillz; anyone else I like - music, an apology for forgetting you,
and someone to cry about it with.

I, Jo ephine Michael Chamber , being of zippy mind and lithe body do hereby leave the following: Ruthie- all of the butts in this school that have not yet been
macked by you! Mandi- perfect hair always and lot of intere ting bu convos! Jessie- more sneakiness when poking people and many HOT kills to come.
Beckaa- mad Soprano IT section & FAB block ~t the net. Jamie: The end of Mr. Butler's confusion between us! Mac: lots of dippin dots! To all the rest of
my vballladies I leave an even RAWer eason next year if that's even possible! Shivani- I leave many much deserved trips to State and a peak at you know
what;-) Doug & Susan: Lot of fun "work" around the house and an everla ting supply of fro ted mini wheats and Susan's Super Power Cereal. Thank you
for the many good times! Dana- my RAZZ berrie and many fun times to come! Paige Martin- gradual, national anthem, random harmonizing, & gymnastics
power! Madtigals- the milk of our white goats. I aac- the responsibility of not messing up the Chambers name too much in your remaining 3 years. Everyone
else gets a big hug! It was a great 5 years thanks to everyone! I'll miss you all!

I, Julie Chen, being of a height challenged body and effervescent mind do bequeath the following: UHGB: The OC, '06, forks, and all the love in the world. Jessi: as many
hugs as po ible, the ecret knowledge that I like you best and my eternal friendship. Skoza: the love of your life, friends that like me, the ability to dunk, tickles, a voice, truly
amazing stories, late night silent conversations and my love. Sarah and Ruthie: Eyebrow raises, slaps on the butt, indeed's, nice shots, janky and my love. Sam: A smaller
mouth guard. Madeline: some slaps and my readine . Saran: Suran-wrap and neatly organized orchestra music. Aran- the height advantage, cockroache , a boyfriend that
doesn't hate me, all the time in the world, and an infinite number of I love you 's and <3 's. Micah: the knowledge that you are my favorite, !!!'s, laughs, more time in the
Mac lab, and of course my undying love. Bianca: Jewish holidays like Kwanzaa, lint, and bellyftops. Devika: My closet. Rohun-my free psychiatry help. Mandi: Seniority
and a few inche in height. Lydia: Chuiche and another out of country trip. D.Ito: a personal chef, hello' and how are you's. Dana: a hammer and ecret uperhero plans.
Belmont: library days, peace and quiet, words to fill the void, plenty of hot girl that don't annoy you, and my heart. To all the teachers: My respect and infinite gratitude. And
to everyone else: a fraction of my heart, laughs and life.

I, Nuole Chen, leave these things to the following people: Christine, Angie, Linda-a great time at church; Adriana-King School memorie ; Lucy Z. , Xin-Yu,
Chumin-the 22 Illini, treat it well; Ranny-the knowledge that I'm your friend and I care about you; Allan-mini tenni (or whatever we called it); Chumar-a sweet
jump shot; Rohun-another college therapist; Sarah P.-a new carpool buddy and some pompoms; Ruthie-teary conver ation where you tell Catholic joke , I love
you!; Aran-a beautiful new cockroach and sandwiches; Sam-a bigger mouth guard and a knee of steel; Rachel-a loud voice and a dunk; Je i-whiplash from
your hair; Mandy-the title of fa te t talker on the basketball team; Ethan S.-some girl ; Lydia-late night conversations and a certain year-old men; Bianca-lot
and lots of love and an awesome enior year; UHGB-DOMINATION, love, respect, and lots of pink Starburst for Merf. I would like to thank every one of my
teachers for giving me a spectacular and a wonderful 5 years, esp. JB , DB, CB , JBG , RL, LL, SR, BS , Ms. Patton , Merf, Lisa, Ellen. To everyone el e- take
care of Uni. It deserves to be treated with love.

ac.

I leave the following. To all future runners: if you can leave every run, every workout, every race and every day with no regret , then you will be the most ucce ful runner regardless of times. To Rundus, I leave some digestive enzymes and a Uni track record. To Malcolm I leave you a49.45/400m and a 1:57.56/800m.
To everyone: never doubt your running shoe sales guy, he may teach you some of the mo t valuable lesson in life all in the time it takes you try on 15 pair
of hoe . Yuri gets a big thanks, fast run , and excellent marathons. Kim gets a diet wild cherry pepsi and my thank for letting u stay at your hou e for the
marathon. Karl gets communism. Uni High Track and XC, you get Laura and Meg and Alex back. All my teachers get my incere t thanks, especially Ito Sen ei,
Mr. Bergandine, Mr. Rayburn (Keep KFC alive), Mr. Sutton (Respectability forever) and Mr. Vaughn. Doug, thank for being uch a great and under tanding
coach. To both Doug and Susan, I know it's hard to put up with me, orry for all the trouble I've caused. I wi h you two be t of luck in the future.

I, Brett Clark, being of indescribable mind and sunburnt/freckled body leave the following junk/crap/sacred relics/titles to the following: The madrigal get a
new ba s that actually knows both the word and the note , Cahill gets free rides to Bondville late at night, Croisant gets to do all the homework he wants in
chorus and ownership of the ba ection (sorry C,ahill), Geiger gets a better baritone partner and a younger part in a play, Eleanor gets to keep teaching people
how to make drug ound effect at play practice, Tomasz gets my position on defense cause he earned it, Sapp gets control of Mahomet, Luke gets the title of
nice t guy in the chool, Bethany gets someone el e's freckle to count, Frankie get a cure for "that itis", Kumars gets to be the coolest guy to take Theatre
Arts with me and his awesome movie-star lashes Seeley gets all the advil he needs for soccer, Christine get to keep LIFE together, Mr. Sutton gets to continue
creating the coole t nickname ever, Ray get to be Ray, and to everyone I adly didn't remember at this time, you get my undying friendship and love.

I, Alejandra Collopy, being of ound mind and body, do give the following tuff to these people: the cross country chicas get to alway have the wind at their
back. The swimmer get many 5:30 (AM) practices and lots of cheering and spirit. The track team rocks and alway will. Marika gets an infinite upply of hair
band . Angie gets my undying love, and a hug for every day. Sam will always be fast. Rachel gets to be the talle t, and Jessi will always be the sweetest. Jimmy
gets a computer with Flash. The entire ba ketball team will have many seasons full of victory. Merf gets a team that boxes out and rebound . Bianca gets the
red bus; Aria get the school. Thank to my teachers for everything. My coaches are all incredible. Thank you so much.
Love to all, I'm outta here.

Cameron Cropek, being of the most hone t of minds and stud prod exposed body, do hereby bequeath the following Tmac to the following Houstons. Mikea Snowman and a spot in bed at camp between Udara and myself, Frankie- next years shot blocking title, Ito- the company, Kumar - ticket to my fir t movie
premier, Rundu - skidmarks half the 4x8, and removable tattoos for your eyelid , Chumac- orne kills like dad's, Malk- a new pair of emergency boxer
and the other 2x8, Andrea- a freezer for Ju tins ice cream and the trampoline, Sharajonnie- a 'what' up' every time I ee you in the halls, Anna- a thickburger
and one Ia t traw, KLP- LeistungsHihigkeit auf Deutsche, Adriana- a wheelchair or an injury free gymnastics ea on, preferably the latter, Chuk- gets gue t
appearances on Ike's next album. Micah, you can have whatever you feel like. To Belmont, all of my love; to Eunice and Angie, a chance to concentrate in
orchestra, Isaac- your own car for rides home. Finally, Ovington J' Anthony Mayo gets the right to name my fir t born. I know everyone says it but I hope that
doesn't detract from its meaning: to my teachers, a sincere thanks, every one of you has given me omething different.

, Colette, leave the following with love. Jessie gets a million friend and awesome basketball drives. People in New York and Milan realize that Bethany is
not only the sweetest but the most fashionable person in the world. Bethany, Tanya, and Angie get the run of the Kenney locker aisle and especially 2106, and
Home Hi-ers get to keep the pride!, and Angie gets xtreme bailer status. Sarah and Ruthie, you guys rock. So does Sharajonnie. Rachel gets a Nike spon or hip
and dunking ability. Jes ica gets a private jet and thanks for a great carpool, as doe Emily R. Emily's jet i purple- Je ica' is Real World theme. Sam and
Aran get lots of basketball and smiles and the run of the basketball wing , and Aran get more "Camp Grow" t- hirts. Binky is my hero, he ha o much heart.
Mandy, keep up the attitude! Mandy and Jessie get Princeton Teaching Hospital, and Marika gets Newport Beach. To Greg Atherton, light saber and succe
in life with the Arnold joke. Heartfelt thanks to Merf and every one of my teacher . To everyone that I've forgotten, best of luck and thanks for a sweet five
years. I'll miss you.

I, Alyssa Digge , being of dramatic mind and fragile body, leave the following: Anna, Annamal, hairy legs, kisses, and memories. Krista, Madrigals, shoulders,
and all my love. Liz, exy Disney men. Nicole G., singing at practice. Deborah and Jes ica, backstroke and body warmth. Amelia, Amelio and hugs. TJ, my
love and omeone el e to keep you out of troubje. Katie R. , animated pool side talks. Zoe, stories, stalking, and 1,000 sweet kisses. Eunice, looong showers.
Beckaa, cheese fries, Aladdin, and the perfect boy. Eleanor, Stud Prod and American thighs. Anne, locker room talk and thanks for all the memories. Mandy,
love and hugs when you need them. Caroline, huge hugs. Dekota, omeone else to run your errands. The Swim Team, a million memories and people that take
you seriou ly; you've made my life a better place. Mr. Sutton, more live fish and an on-task Seminar class. Merf, omeone who 's not broken and thanks. Mr .
Ridenour, boys and a billion dollar for Uni Theatre. Ray, Fyzix E. Sue, HI SUE!! And I'll miss you. Lisa, thanks for everything. Mama, Daddy and Kel, I owe
you everything, I love you. To everyone el e, I leave a hug, and all the memories. Thanks for the good times, Uni.

I, Nathan Domier, being weirder that I like to admit, leave the following junk to the following people. Jimmy gets a posse upgrade, and Abby gets the coolest
thing he can think of. Luke get' DDR kills- cuz I'm till better. To the junior male I leave Magic skills- same reason. Kareem get to learn the arne lesons I learned, the same way. Marq and Jimmy get summer adventure without me, but theoretically plus a drivers licences. Consequently, Angie, Samantha,
Suran, Aran, and Gong get me hawing up at their hou es a lot le s. Deren get my apologies for everything he's had to put up with, and Karen! The yearbook
taff get an apology too, for everything of mine being so late.

poli
aval pzin nonsense. I hereby being of the same old unsound mind and body bequeath all of my worldly possessions I don't like. To young Sir. Andrew Lapointe I leave 4 more
interesting years at Uni, a watermelon, and at least 118 of a car. To mademoiselle Victoria Wang I leave an enjoyable year in Physics next year, a mango, and
a trip to the ER, even though you don't need it. To Henry Beberrnan I leave 14 concussions and Medieval Combat. To Monah I leave *insert inappropriate
comment here* and to Beckaa I leave half of a squirrel and boredom. To The little Cascio I leave this school, because you are finally rid of me. To Mr. Sutton I
leave the best movie ever, you know what I mean. To Mr. Buder I leave the chance to strike fear into the rest of the school. To Mr. Vaughn I leave all intelligent
thought that is pointless, and the rest of Anthropology here. To Mr. Rayburn I leave my version of Shakespeare and the English language in general. To Ray I
leave calculus, because I have no use for it at all.

thrash or jive.

it becomes another stale

oae fi tin the air. Our
uaderground america.

sect~lritY,/ Populations

OOdtldl- Aus Rotten

I, being of anti-authoritruian mind and restless body, do hereby leave the following to the following. Uni gets to fulfill its mission statement for every student.
The administration gets students who will take responsibility for themselves instead of having their parents threaten to sue. UHAC gets decent leadership and
that joke. The Gargoyle gets editors with more free time. GSA gets to fizzle for another four years. SHAG gets men. Ms. Majerus gets to teach gender studies
as an elective and never escapes her grrl rock roots. Mr. Sutton, Mr. Butler, and Mr. Rayburn get students that appreciate them, the papers I owe them, and my
respect. Eleanor gets my sincerest apology and $2,020 in tickets and citations. Emily gets to realize (almost) all her dreams. Devika gets something special.
Mandy gets life experience and an adventure. Monah gets the world. Everyone else gets what they deserve. And the obligation to build a healthier more
liberating community in the shell of an oppressive and destructive society. Good luck. I love you.

... and the lucky winners are: Ruthie, who gets Isaac Radnitzer, Twizzlers, and an abundance of slapable female posterior. Mandy gets a 14-year-old boyiliend that doesn't speak English
a bus full ofl.i.zards cockroaches ... and other good stuff. Eleanor gets SHAG, TAG, Captain Gunch, and milkshakes. Lydia gets pious yuppies and free food at Meny Ann's that doesn't taste
good. Anne gets mends that are more heterooexuaL Anna Canga gets a chair dance and a pulled groin. Annie Mac gets her little sister back Annie L gets an exclusive byline. Elizabeth gets a
ride. Beckaa gets knee replacements and a firearm Jasmine gets extra fingers. Jessi gets my record collection. Jamie, Karen, and Oaire get plenty of opportunities to yell, ''It' all your fault!"
Pfander gets a REAlLY BIG HUG. Erin gets fun in the back of the bus. Emma Anselin gets full custcxly of the Garg. Jono gets insightful ideas that never run out Monah gets a back massage.
Emily Kamm gets The Kinsey Report. Shara and Julia get UHAC. Bethany gets my undying love. Devin gets unlimited control of the lounge tereo. Sam Klein gets chow mein. Micah gets
Adele Suslick Karen Han, Geoffrey Beck, and Gabe Smith get flawless piano recitals. Ttanna gets a witch/goblin/mouselleprechaunlevil doctor costume. Greg Atherton gets the last dance. Isaac
Olarnbers gets my first born child Bill, DeeDee,Eiizabeth,Billy,Mr B,P, Ms. Ranis, and Sensei get my utmost respect and appreciation.

To the Cro s Country (+ Track) girls- Samantha, Elaine, Laura, Eleanor, Jennifer, Kayla, Caroline, Nicole, Shivani, Aria, & Katy: All my PR' (Or ami
faster! ), State, & hard 6 AM workout . Samantha & Elaine get I st place for always pushing me. To the Subbie runners: Elizabeth & Elizabeth cramp-le s runs , &
Diana ice cream run ! Doug, Kim , Karl , & Yuri get many 151 place trophie ! Martin, Jackie, and Jennifer get Gelato in Europe, Nicole Gong one of those pocketknife bugs, Katy the honor of being a Senior & being quoted, Sayako a Japanese Russian dictionary, & the Subbies & Subbie Buddie :An exciting program! All
the faculty & taff at Uni gets a THANK YOU for being so friendly & nice! To my teachers : Thank you for teaching me to love learning (&running)! Vielen
Dank Herr W, Deut ch Klasse war vie! spaB, & thank you Mrs. Jockusch, for making math exciting! Thank you Ellen & Barb for everything. You all deserve
a relaxing dream vacation! Finally, my family: Mama & Papa get sleep (No more Morning practice!), Peter straight A's & unlimited time outdoors, Katherine
complete acce to the bathroom & piano! And to both of you .. . Samantha & Linnea's Official FDR school Will. Oma gets a billion "I Iiebe dich!" and all
& ki se.

I, Matt Freeman, being in posse sion of sound mind and smooth body, do legally bequeath the following: To Abby, the title of coole t kid in chool and nobody
knows it and a loudly ringing Chine e musical instrument; to Ito, peace and ju tice in Gotham until my triumphant return; to Eleanor, Anne, Lydia, and Mandy,
much love and full ownership of the UHSE and all related acces orie ; to Schaap, a new black calculator with non-executable programs; to Scott, the letter
R; to Jono and Frankie, a roll of duct tape; to Dana, hampoo for optimum hair-flipping; to Devin, a new actor for your movie and the wherewithal to actually
finish it; to Colette, your brother's 6-year plan; to Jimmy, Johns; to Tomasz, for your mommy to stop expecting you; to Chandra, to win; to Breault's si ter, a
first name and a new spouse; to Cahill, Kung Fu; to Krista, to knock someone out; to Ben H., a new nickname and an apology for the old; to Rachel H., the
same; to Devika, Bianca; to Bianca, Devika; to Mr.. Porreca, a more talented, harder-working staff; to anyone I rni ed, a new, pes irnistic outlook on life; to
the rest of Uni, an extreme makeover.

I Zhe Gao, proceed to give away my valued belongings. To Adam, aka THE VOICE, I leave my 50 Cent CD . Belmont gets to be "The Flame of Justice. " To
Mike, I give you a victory against me one on one. (Sorry I don't have any Twinkles.) Pillow get a dunk in a game next year, or so he say . Devin John on
gets to be in my will. I didn't forget about you. Everyone else that I didn't mention gets a 50 Cent free lounge now that I have departed. Peace.

I, There e Garvey, do hereby bequeath the following things to the following people: To Greg, The Imperial Death March. To Kareem, self-restraint. To Ammar,
total dictatorial power over the flute ection (this means you need to it up). On a similar note Alex Cahill receives complete power over the string bass ection
(oh wait. .. ). To Monah, uncomfortably close hu_gs and a giant smile on your face always. To Beckaa, I never had anything over you, so an empty hole in your
stomach where I u ed to be. To the aspiring Ru sian scholars (i.e. Hannah L-R, Madeleine, Jennifer, Jackie, etc.), a truly Russian work ethic. To Daisy and
Emma, urn . . .I have nothing that you need. To my German class, three more years with Herr W (unfortunately for me). To Aaaahnna, clothing that covers your
entire body. To Karen , hello , hugs, weird face and Ia tly my sister. Take good care of her. To my sister, Illinois and my room and my place in our parents '
hearts. To all my teachers, many thanks for all that you have taught me whether you meant to or not. To all that I have forgotten or even remembered, eternal
happiness and much love.

I, Max Goldberg, of rocksteady body and ice cold mind, do hereby bequeath the following stuff to the following people; Cahill gets Scoobz' madrigals costume.
Mr. Murphy gets matche a tra h can near the matches, flammable trash bags in the tra h can, and batterie for the Santa. Rohun gets a score of gnome to
make him the crown jewels. And syrup to keep them from revolting. Sapp gets to have no one else wear an almost identical track jacket as hi . Jono gets vintage
clothing. Daniel Borup gets Pangaea: The World United Clothing Co. Zack gets to establish a penguin majority in Student Council. Uni High conservatives get
my mad props. Whoever wants it can have my book of rhyme . The lounge might get back the Kill Bill CD I borrowed but never gave back. And last but not
least, Jared Doyle gets my mad bboy style and spirit. Peace.

George Gu, of silent body and mind, do hereby bequeath the following: everyone gets a fortune cookie because fortune cookies are obviou Jy quite informative, Ian gets a new benching partner and his dream of lifting everal times his weight, two soon to be senior guys get their requested bag of crap (happy?), Mr.
Sutton gets a "Say hi to A a for me. ", Deborah gets a new pronunciation for her name, De-BOR-ah, Ito gets hi name in everyone's will, Frankie gets as much
food and mathlete skills as he wants, Suran gets fewer personal questions from the yearbook staff, Boyce gets neither Anime Club nor my pants, tinfoil boy
get some level of anity, Asa gets more alicoms, James gets more penguin , and as I said before the rest of you get fortune cookie .

Being of sound enough mind and body, I hereby leave: to Katy, a turkey, not a rooster; to Eleanor, a hug; to little Nicole, a mini kirt and a poke and a big block
of cookie dough; to Samantha, her head, which is larger than Jennifer Roloff's; to Jennifer Roloff, I will henceforth refer to you only by your fir t name ... and
your last name. To Shivani, I leave a watch and "Earl's got to die." To Kayla, I leave ice cream. To Caroline, I leave candy, which for some rea on he doe n't
like. Also, I leave her like a carrot or something. And a pancake in a plastic bag. To Elaino, I leave the two-mile, surely the best track race in existence. To Aria,
I leave no more injuries. To Diana, I leave a message: CROSS COUNTRY IS GREAT. To Elizabeth Rus ell and Elizabeth Allen, I leave an elephant full of ice
cream. To all the track people, like Maddie, for example, I leave more ice cream. To Sam, I leave a bunch of homework. Thank to all my teacher .

I, Roveiza Irfan, of lively mind and in the 'hood body, do hereby bequeath the following: to UHGS: a winning sea on, passing on grass, and "intense" practices.
Amelia: the right to the streetball nickname and rawesome defensive prowe . Krista: your ridonculous footwork and control of center mid. Monah: a yellow
card, because one day you will get caught. Beth~ny: terrible Thur days, a beautiful wardrobe, and the fact that you look like Lucy. Dana a certain Spidermanloving redhead , camo day, a jingle belt, and my undying love. Mandi : shutout bows in every color. Eleanor: an IHOP date and a huge hug because you always
make my day. Shara: supersonic speed and goal galore from the midfield. Daisy and Emma: I forgive you for always volunteering to distribute the Garg in the
office .. . you get ton of patience and amazing editing skills. Sarah P., Suran, Zoe, Anna, Shivani: ice, becau e it's cool like you. Abby: representing CIMIC.
Ammar: the arne, but also the PK. Dito: a hallway bolla and more sweet shoe . Sam: Shalom and best of luck at business school. Ethan: A surplus of tokens
and a command to walk five stride ahead. To my teachers, esp. BS , CB, DP, SR, EJ, SL, thanks for everything! To everyone else, take care. Peace.

I, Daniel Jacobs, of a skater's mind and Spani h body, do hereby leave these things: Pillow gets a lifetime supply of Kellog brand cereal, Micah gets twenty more
video editing job and the kills to complete them, Andrea gets the Olympic gold, Linda gets even more mad violin skills, Borup gets what remains of Entrepreneurship club a well as more violin kills to add to Linda' , Kumar gets orne acting abilities, Mike get Young Jeezy's children, Sapp and Devin get international film
recognition as the founding fathers of International Filmmaker United but strangely end up making film involving farms and farm animals for the re t of their
lives, Jono gets lucky, Belmont get a spot on the Jewi h!faiwanese nationals team, Ito gets all the chicks and all the Airsoft guns he wants, Chumar gets the leftover
pieces of my shattered ankles, Chuk get a mean roundhouse kick, after in truction from the man himself, Mr. Norris, Granick gets all the land he wants from all
tho e weak online garners out there by attacking them repeatedly with droves of Orcs, Frankie gets enough Frankieburgers to feed all of Somalia, Uni High and its
teaching staff get my sincere t thanks, and everyone I didn 't mention gets orne love. Keep it real Uni High. I will ee you again ... but not yet. Not yet!

Al Johnson of jeanyous mind and even jeanyouser body leave the following to these people: to Sharajonnie someone else's hair to braid, to Jacob, "you ' re a
fat old lady," to Chuiche and Mandy good times around the world, another best friend to get in trouble with, and the confidence to do whatever you want. to
Enor, a friend with good taste in music and a car that moves by itself. to Anne, some new shoes. to Ruthie lOlbs of pure confidence and a man who can keep up
with you. Monah Lisa, lots of pretty pictures of yourself. to UHGB , a winning season, the ECIC title and lots and lot of fun. to Sarah Pfander, a secret buddy
as talented as myself, a successful marriage to Ruthie, and a friend who understands the trials and tribulations of being Jewish. Bianca, fun times on Habitat
and being the leader of the team to Rachel 1,000 points and the reigns of UHGB , and a crush on the entire male population of UNI. Sam the man, someone
to push you around, and a BOYfriend. to Aran, the proper pronunciation of Aran, and much love. to Jessi, an E and lots of weird smiles. Horace Wang, the
Monster.

I, Rachel Kaplan, of sound mind and ballerina's body do bequeath the following: To Emily K., Karolina, Tuli, Sophie, and Katherine, more late-night
Nutcracker rehearsals. Tuli also gets more jump combinations. To Paige, more calculus. To Paige, Cahill, and Katie, Music Club and more trips to Chicago.
To Jackie, penguins. To Anna, many more quick-changes. Nate gets my seat in orchestra and Sunday rehearsals. Jennifer gets an orchestra that actually tunes
to her. To Mr. Murphy, the English Folk Song Suite.

I, Ro eM. Kory, being of relatively ound mind and body, do bequeath the following item to the following personage . Bueno, my Spanish class gets fond
Destinos memorie , TJ gets all the ong from Eyota, Robert gets the town of the same name in Minnesota, Beckaa gets Care Bears ("fore t of feelings ... "),
Sam and Bed get the trumpet section and strange ear fondling, Martin Geiger gets RifRaf seniority and Colin Firth, and Mandy and Sarah Lake-Rayburn get
to share my birthday. Zoe Schein gets RENT madness, the Madrigals get less crappy costumes, and Michelle Gao gets shorts of wedgie doom. Beatles Club
is up for grab . To all Uni students, present and future, I leave earlier early dismissals. Enjoy!

I, Mo, leave thi tuff to these people: Deren: the Kudekidom of Uni, a lot of hand wipes, and Evian bottles. Jono: Japan club, tons of hott Japanese girls (a
fan following at Konan), and a game of MASH where Ian end up as the car. Ariana: a place in the yearbook. And a mitten/kitten. Claire: lots of cake to
eat a the last remaining pyrit. Abby: a girlfriend. Jimmy Huggett: fewer girlfriends. Aran: the rocking Uni High cello ection. Micah: lots of Linux bugs
to fix. Sen ei: Korean soap operas, an infinite upply of ichinen ei kid with bad hat uon, and some new couples to tea e about handkerchief-pancake. Mrs.
Jocku h: good math student with a lot of free time. Everyone el e: a decently good time, lots and lots of homework, and some excess disciplinary action.
Cya.

I hereby bequeath to everyone: your identities, your belief , and your existences as amalgamation of memories. May your souls find true peace in Chri t
Jesus.

I, Angelina Liang, being of small body and kickass mind, do hereby bequeath the following things to the following people: Alan & Annie -my last name; Linda
& Angie - chopped lettuce; Deren - hi name; Claire - the Pynk Pyritz; Jono - many hott, Japane e, emo, electric bas -playing girls that are all attracted to
him; Jimmy -a million page, totally filled with writing notebook; Paige- 6th period math partie ; Granick, Monah, & Chri tine- front row violin privilege in
orche tra; Arif- a birthday present; Nate - daily reminders to show up for ECIYO rehear al; Lor- infinite coffee and opportunities to do light ; Emily Kamm
- excellent casting for ballets ; M . Ellen Lindsey - someone to remind you to change your calendar; all my teacher - thank for an unbelievable 5 year I'Ll
never forget ; to everyone- wonderful memories to fill the years you have left, hugs, and no goodbyes. I'll see you around.

L Cordelia Loots-Gollin, being of constantly beating heart and wimmer's body, do hereby bequeath the following things to the following people: Aliisa gets 5:30am,
crumb in the back of her car and a better ecret buddy than I was. Debra gets antibiotics and hugs. Eleanor gets an improved health curriculum. Jackie gets sparkles and
cupcake . Ahill gets analog DDR. Martin gets an un upervised ummer in Amsterdam. Anna gets a pole and a thick burger. Tianna gets four more stud prods. Ethan gets
to be cool next year, even after Lucy leaves. Bethany gets stearnrolled, etemallurve and fond memories. Deren and Jacob get thanks for being good to my bike. Jake
Seeley gets NMH. Robert gets a high-five. Kumars gets a fat fiancee his own age. Jessica gets a "YEAH!" Adriana gets a permanent excuse from fitness and stronger
ankles. KatieR. gets a male gymnast. Liz gets a new mascot. Krista gets cheese. Amelia gets an "ELlA!" Anne gets unlimited sarcasm. Michael Belmont gets SFAC and
Mr. Ru ell. SwimTeam gets Endorphin , 4:1 and thanks for the best times ever! Thanks to Herr W, EJ, CB, BS, SL, EM, SR, BR, FH, and Kovacs. Anyone I left out gets

a mile.

I, Emma Mar hak, do hereby leave the following bits of randomness. Jack gets a trip to the Original Pancake House and Ethan gets an apology about his
cheek . Micah get Hardy's Reindeer Ranch , and a smile. Adriana gets to steal food from next year's eminar class, be healthy for a whole year in a row,
and be on time for P.E. Suran get lots of people to kick over, and the most goals ever. People who say bullocks (you know who you are) get to learn more
interesting wearwords. Monah gets lots of braids and a MONAAAAAAAAAH. Mandy gets an infinite supply of shut-out bows. Kri ta gets lots of ice and
ibuprofen. Bianca get endle s thank and the crown of calculus queen. Amelia gets to ing loudly in the locker room while she shows off her you-know-what.
Chuiche gets something cool enough to match her nickname. Zoe get gregandjeremy and half of RIF-RAF. Pfander gets matzoh, the other half of RIF-RAF,
and the shut-out bow Mandy doe n't u e. The occer team get an undefeated season, thanks for a good time, and a replacement coach who also wrestles
bears. Thanks to all my teachers, especially BS, SR, CB, and BY. Everybody else gets a wonderful life.

I, David Varance Martinsek, of New Year birth, brilliantly eclectic memory, aptitude for being highly quotable, and rabid, crazy eye , bequeath the following stuff to the
following folks. Belmont gets fond childhood memories. SSapp and Devin John on get locker room screenplay material and Pillow get to be u eful. Dlto gets someone
else to ridicule and odd conversations. Dana and VT get a national title and hopele ly wistful dream of me decked out in Hokie apparel. MAR(K) gets two more years
of injury-free dominance. Ranny gets the neighborhood and mad skill while Ammar finally gets to be "the greatest." FMac gets my love and the knowledge that his
version of Jadakis 's cough-laugh may be the best ever. ATRundus gets less gas and Chumar gets to be half as cool as he thinks he is. Katie Ryan gets omething besides
my deadening stare. Micah gets an invariably awkward shout-out. Kareem Iksander Damian Sayegh gets to rep Uni at St. Matt's and 2020Sam's ophthalmology practice.
Also, Erika Belmont gets her brother's friend to top the abysmal practice of hitting on her. My teachers, e pecially BS, EJ, JC, JF, and SR, get better tudents. The PE
fond or not so fond memories of
whichever
choose.
a holla.

I, Yuzuko Nakamura, being of sound mind and body, do bequeath the following: to J.J. Han, Beth Peregrine, & Aliisa Rantenen , art club seniority; to Liz
Reese, one more super-awesome swim season; to Julia Maher, fun time in fitne ; to Paige Martin, calc partie !; to Katie LaPointe, kudo for finally being
an upperclassman; to all of my teachers, especially tho e with the (mis)fortune of having me for more than one year, my eternal gratitude; and, to my ister,
hug . Lots of them.

I, Amirah Nel on of exorbitantly lazy mind and body, do hereby leave the following stuff to the following people: to Martin Granick, his fake Rolex to keep,
al o a pair of hoe be ides mandai . To Hannah Lake-Rayburn, Jamie and Karen, a real lock pick. To Q, an illustrious acting/filming/whatevering career and
"you melllike woman." To Ammar, urn ... a sandwich. To, James, a VC houtout. To Elizabeth Warner, "my" couch. To Ito Sensei, all possible conceivable
go ip amassed over the pa t five year . To Arif/Aref/Arf, hi calculator book and not having his big sister around to bother him all the time. I leave everything
else I own to Matt Hannan and Joshua Oppenchild (the third).

Justin Park, being of Scubaliciou body and Squad like mind drop the following packets of coldness to the following people: To Andrea, I leave a dozen Mochi
ice creams, a diesel swim career, Mike Renner, denims, non-eyepoppable dogs, and a hot bag of nickels. To the Belmon ter, a true lion' roar. To Granick, a
few siege tank . To Rohun/Chandra and Ito, a safe return form Am terdam. To Scott Sapp, a tiki torch. To Fmac, gator boots and hot wings. To Kumars, title
of official rap liaison at Uni High. To Chumar, humility. To Ranny and Ammar, dubz and loquaciousness. To Zhai, a packet of peanuts. To Chuk, a duck. To
Ruthie, Amy and Erin crazy pill . To Rachel Hyman, an iced out "big daddy". To Dana, scarves, hot tea, snow, *hugs*, and violets. To Mike, bacon, diesel
soccer/bball/ba eball/cricket careers, Andrea Park, and a hot bag of nickels. It's gonna happen. Watch out. The rock is still in the building!

Michael Pitt, of questioning mind and experiencing body, do hereby bequeath the following few thing to the following few lucky people: To Beckaa Wallig, a door held open in a gentlemanly fashion, and a hug; To Jonathan Baron, "that time I hypnotized him and Ca ey," and a yonkkyo or two; To Sensei, an
invitation to my wedding; To Mr. Sutton, all 50 states' license plates; To all my underclas man YRUU friend (and everybody el e, for that matter), a free and
respon ible earch for religious truth, and are pect for the interdependent web of life, of which we all are a part; And finally, To all those who, by aying that
catchy name of mine every time they saw me, reminded me who I wa , a hearty thanks.

Of mu kavite essence, I, Sergei Pourmal, leave the followings gifts ungiven -Pillow gets a copy of the Strunk and White book on English grammar, some bulk, and more trash to talk:
Belmont gets to experience happiness for the first time in his cold life and his assists continue to get accredited to AI· Mike- we could use a good fella like you, so I leave you an offei
to play for Real Moscow. Andrea gets a wall full of plaques, five banks accounts and two vehicles. Ito gets active carno on Hang 'Em High; Frankie gets a megaphone and no sense
of fiscal responsibility; Kumars gets the benefit of the doubt; Granick gets a well placed psionic stotm; Jake gets to check out his hair one more time, Shivani, and uh, what more could
he want? Scott Sapp gets blazing peed, some common sense, and Angus from Monticello; Jono gets another year on his Gargoyle intern hip and isn't allowed to edit, write, or talk I
suppose Gargoyle goes to one of the junior girls- perhaps the cutest one? sony, I don't think I ever learned your names.lsaac Chambers gets something done. Arifbecomes Varuk. Zhai
reaches his peak. Micah gets a gizmo. My teachers get an enormous thank you and their pick of 'Benz or 'Rover. Sensei gets to top worrying about my complete misunderstanding
of the Japanese language. Everyone else gets some diamonds, inspiration for their life and soul, and I'm sorry to say, Mr. Segei' gone.

I, Shruti Bala, leave you people some tuff to remember me by or forget me with ....you pick: Mitali: a cake business, a kiss on the cheek and a thankful kick in the butt; Tuli, Devika:
Bengali beauty pride; Shivani: much nache (baliye); Rohun: an new Indian shirt; Bhaskar: mhuch of phun Thimes; Chandra: an A; Eleanor: SHAG, TAG, RAG, a BAG, an no
SAG; Lydia: mad philosophie; Mandy: a crepe almon.d miel; Anne D.: meanie breaststroke face; Amelia: her Bro, a good Show, and Plato; Martin G.: fellow actors that know their
lines; Monah: hair, a bear hug; Daisy, Maddy, Jackie, Bethany: lead rol ; Emily, Julia, Caroline, Laura: GSA; Shara: activism club; Liz: wirnming well, swimming tiredly; Anna
C.- a wonderful MAN who's not an ANIMAL; T 1.- women his age; Paige: a time study man; Eunice: a pseudo Renner; Sarah and Hannah L-R: curly or straight hair and leads;
Andrea: pearls of wisdom; Katie R.: Laffy Taffy; 'ZJ::I!: a movie and an ARRgh; Jessica S.- a huge mile; Kayla: an awesome attitude and all of my favorite clubs; Deborah: Diva
award; Lor- old age makeup. Swim Team: a hearty ARRGH. Thanks to Mr. Vaughn, Mr. B, Mr. Sutton, and Ms. Linder for everything. Merci Mme. Lopez et M. Garvey. A hug
to those who deserve to be here but I have forgotten. Uni High is now accepting applications for mo t Indian Indian in school, because I am out. ..... Good luck and Thanks!

To my baby brother Mike tor I leave two more years where he won't be able to copy me and the knowledge that he is my favorite brother, besides Andy. Scott
Sapp gets to keep quoting the Big Lebow ki, but no one will be able to understand him now that I'm gone. Romeo Belmontague gets a soccer team that will
actually win when they are suppo ed to and al o Bianca. Frankie gets to pay for his own meals at Rock's. Rundus, Chamillionaire, and the rest of the RIK get
to keep pimpin it and keepin it real. To the Voice of the Illineks i leave Farid's post and to Suran, a date with the Voice. Katie Ryan gets the knowledge that
Rundus is going to be mad at me. Last but not least, Andrea, my favorite member of the GBR gets to talk to my brother without him calling you names. Thanks
to all the teachers who helped me out and made it a great five years.

I, Max Harrison Rich, being of unsound mind and body, bequeath the following things to the following people. To Mr. Sutton I leave many yawning students
to humiliate. Herr W bekommt mehr unangenhme Momente waehrend Deutschunterreicht und ein Cardinals Weldmeisterschaft. To Mr. Murphy I leave an
endless list of viola jokes and an awesome subbie basketball team. To Mr. Stone I leave more interesting drawings and fun classes. To Mr. Vaughn I leave
the pleasure of confusing entire classes of students now that I am gone. To Lisa I leave the stress of college preparation. To Mrs Jockusch I leave a free lunch
to enjoy without opening Math Mart. To Mr. Butler I leave new students to scare in the hailway. To Mrs. Laughlin I leave many more years of improbing
young writers. To Barb I leave a smile and warm greetings. To the juniors I leave dominion of the school and to everyone else more sleep deprived nights
spent doing homework.

I, Robbie Robinson, being of weak mind, extremely cut lxxly, and stupid choices here by bequeath the following things to the following people: To Rundus and Malcolm I leave
everal trips to State and some air freshener. To Frankie I leave a "what the hell you doin Frankie!?" To Mike I leave my mad poker skills, some Chuck Nonis jokes, and the fact that
girls don't bite. To Lizzy and Elaine I leave a pizza, a deck of cards, and a blow up doll. To Adam T. "the Voice of the Illineks" I leave some online billiards accounts. Pillow gets a 52
quarter and some food. To Belmont I leave some very cool URL' s, consisting of you know what. To Katie Ryan I leave some awesome conversations during p.e. and art, and my vast
knowledge of cards tricks. WISE GUY gets a mad unbeatable poker face, and although he doesn't need it, more skillz with the ladies. Cheng gets the title of the lone Uni Thrower,
and several songs where the lyrics consist of only the words "cheng" and "mom." Doug gets a new subbie who kicks ass at track and then never gets better, and the knowledge that
if he ever needs a babysitter to teach his kids good values, that I'll always be there. To the librarians, thanks for making me realize how great a library is, even if you had to lock me in
to do it To Kovacs and all other teachers, I'm sorry for everything and anything I may of done and thanks for putting up with my s***.

Rockett-of-the-: :mind-and-*body* emails the following spam to the Uni High h4x0r5 : The captaincy of the starship Startrekclub, we leave to Ian Chen, may he
and hi junior officers live long and prosper. May every Music Theory class have a doomahftahchee, absolut vodka, "donuts," and "what?" Andrew the ubbie
get my shoe. Alex gets a stack of Con form - i_nstead of going to hell, his punishment is filling them out for eternity! To Herr W, I bequeath a Macinto h and
a hot German woman to teach him how to use it, while his students get an endless supply of his quotes. Nate, to you I send whatever you see through my art.
PJones i reminded of what separate u - ju t tho e 8 day , not the grade difference. I leave to my teachers whatever they mo t need, my dearest thanks, and
lots of love. To other and undry, I give you rockettium.net, my senior quote , and my one last warning/wisdom: with Photoshop, anything is po sible. Lastly
and mo t dearly, to the spirits at Con, I leave only yourself, becau e you need nothing and I have nothing to give you; you gave me everything that matters.
Shorah t' hemtee.

Thank you to all the people who have made my time at Uni out of this world . I leave the following things to the coolest people in the world. To all the dancers
in and out of CRS: just keep dancing, no matter what! Jes ica my hippopal: mad driving skillz, 5'h period love, cookies to set for 30 minutes. Monah: pH paper
sex, jubba jubba, squealy grabby poke in the hall , awe omeawkward locker love notes. Emily: now and hunter memories and title of drama-controller at
the tudio, ha! Elizabeth: endless advice and Plans, billions of hours of talking, hugs at dance that start amazing friendships. Jimmy and Marquis: weirdos.
*poke*! Zoe: the knowledge that you tell the absolute best stories in the entire world, more dime necklaces for selfish purposes. Madeline: a new pole friend .
Kareem: tay exactly a you are, plea e. Deren: Dumb club and Mo' title a moral center of the universe. Thanks e pecially to these amazing teachers: Mrs.
Laughlin, Ms. Pli ch, Mr. Vaughn, Mr. Sutton, Mr . Jockusch, Mr. Stone, The P.E. department. To everyone: a hug whenever you need it and even if you
don ' t. I love you all! Peace out.

I, Victor SaJov, being of curious mind and sound body to bequeath these things to the following people: The soccer team get mad skillz to make it to State
next year. The che s team does too. Tony Co ta gets mad pimp sweets. Martin Granick can play tenni with me again if he wants to for old time' sake. Annie,
Liz, Nicole, and Rachel get a huge thanks for pending a year with me in tatistic . I'd also like to thank all of my teacher and coaches for the 5 good years,
especially DB, HI, EJ, CR, J"R"C, CB, and DS. Everyone else, thanks for the memories. Later.

I, Lucy Schiller, being of critical mind and organically-nourished body, hereby bequeath the following things: To Bethany - more steamrolling and twinness;
Lydia- a rhino; Eleanor- no more mistaken sweatshirts, plus control of our block of Michigan, not to mention warm hugs; Adriana- luck overcoming the T;
Katie- obscene bottles and more candalous behavior at dances yet to come; Amelia- ton of stage makeup; Shara- control of your block of Michigan; Anna
-a real rodent; Jacob- red paint and recognition of the carpool; Kimmy, Krista, Suran, Monah- great future occer sea ons; Ethan- my beanbag chair (but
I can always change my mind) and a wonderful, Lucy-less four more year . Huge heartfelt thank to Chris "Sir" Butler, William R. Sutton (who I would also
like to leave the immediate perceiving of anyone's middle name and a jargonle s ociety), Elizabeth Majeru Lynda Lopez, and John Garvey.

I, Benjamin Jo eph Sims, may not have a lot to give but what I got I'll give to the following: Devin knows what he gets and he gets a whole lot of it, Emily
Rosengren doe n't know what she gets, but she get a lot of that too. Scotty gets a hit record and a math teacher who appreciate his "special" kind of intelligence. Belmont gets a Chri tma tree, a real live woman, and orne new boxers that aren't o tight. Ito gets unlimited trip to the Kleenex box. Sam get a
pair of used pointe shoes--you'll know what to do with 'em buddy. Rundus trades in his breakfast for a Danon Frusion Smoothie, and Chumar trades in that
calf sleeve for a nice, white headband. Kumar get worldwide fame for his eyelashes. Mikey get a 6'1 0" transfer from Finland whose jumpshot and highlight
dunks steal his potlight. To everyone who ha ever taught me, coached me, or leant me money: thank you; I could have done it without you, but I would have

I, Sara Sligar, am too tired to think up anything clever to say. Laura, you can keep all your clothes in my cleaned-out closet--if you tack the A back onto your
name. Jackie and Amelia, dudes, Unique is yours (and so is Colin Firth, though he may not know it yet). Ruthie, something German, and a big hug. Andrea,
Aladdin & art. Je sica, die Ecke. Karen , MAD PROPS! Kri ta, a math buddy! Nicole G, a Bio buddy! Eunice, a being-raw buddy! Bianca Zaharescu, you
have uch a great name, do you need anything el e, really? To BS , EM, JF, SW, EJ, SL, and DS, all I really have to say i thank you. Everyone who I forgot, I
leave you hug , bad joke , and much rawer senior wills than mine.

I, being of peach now mind and crip-walking body, do bestow the following: Romeo Belmontague gets ridiculously high- peed internet access and equally
high-speed soccer drive , (Riders of) Rohun gets to be head gnome in the workshop and some chicken biryani, Scott Sapp get a parkling new ten-piece drum
set and all the raw jazz band songs, Daniel Ito gets to play every minute of next year' occer games to make up for deserved time, Cahill get more room during
pit orchestra, Luke gets Skywalker, Jeremy get a Pillow, Mandy gets a Paul Waul Grill, Sam K. and Sam I. get one less Sam to be confu ed with, Mike Renner
learns to cwalk, Alex Zhai gets the Hand of Mitus (do what you want with it), Chumar gets control of the dance floor and orne ick glides, Au tin Rundus gets a
fast fir t lap and a purple pair of eyes, Seeley gets moo trou calve and three feet, Andrea gets to hang out with uS, Isaac R. get Dip y, Julian get La-La, Jo h
gets Po, and Kumars gets Tinky-Winky, Shivani gets a longer stride and the knowledge that he ha the rawest name, Chuk gets to talk to Ike, Deborah Ladd get
to tell her bro hi for me, and lastly, Justin the subbie get to be a part of a Uni tradition and a great big bag of 15 year-old chalk.

Everybody gets what they deserve, and the people I like get even more. Thanks for everything.

All you little parasites get is: Jack-A swift kick in the butt and my superior wrasslin' power, Nathan- A toss into the pond, Lil' ZukeiZuk:ini/Poooooky- Zuk:ini power and overall coolness,
Ethan- OC night, Eleanor- a better eo<:aptain and thanks for all the info, Nicole- stories that are not for underclassmen ears and someone who gets the Family Guy jokes, Sam- loss of
innocence (in a good way), Shivani- someone new to rant to and run faster than at Kennekuk races (although we all know you can never replace me!), Jennifer- no more ''Roloff' and
no more hour long stories. You know you'll miss them! Also, props for being the sanest person on the team, Elaine- many more shopping trips and a better roommate for State next year,
Laura- occasional moments of total insanity, Kayla-booty respect and locker room sing alongs, Aria-incredibly bot and painful summer runs (which are fun at the same time, of course),
All my runner ladies who I love equally but ran out of space for- hugs, kisses, infinite love and many trips to State, JimmyandMarcus- trunk sneak attacks, Madeline- evil looks, Hannah
L-R- my name and the knowledge that you always lost the "who will fail worse" contest, Herr W- apologies and many more students who drive you crazy, Mr. Stone- bug bio picnics and
no more students who wander off and get lost, Doug- traditions. you know. just. .. traditions, Susan- thanks for all the help with traditions, Everyone I forgot- my love.

Whatever. To Isaac Chambers, I leave a lifetime supply ofTwix, Lor- my lust, Deborah- fin sets, Nicole- full-ride scholarship to I luv U, Anna-electrolytes and
an un-paralysis-pill for your cousin, Anne- a State medal for brea t-stroke, Jessica- squishy cheeks, Katie LaPointe- best prom date ever, Liz- PHYSICS HUG,
Katie Ryan- my eternal love (and Michigan), Aliisa- one hot night with Orlando Bloom, Marquis- ticklish girls, Krista- late-nite viewings of the Ebola movie
with Luke, Zoe Schein- an Oscar, Beth- an awesome new stand partner, Sam N.- a bio book, Ragweed & Floyd-your name, Micah- One million dollars, AvantiKumon Kweendom, Mr . Jockusch- my undying respect and admiration, Michelle M.-legal participation in any and all Uni sports, Erika Belmont- swim team,
Linda Song- your identity, Andrea Park- an OC guy (or two), Claire Johnson-candy, Daniel Ito-the Coolest Guy in the World award and the fact that he is the
fastest Kumon grader in the world, and to everyone else-I leave a special place in my heart; I'll always remember you wherever I go.

I, Maciek Swiech, being of Polish mind and body, do hereby describe things I leave to people. To Henry, I leave an iPod, so that he stop complaining. To
Boyce, I leave a dollar, to Robert Croisant I leave earmuffs. To Monah, I leave a hug, to Jimmy I leave a shirt. To Rus ian I leave a solid whack on the head,
to Giorsch I leave a free period, and to Arku I leave a life. To Chung I leave the first season of Cheech and Chong, To A.Zhai I leave a demeaning look, and
to Caroline I leave a lunch.

I, Ben Tuttle, being of sbghtly askew mind and graduated body do hereby leave the following crap to the following not so crappy people: To Mandy, uninterrupted
rides down Kirby; To Lydia, a back tage pass to an AC/DC concert; To Monah, a muzzle and all my jazz band olos; To Jono, super ninja death attack number
7; To Luke, hours of hyperactive, colorful Asian cartoons; To Katie Ryan, a new tardy per on to laugh at and patience for the Japane e boy ; To Adriana, new
ankles and unlimited days out of fitness; To Amy, a clas as u eful as Computer Literacy 2; To Jackie, another stellar romantic comedy; To Caroline, martial art
excellence; To Alan Liang unlimited hour to play video games and not study, ladies' man skills, and a date with Natsuki; To Nate Kim, all the girls he can handle;
To Malcolm, a fate better than Bob Marley' ; To Kareem, horse tranquilizers; To Nat uki, a new incompetent upperclassman and a date with Alan Liang; To
James, a new class; To (insert name), one (insert wish). I also leave a special thank you to everyone, especially tho e in my cla , for 2 of the be t years of my life.

I, Thomas Christian Wiltzius, being of light build and addled mind and having given up on worldly posse sions the day after I turned 16, do therefore hereby bequeath
the following unworldly items to the following individuals: to Micah Berman I leave Agora Day , enthu iasm, and a less busy schedule; to Amelia Breault I leave
unfini hed bu iness, apologie , and the knowledge that I probably houldn ' t have ever driven her home; to Bethany Hutchen I leave words that rhyme with sushi;
to Eleanor Unsworth I leave the very best of luck and the knowledge she doesn' t need it; to LydiaAnsermet I leave thanks for the good times and the promise that
things could have been different ifl wasn't so ridiculous; to Mandy Grill I leave best wishes for normalcy and a knowing smile; to Sayako I leave enlightenment;
to those sophomore girls I leave get out of jail free cards and better judgment; to Dana AJ-Qadi I leave East Coast winters and nothing but pleasant thoughts; to
Paige Martin I leave nothing becau e he's too good as it i ; to Jackie Hedeman I leave a play that doesn' t open the show. To Kumars Salehi I leave a dark deed.

I Farid Hany Zaghloul, being of crunk mind and Anglyptian body leave the following to the following peeps : to Mikey I leave some Twinkles and all the
stuff that was found in DCL. To Belmont, a greater ability to smile and laugh. Pillow gets the oft piece he still owes me $3.50 for. Daniel Ito gets more mad
Halo/sc/ oft/all the other stuff we do, skills. I aac you get to keep German class and all the ladie that go with it. Geiger gets a sincere apology for all the
mean stuff I have said and done to him in jest since 51h grade. To the girls in the cla s of 2008, I leave Ito and maybe one day Mikey. Mis amigo en mi clase
dee panol get to keep all the fun DESTINOS times we 've had. All my teachers get mad props and thanks for some great classes, especially CB, JC, JF, EJ,
DS , BS . Kovacs gets my thanks for helping me out o many times in the last 5 years. Bees finally gets "A Voice of the Illineks." To the rest of the people I
didn t mention, you get something too but it' on a sliding cale of how much I like you.

Rebecca Alper moves to Houyhnhnm and lives amongst horses. Austin Berger moves to Asia and becomes
a kindergarten teacher. David Boyle opens up a restaurant and serves boileDEGGZ. Stephen Buzard finishes
Shubert's unfinished symphony. Udara Cabraal, using his riches from his "Chocolate Thunder" chocolate
milk company, constructs a lavish palace in Sri Lanka. Katie Carmody becomes the first person to score in
the lQQth percentile on the bar exam. Josie Chambers opens up a hotel and calls it Sleepy Chambers. Julie
Chen continues her online arguments and will star in the new movie "Blog Wars." Nuole Chen becomes
the U.S. ambassador to China and uses her position to set up female streetball teams in Shanghai. Kangway Chuang becomes an Olympic runner, but gets disqualified because he tested positive for Endurox.
Brett Clark sets up a utopia in an impoverished section of Honduras and proves to the world that dinosurs
aren't real. Alejandra Collopy edges out Alex Zhai for the Fields Medal because Zhai was disqualified for
steroids. Cameron Cropek secedes from the U.S. and forms the United States ofT-mac. Collette Dejong
works for Doctors without Borders and her constant smile brings about world peace. Alyssa Digges performs on Broadway and does a one-woman production of RENT. Nathan Domier becomes a professional
Magic Player and wins the Pro Tour. Lucas Ecker creates a time machine and travels back to 12th century
Ireland to sack the Britains. Ben Erickson becomes a right wing political activist. Annie Fehrenbacher
gets EC legalized over the counter. Emily Floess becomes the dictator of the European Union. Matt Freeman writes the world's greatest novel but is too lazy to publish it. Zhe Gao ousts 50 cent and becomes the
new leader ofG-Unit, or ousts Ronald and becomes the new leader of McDonald's. Tess Garvey becomes
a famous Russian opera singer. Max Goldberg moves to Antarctica and opens the first break dance studio
for penguins. George Gu becomes a stand up comedian. Leah Imlay moves to Towel Land. Roveiza Irfan gets into politics so she can speak her mind. Daniel Jacobs moves to Espana and eats tacos, tortillas,
y burritos. AI Johnson plays b-ball in college and starts the cheer "0-ten." Rachel Kaplan becomes the
first person to perform brain surgery and Swan Lake at the same time. Rose Kory starts a missionary to
bring the Beatles to other cultures. Mo Kudeki outcelloes Yo-Yo Ma. JohnMark Lao becomes a medieval
combat warrior and gets knighted by the legend himself, Pedro. Angelina Liang hits her growth spurt and
ends up being the first 7 foot tall ballerina. Cordelia Loots-Gollin writes graphic novels and opens her
own deli. Emma Marshak has octoplets and hence the Cornell class of 2045 is filled with eight Marshaks.
David Martinsek creates Facebook 2.0, God sends him a friend request, but is denied because he is not
a hot chick. Yuzi Nakamura makes Final Fantasy 73. Amirah Nelson becomes an actress and stars in
Anime movies. Justin Park starts a clothing company and also sells marbleade scented incense. Michael
Pitt gets into the N ASCAR business and starts a group known as the "Pitt Crew." Sergei Pourmal studies
hard in college but drops out once Halo 3 comes out. Shruti Purkayastha becomes a Hollywood actress.
AI Renner develops new layers for his children' Pokemon games with anatomicaly correct anthropods.
Max Rich goes to Hopkins and becomes a biological engineer. Robbie Shock Robinson III spends 30
hours a day watching and quoting crappy movies. Ellen Rockett develops Windows 2019. Noam Roth
writes a book of Calculus jokes (e.g. 1+1=3) Victor Salov works for the KGB as a spy. Lucy Schiller
moves to England so she can work on her accent while eating tea and scones. Ben Sims works for the
Chicago Cubs and becomes a Sabermetrics guru. Sara Sligar gets involved in politics and becomes Sara
Sligar the "Political Tigar." Sam Smyth argues with everyone in the world and when he runs out of people
he will be forced to argue with himself at which point he will explode from yelling at the same time as
himself. Maciek Swiech comes out with a new line of hats with cards on them. Batia Snir makes Unique
a nationwide publication. Hannah Snyder keeps running and runs in 100 mile Ultra Marathon Competitions. Lillian Soong continues her tradition and now sends annual candygrams to every Uni student. Ben
Tuttle, seeing as there are too many Bens in the class of '06 changes his name to Ken Doe and becomes a
master of all martial arts. Tom Wiltzius follows in Ray's footsteps and becomes a physics grandmaster.
Farid Zaghloul moves up the ranks and becomes an assistant coach for Bruce Weber.
SENIOR PROPHECY
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Seniorr Historv 12001-20061
ORIEN1ii110N...
Subbie Year
Tallest Subbies ever. Tragedy of 9-11. We have our first and only Homecoming at an away
soccer game. Mrs. Wysocki falls out of her wagon and then announces her retirement. All
previous Bridge Building records annihilated. Field trips to grain elevators and Funk's Grove
Boys' Basketball tears up and breaks all records. MathCounts Regional champs. A tree fall
on Ms. Morris' house. Ike floods the bathroom. Robbie goes to State in track. 5K is rained ou
and not made up. Pizza and pottery baseball during finals. Ms. Newman leaves.
Couples: Al Renner x Julie, Lucas x Mo, Stephen x Ariana, Robbie x Tiara P., Ben E. x Kristen W., Austin x Angelina, D.J. x Alyssa, Sergei x Cordelia.
Freshman Year
We lose Dean, Ike, and we gain Tom. Kangway goes to England for a semester. The school
gets Mr. Drevlow, Ms. Plisch, and Miss Yi. Short days pushed back to 2:04. Beckman field i
tom up and replaced with a parking lot. Miss America badmouths Uni. A water pipe bursts
and school is dismissed. Kovacs' office becomes the new underclassman lounge. The Chicago Bears play at Memorial Stadium. Evo obsession sweeps through the school. Everyone is
disappointed that the lock-in is canceled. The War in Iraq starts during the opening rounds of
the NCAA Tournament. Uni announces it will leave the SVC for the new and exciting ECIC.
JV Boys' Basketball finally wins a game. Punkk Rockk Kklub holds its first ever Milk Chug
Challenge. 5K rained out again, but we have to run the Twin City Twosome or make it up
in class. Mrs. Laughlin and Dr. J announce their retiremen . The spring musical is Bye Bye.
Birdie.
Couples: Al R. x Molly S., Udara Cabraal x Josie W., Ben E. x Maggie Q., Hannah x Tom,
Robbie x Alyssa, Justin x Casey R., Ben S. x Lauri F., Al R. x Alex I., Julie x Daniel I., Tom
x Zoe G., Kangway x Angelina, Cordelia x Mark W.
Sophomore Year
We lose Ariana and we gain Ryo, quite possibly the coolest exchange student ever. Ms. Patton
takes over for Dr. J. Uni joins the ECIC and we win titles in Boys' and Girls' Soccer, Girls'
Basketball, and Baseball. Dick Beardsley comes in to talk about running and not doing drugs.
Halo craze starts and takes over the school. Ellen starts Not PC Club and Robbie starts Family Guy Club. The OC becomes an obsession. Scuba Squad forms. The Uni Gym mural is
painted white and covered with orange and blue mats. AI and Robbie win chariot races. Pink
Pyritz form. We all take the PSAT and PLAN. The college process begins. As You Like It by
Shakespeare was the 2nd semester play. 5K canceled for good. Italy Trip.
Couples: Sergei x Lauri F., Tom x Alison L., Ben E. x Zoe G., Robbie x Katie H., Udara x
Shara E., Angelina x Jimmy H., Daniel x Annie, Cordelia x Mark W, Kangway x Theresa S.
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Junior Year
We gain Ben Tuttle. Davy shows us his enthusiasm for recycling. Poker craze takes over.
Mrs. Laughlin comes back to teach the subbies. Mrs. Dade passes away. College apps and
teacher recs. The English curriculum gets restructured and there are no more Senior Debates.
We get a day off school thanks to the steam pipe between Uni and Math House. Sophomore
computer incident. Gargoyle threatened for publishing the story of the incident. Rose starts
Beatles Club. George W. Bush re-elected. All school assembly for the exciting faculty basketball game. Mr. Bergandine sinks the game winning free throw after Drevlow clubs him to
the floor. The Crucible makes it to the Illinois High School State Theater Festival. Herr W
becomes the new baseball coach. People stay up all night to get Halo 2. Al and Robbie defend
title in chariot races. Short days now pushed back to 3:00. Stephen makes All-State Choir.
Boys' soccer, Boys' and Girls' basketball all win ECIC titles. Boys' basketball wins the Turkey
Tournament and finishes 23-5. Illini Men's Basketball goes 37-2 including a huge come back
in the Arizona game to go to Final Four. Illini finish as NCAA runner-up. We take ACT and
SAT. Katie scores a 1600. The spring musical is The Pajama Game. Our first prom. 4x800 gets
unfairly robbed of their trip to State.
Couples: Amirah x Hugh M., Robbie x Kassie G., Lucas x Ariel C., Brett x Hannah, Al R. x
Alex 1., Cameron x Katie R., Matt F. x Shruti, Ben S. x Nuole, Sergei x Lauri F., David B. x
Lauri F., Mo x Nathan, Robbie x Hannah, Al J. x Jordan L., Cordelia x Mark W

Senior Year
Drevlow leaves and Ms. Tyson and Ms. Lucken join teaching staff. Justin vs. angry senior
girls. Soccer t am tears up but season ends unfortunately. Katrina disaster. Volleyball resurrected under alum. Kanye West comes to C-U for concert. Boys' and Girls' Cross Country
Regional Champs. Girls' Cross Country goes to State. Blog wars. Rumors is Fall play. 50's
Health demonstration. Alex scores 1000 points in basketball and becomes All Time leading
scorer (1372). Mrs. Jockusch announces retirement. Stephen and Josie make All-State choir.
Senior Trip: Girls bond while guys set record for most times consecutively watching Wedding
Crashers. Pokemon is cool again. Boys' Basketball finishes career with 21 straight wins at
Kenney Gym. Story Theatre is spring play.
Couples: Amirah x D.J., Robbie x Hannah, Ben E. x Shruti, Al R. x Alex I., Matt F. x DawnS.,
Angelina x Ben T., Domier x Noam, Brett x Sam F., Ben S. x Nuole, Sergei x Shara, Cameron
x Caroline J., Mo x Domier, Tom x Cordelia, Josie x Jordan B., Rose x Robert C., Stephen x
Daisy H., Robbie x Ally B., Cameron x Alyssa

...GRADUATION
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Best Dressed: Udara and Lucy
Most likely to be in the Mafia: Victor and Tess
Most Likely to be Jailed: Ben E. and Annie
Best Hair: Austin and Roveiza
Nicest: Brett and Colette
Biggest Flirt: Al R. and Amirah
Most likely to be on Broadway: Max G. and Alyssa
Most Athletic: Al R. and Josie
Best Couple: Ben S. and Nuole
Best Imaginary Couple: Cameron and Udara
Dirtiest Mind: David M. and Al J.
Funniest: Cameron and Cordelia
Cheerleader Wannabe: Zhe and Josie
Best Smile: Al R. and Roveiza
Next ruler of the world: Lucas and Roveiza
Shyest: George and Yuzi
Most Original: Ben E. and Ellen
Most Artistic: Sergei and Yuzi
Teacher's Pet: David B. and Becca
Teacher's Enemy: Robbie and Annie
Best Dancer: Max G. and Shruti
Laziest: Matt and Shruti
Most Likely to Succeed: Tom and Roveiza
Biggest Pimp: Stephen and Amirah
Most Political: Ben E. and Annie
Spaciest: Sergei and Leah
Happiest: Daniel and Colette
Most Changed: Lucas and Annie
Most Opinionated: Sam and Annie
Cutest: Daniel and Lucy
Most Sensitive: Zhe and Angelina
Best Ears: Justin and Hannah
Loudest: Farid and Al J.
Most Outgoing: Tom and Cordelia
Best Eyes: David M. and Hannah
Most Likely to Teach at Uni: Tom and Emma
Best Blog: Tom and Julie
Best Halo Player: Sergei and Angelina
Most Likely to be on AIM: Kangway and Mo
Most Addicted to Facebook: David M. and Josie
Most Likely to Study SAT's: Justin and Julie
Most Likely to Own a Clothing Co.: Justin and Lucy
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The class of 2006 dedicates this yearbook to Mrs. Elizabeth Jockusch, our Calculus teacher. Almost all of us
have had the pleasure of being taught by Mrs. Jockusch.
Being as we are the last of the classes taught by her, we
would like to recognize her impeccable qualities as a
teacher. Although the homework assignments weren't
easy and the tests nearly impossible, everyone seemed
to learn when Mrs. Jockusch was talking. She seemed
to-have a way of teaching that really spoke to the students and made us understand. She was very dedicated
and her lessons were always well prepared. For all the
time we spent on her homework, she spent the same
amount checking over our errors. You could tell that
Mrs. Jockusch cared about each student individually,
and if there seemed to be a lack of understanding, she
always encouraged the students to come in for extra
help, her door was always open. Sadly, this will be
her last year of teaching, and she will leave some big
shoes to be filled. At the end of this year, U ni will lose
a great teacher and friend. Thanks for Shopping Math
Mart with us Mrs. Jockusch.

BALLOTS & DEDICATION
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Class of2006 Baby Photos

1. A. Liang
2. L. Soong
3. D. Martinsek
4. F. Zaghloul
5. C. Cropek
6. L. Schiller
7. B. Erickson
8. T. Wiltzius
9. Z. Gao
10. J. Chambers
11. K. Chuang
12. K. Carmody
13. E. Rockett
14. R. Alper

15. A. Berger
16. M. Freeman
17. N. Roth
18. J. Park
19.S. Purkayastha
20. G. Gu
21. C. Loots-Gollin
22. R. Robinson
23. E. Marshak
24. B. Snir
25. R. Kory
26. D. Jacobs
27. U. Cabraal
28. N. Domier

29. E. Floess
30. M. Goldberg
31. L. Imlay
32. J. Lau
33. N. Chen
34. R. Kaplan
35. S. Smyth
36. B. Clark
37. A. Nelson
38. C. DeJong
39. T. Garvey
39. B. Sims
40. R. Irfan
41.A. Renner

42. S. Sligar
43. M. Kudeki
44.S. Pourmal
45. Y. Nakamura
46. M. Rich
47. M. Pitt
48. A. Collopy
49. J. Chen
50. A. Fehrenbacher
51. V. Salov
52. A. Digges
53. A. Johnson
54. S. Buzard
55. L. Ecker

Class of 2006 Baby Photos
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Senior Class Trip '06

or the third year in a
row, the seniors opted to
return to the Wisconsin
Dells. Most of the seniors left on Friday night, but the boys' basketball team
had a game. After a long ride there,
the majority of the class finally arrived
Friday night. After arrival, the group
sent some people to do the weekend's
shopping while the rest hung out in
their rooms. No one could go to sleep
because they were anxious to visit the
water parks the next day.
Most of the seniors slowly
awoke Saturday morning, except for
the guys basketball team who departed Uni at 5am to meet their class in
Wisconsin. After watching movies the
whole way up, the basketball team arrived to find their fellow classmates already at the water
park. The hotel had a pool of its own, but it also ran constant shuttles to another hotel which contained two water
parks. The seniors tried out all the slides, played on the
jungle gym, cooled off in the hot tub, and swam until they
couldn't swim any longer. When they got back to the hotel
it was time for dinner. The guys condos made spaghetti
and hamburgers, but the girls had a formal dinner bonding

F
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bonanza. They dre ed up, ate dinner, and bonded. They
went around in a circle and said nice things about each of
their classmate . It wa a very emotional experience none
of them will ever forget.
After the dinner, the girls invited the guys over for
a dance party. The music was loud, and the atmosphere
was sweaty. With close to ixty people in the loft of one of
the condos, the seniors got their grind on. It was extremely
hot, but everyone had fun.
The next morning orne people got up early to catch
the water slide before the rush while most people slept in
late. The enior ate lunch in their rooms while some of
their classmates were out on the slopes. Ms. Linder and
Mr. Chamber took some people skiing. It wa cold, but

the group had a great time. Everyone got back ju t in time
to watch the Chicago Bears playoff game. It was a close
game, but most were sad to ee the Bears lose.
Later on, people went to the hot tub area inside
their hotel. They relaxed and talked. It was sad to think
that they had less than half of a year left in high school,
and their senior trip was almost over. Curfew wa at one
o'clock. Everyone sat in their respective condos and talked, and looked back on all their times at Uni. It was a
memorable night.
The next morning everyone was sad to leave. It
had been a great trip, and everyone had become much
closer with their cla mates. The ride back was filled with
lots of movies, laugh , and hugs. It was a memorable trip,
and one the eniors will truly remember.

( l-r, t-b): The girls try to squeeze six people into a two person
tub of love; Brett shows us why his nickname is the Dictionary,
definition; The girls found the pillows too soft, and decided
it'd be better to sleep on each other's heads; Roveiza and Josie
feel the rhythm, feel the ride, and get on up, because its push
cart time; Austin and Julie share a down moment on the trip;
Robbie impresses Roveiza while Daniel embarrasses himself;
Al and Max, friends forever.

SENIOR TRIP
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Senior Michael Pitt pose
to display his new sense
a traditional Japanese swo
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ere at Uni, there's alway something new and e
citing happening. As the Yearbook staff sends
book off to print in the early spring, Uni even
in the late spring and over the summer are left out of
yearbook and later compiled into a supplement sent out
the fall. Spring sports and graduation are in the supple
every year, but this year's supplement also features a v
riety of new Uni events that were unique to the 2005school year.

H

U of I President Visit- On April 14th, University of Illi
President Joe White visited the school in order to learn
about our unique environment here at Uni. President White
received a tour of the building from Director and Principal
Kassie Patton, and spent fourth period sitting in variou
classe . Students had the chance to talk with President White
as he walked through the halls and discuss their experience
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(l-r, t-b): Everyone is too busy to notice Kareem getting hit by
a water balloon; President Joe White enjoys discussion with
Uni students during lunch; The freshmen await their next
adventure at Allerton.

and what we contribute to Uni."
Students who interacted with White during classes or
participated in the lunch agree the visit was a success. Hopefully, another such visit can be arranged in future years.

at Uni. In order to give him a more personal view of the
school, Ms. Patton selected fifteen students to serve as representatives of Uni's diver e community during a catered
lunch in the North Attic.
"The lunch was a nice way to talk personally with the
President and tell him about Uni, as well as listen to what
he thought about our school," said sophomore Chumar
Williams, one of the students invited to the lunch.
White's visit marked the first time a University of Illinois president has come to Uni with the specific purpose
of becoming better acquainted with the school. Ms. Patton
spent almost a year arranging the visit. "It's unusual for
a university to have a high school on campus," said Ms.
Patton before the visit. "I hope that President White will
become a little more familiar with Uni High and what actually goes on here ... so he will gain an appreciation for Uni

IHSA State- This spring Yearbook and Gargoyle members
competed in the first year of the IHSA Journalism Sectional
and State Tournament. The team consisted of three Yearbook members and seven Gargoyle members. Each category
was 90 minutes long and included everything from editorial
cartooning to photography to yearbook layout. There were
fifteen different categories, and the top four teams in each
category advanced to the State competition. Uni won their
Sectional and advanced to State in 13 out of 15 events,
Led by Gargoyle Adviser David Porreca, the Journalism
team traveled to EIU in Charleston to compete in the State
competition. Uni went up against 55 other schools at the competition, some with up to ten times the enrollment of Uni. Uni
scored 6th highest in total points, senior Annie Fehrenbacher
placed 3rd in copy editing, and senior Angelina Liang won
2nd in computer-generated graphics. Next year Uni looks to
defend their Sectional title and improve their standing at the
State tournament.
Freshman Retreat at Allerton-In the future, Uni students
will look back on this year's freshman class as the pioneers of
a new tradition. Inspired by Franklin Middle School's Allerton
trips, freshman Isaac Chambers planned and proposed a Uni
version for the freshman class. After submitting the proposal to
Ms. Patton, Chambers presented the proposal to the curriculum
committee. An Allerton committee was subsequently created
to discuss the specifics of such an Allerton trip.
The students left on Wednesday, April26, and returned on
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(l-r, t-b): Kareem, Carl, and Joy await their climb at Allerton; Alex has time offfrom his busy schedule at the International Math
Olympiad to pose for the camera.

Friday, April 28. During their stay they engaged in a variety of
activities including climbing a 40-foot climbing tower, riding a
300-foot zip line, and participating in group games. Although
the students missed out on regular school, they still had to take
supplementary classes each day, covering everything from biology to history.
"The Allerton trip was a really fun experience and gave our
class a good chance to bond with each other," said freshman
Natsuki Nakamura.
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EDTTORS NOTE: BELOW ISASEl.ECTION OF THEAWARDS ANNOUNCED
AND PRESENI'ED AT THE 2006 SCHOOL AWARDS PRCXJRAM:

Fine Arts Department
• Christopher Bannister Memorial Award (Stephen Bu:ard)
• National Society of Arts and Letters Award (Kin ..ie ComefD

Foreign Languages Department
• Emma Koenker Award (Ten Garyey/ Cordelia Loots-Go/lin)

International Math Olympiad- This year, sophomore Alex
Zhai scored 41 out of 42 possible points on the USA Math
Olympiad (USAMO). His score was the second highest in the
nation. The USAMO, often known as the nation's most intensive
and prestigious high school math exam, is nine hours long and
spans a period of two days, despite being only six questions.
This is Zhai 's third year as a USAMO participant, but his first
finish in the top 12.
As a result of his top score, Zhai received a $15,000 scholarship from the Akamai Foundation. He was also invited to take
another six-problem, two-day exam in order to become one of
the six members of the American International Math Olympiad
team. Zhai's score placed him in the top six, and he soon left
for Ljubljana, Slovenia to compete in the International Math
Olympiad (IMO).
The IMO was yet another six-problem exam from July 19
to July 20, during which students had four and a half hours each
day to work on three problems. Almost 500 students from 90
countries took place in the contest. China placed first with a team
score of 214 points, and the U.S. placed fifth with 154 points.
Zhai scored 25 out of a possible 42 points, placing him in a tie
for 49th place and earning him one of 89 silver medals.
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Mathematics Department
• American Mathematical Olympiad (Alex Zhai)

Science Department
• Illinois Science Teachers Assoc. Award (Kangwa.y Chuang)
• Bausch and Lomb Science Scholarship Prog. Award (Emma AJZSelin)
• Philip Anderson Outstanding Science Student Award <Colette Delong)

Social Studies
• James Tobin Excellence in the Social Sciences Award (Lucas Ecker)

Student Services
• U.S. Presidential Scholar Semifinalist (Katie Carmody)
• WCIA "Best of the Class" (Katie Carmodv)
• Kiwanis Vic Shaul Award (Nuole Chen)
• Jr. League of Champaign-Urbana Award (Annie Fehrenbacher)
• DAR/SAR Good Citizen Award (Roveiw lrfan/Brett Clark)

Physical Education Department
• Tom Jolly Spirit of Uni Award (Josie Chambers)
• Senior Athletes of the Year (Josie Chambers/Alex Renner)

Faculty
• Ella Leppert Award (£/i;abeth JockuKh)

Uni High
• Iris Chang-Peter Kolodziej Writing Award
(Matthew Freeman nonfiction/Shara Esbenshade fiction)
• Wylde Q. Chicken Award (Teu Garyey/Batia Snir)
• June Mank Award (Angelina Liang)
• Principal's Award (Breu Clark)
• Student of the Year (Roveiza lrfan)

~--====~======~

As gray clouds rolled over the last day of fit1als, studet1ts 1it1ed up it1 frot1t
of Ut1i G-yttt for the 2006 Uisoriet1tatiot1 Pict1ic. Uespite the disadvat1tages
of t1ot havit1g the pict1ic it1 its usuallocatiot1 at the lllit1i G-rove .... t1atttely,
a lack of water balloot1s at1d at1 outdoor cookout .... the pict1ic was a still
a success. With delicious catered food, tot1s of yearbooks to sigt1, set1iors
to say goodbye to, at1d lots of other studet1ts to chat with, esset1tially
t1o ot1e was bored. After the skies cleared, studet1ts tttoved outside at1d
et1joyed the et1d of school at1d the start of sutttttter.
(Counterclockwise from top) Subfreshmen Elizabeth Allen, Laura Dripps, Sophie
Shenk, and Erika Belmont lounge on a sofa; Bianca makes an excellent table
for yearbook signing; Chumar tries to get the girls' attention with little Sam;
Robbie gets caught taking the yearbook quiz; Carl says, "I'm not a yearbook,
Jamie."; Laura and Beckaa are thrilled to be out of school.
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treece fri

his summer, Mr. Butler took
a group of Uni students
on a two- week long tour
of Greece and Turkey. The group
arrived in Athens and spent their
first day sight-seeing and shopping.
Throughout their journey, the group
visited various landmarks including
everything from the Parthenon to
the ancient Olympic grounds. The
tour even included a four-day cruise
along the Aegean Sea.
"I had the best time of my
life in Greece and I'm so glad that I
got a chance to go," said freshman
Richard Weisbach.
At the conclusion of the
tour, nobody could deny that they
had a magnificent time.

T

(l-r, t-b ): The group is all smiles on
the Greece trip; Andrea, Jake, Ranny,
Sam, and Jason all try to keep from
falling over in Delphi; Richard, Ranny,
and Amy all catch some rays; Ranny,
Anna, Ruthie, and Jeremy pose outside the Acropolis; A view inside the
Acropolis.
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T

his summer, Ito Sensei took
a group of Uni High Japanese students to visit Japan.
The group spent their first night in
Tokyo and then left to stay in Tow a.
In Towa the students visited schools,
shrines, and did a home stay with local families. The group also visited
Osaka and Kyoto, two major sightseeing spots in Japan. They also got
a chance to visit the Konan Boys
and Konan Girls School, where
they saw 2005-06 Uni exchange
student, Sayako Kanazumi, and met
the exchange student for the 20062007 school year, N aho Maeda.
During their two and a half week
stay, the students got to practice
their Japanese while experiencing
many different aspects of Japanese
culture, including everything from
rice-paper making to shopping in
Tokyo. At the end of the trip, the
only thing that students wanted was
more time to spend on their journey
in Japan.

(t-b, l-r ): The group at the front of a
temple; Everyone is excited to learn how
to make rice paper; Luke and Robert try
to blend in with the other tourists; Scott
hangs his wish on a tree; Posing after
eating dinner with last year's exchange
student, Sayako Kanazumi; A city view
of Shinjiku.
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is one of the few Uni sports with
a tradition of competing with local
s c h o o 1 s . This tradition seems to be in good hands after
the strong performance of the 2006
Subbie Track team. Nathan Smith
placed fourth at Sectionals and missed
State by four seconds in the mile. The
girls' performance was even better
with Elizabeth Russell's fourth place
mile time at State. With nine subbies
who all made strong contributions to
the team, Uni High can expect bigger
and better things out of this class in
the next four years.

This year's JV Soccer team wanted to start a new trend
for the future. With one hard fought contest they did just
that. After a few years of consistent disappointments, this
group of girls banded together to end the three-year losing
streak. Against Macon Meridian, Emma Marshak and Joy
Shapley contributed goals that led the team to a 2-0 win. "We
had the best JV team this school has had in years," observed
varsity player Zoe Schein.
The soccer team's win was
even more impressive in light
of the many difficulties they
faced. Although their record
does not show it, the JV team
was burdened by a shortage of
players and consistently relied
on Varsity players to stay after
their own games and pitch in.
(1-r, t-b): Sarahmakesamove to play the ball; Jessica runs the opponent
off the ball; Rachel makes a brilliant clear from the defensive end.
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despite taking a short hiatus from the boys squad to
once again try to lead this team. However, with only
four returning seniors the very young squad had a lot
of work to do.
The girls started the season a little sluggish in
the Spring Break tourney in Danville.
Due to injuries and many players away
on vacation, the team was forced to
start seven girls who had never played
soccer before. Needless to say the team
did not perform well, losing their two
games 15-0 and 13-0.
But the young squad was
not daunted. They kept their heads
up and won their first game of the
season against Judah. Unfortunately,
they hit another skid of four ,.....-------.....,
games before winning their (l-r, t-b ): Zoe shows her
second game of the season 4- creativity with prewrap;
0 against Decatur Christian.
The young and often injured
squad finished 4-15 but the
As any sport season approaches, players and future does look brighter with
coaches always have a level of excitement and wonder many returning players __ all
about what the season will be like. For the 2006 Girls'
of who mwill hopefully stay
Soccer team, three main factors dictated the season's healthy.
results: graduation, injuries and inexperience. Due
to the graduation of several key seniors including AllArea player Lauren Wingo, the girls soccer team had
a lot of work to do to remain one of the top Class
A teams in the area. Coach Bill DeJarnette returned

Amaruiadribbles through
defenders; Emma holds
off the defender as she
prepares to address the
ball; Shara watches the
ball sail through the
air; Lucy shows off her
dance moves.

(1- r, t-b): Kaylie Dastrup, Emily Rosengren, Rachel Cascio, Eleanor Unsworth,
Annie Fehrenbacher, Lucy Schiller, Tanya Kostochka, Lillian Soong , Emma
Marshak, Roveiza lrfan, Bethany Hutchens, Kimberle Pillow, Zoe Schein, Beth
Peregrine, Shara Esbenshade, Sayako Kanazumi, Sarah Pfander, Mandy Grill,
Amirah Nelson, Lor Sligar, Natsuki Nakamura, Jessica Stark, Krista Olson,
Suran Yoo, Emily Chu, Joy Shapely, Head Coach Bill DeJarnette, Assistant
Coach Megan McCaffery.
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After returning all but one runner from last year's
team, the 2006 Girls Track team had high expectations.
The team met expectations early, with veterans Josie
Chambers, Shivani Khanna, Samantha Nguyen, and
Hannah Snyder leading the way alongside newcomers
Laura Hazlett and Elaine Gu. After starting out strong
in many events, especially the 4x800 relay, which made
it to the Indoor State meet, the team was hurt by many
injuries. "At first we thought we wouldn't be able to

make up for the loss of injured runners, but everybody
started to step up," commented Shivani Khanna, one
of the runners of the 4x800 relay.
Many individual runners set personal records in
their events and showed vast improvement throughout
the season. As the girls continued to train hard in
practice, their times dropped and the girls proved to
Coach Doug Mynatt that they were a strong team. One
of the biggest events in the
season was the 4x800 relay,
consisting of senior Josie
-~-· Chambers, freshman Laura
Hazlett, and sophomores
Shivani Khanna and Ruthie
Welch, whose team made it
to the IHSA State meet. In
addition, the 4x400 relay team
consisting of Josie Chambers,
Julie Chen, Lizzy Warner, and Aria Collopy just missed
State by one place as well as freshman Elaine Gu in the
two-mile individual race.
Overall, this is the first (l-r, t-b): Samantha
time sprinters placed in the shows of her mohawk
with her baton; Erin
top six during the post season
sprints off the blocks;
in a long time, a noteworthy Angie and Linda utilize
accomplishment. Although the their masterful baton
team graduated five runners, passing; Laura and
they look forward to improving Shivani both have their
and showing that they are one eyes on the prize.
of the top teams in the area.

(l-r, t-b ): Julie Chen, Hannah Snyder (captain), Ruthie Welch, Alejandra Collopy,
Samantha Nguyen, Katy Easley, Linda Song, Angela lin, Laura Hazlett, Paige
Martin , Jessica Sullivan, Josie Chambers (captain), Leah Imlay, Kayla Ginsburg,
Marika lyer, Caroline Brown, Erin Hayes, Lizzy Warner, Elaine Gu, Emily Floess,
Jessica Stewart, Maddy Levin.
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from the previous season. Due
to an injury, Smyth was not
able to run, but was replaced
by speedy freshman Malcolm
Taylor. The change in lineup
did not faze the relay, as they
off the year placing
at the Prep Times
Classic with a time
of 8:25.27. Three weeks later the relay team set
a meet record at the Unity Invitational despite the
absence of senior captain (l-r, t-b ): Nathan runs
Kangway Chuang.
as hard as humanly posIn many ways the 2006 track team mirrored that
From this point on sible; JohnMark sprints
of last year 's team. With the loss of only three seniors the team kept improving with intensity; Cameron
sneaks up on his oppofrom the class of 2005 , the team looked to rearach new
and qualified for State with nent; Zhe gets mad as
heights. The team's 4x800 meter relay, who returned a time of 8:14.30. At State he races down the last
all members from last year, looked to make up for past their final s finish was one 50; Austin runs with the
mistakes and qualify for State in 2006.
tenth of a second away from heart of a champion.
Many members of the track team did very well getting a medal with a time
this year. Individually, sophomore Austin Rundus of 8:11.88.

(1-r, t-b): Robbie Robinson (captain), Nathan Domier, Marquis Wang, Jeremy
Pillow, Sergei Pourmal, Cameron Cropek, Udara Cabraal, Austin Rundus, Zhe
Gao, Russell Prochaska, Carter Hutchens, Jacob Olshansky, Malcolm Taylor,
Cheng Luo, Kangway Chuang (captain), AbderRahman Sobh, Alan Liang, Isaac
Chambers, T. J. Bozada, Sam Imlay, Kareem Sayegh.
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Following their first victory at
Decatur Christian, the Illineks won
four out of their next ten games.
Overall, the team ended with a 412 record, coming very close to
advancing in their first Regional
game against Fisher, losing 5-3
after being shutout by the Bunnies
earlier in the season 7-0. Within the
conference the team did well with

,~~~~~~~·n~r/:_~~~l!.__j a record of 3-2, though for the first
~
time in two years U ni did not win
the conference title.
mbiMJ
Other highlights of the season included sophomore
=~.=:::.:==~~:ii:.i:"!!:.a~!!SSMike Renner's two home runs, Senior Brett Clark and
Freshman Alan Kessler's strong pitching in support of
the Renner brothers, who were .....-----------..
(l-r, t-b ): Coach W looks
the only returning pitchers.
The 2006 Uni Baseball team started the season
on from the dugout;
The 2006 season marked Mike pitches intensely
at a disadvantage. Due to the loss of three graduated
the end of Uni baseball, a with all of his strength;
starters and various injuries throughout the season,
program which lasted eleven Ben puts everything
Head Coach Paul "Herr W' Weilmuenster was forced
years but was cancelled at he has into his swing;
to play players in positions they had not normally
the beginning of the 2006-07 Al prepares to make a
played. Despite these obstacles, the team never gave
play; Austin gets ready
school year by the school's to lay down the bunt.
up during the season and always gave their best during
administration.
each game.
The team started out the season struggling,

(l-r, t-b): Paul Weilmuenster (Head Coach), Katie Carmody, Daniel McNamara,
David Boyle, Brett Clark, Alan Kessler, Ben Sims, Adam Tiouririne, Jeff Ryan
(Assistant Coach), Greg Atherton, Richard Weisbach, AI Renner, Austin Berger,
Frankie McFarland, Mike Renner, Geoffrey Beck Rachel Hyman.

Every year at Uni High, a group of seniors complete their final year of
high school. This year is capped with countless traditions and rituals but perhaps
the most beloved, and certainly the most recognizable is the Senior Supper and
hand printing ceremony.
This year the Class of 2006 met with many of their teachers to reminisce
about the last five years and to look forward to their future as Uni High alums.
After dinner, the seniors and teachers began telling stories. The atmosphere was
emotional and nostalgic as the Class of 2006 finally began to realize that they had
come to the end of their U ni career.
With a lot of stories told and a few tears having fallen already the seniors
proceeded into the lounge to leave their final mark on Uni: their hand print. Hand
printing has long been a favorite tradition of graduating seniors who get to express
themselves with their handprints. After an hour or so of painting, both in the lounge
and outside on the walls, the seniors cleaned up and watched a video of the class
that had been made their subbie year. With this reminder of how much they had
changed and grown, the seniors began to see themselves under their new identity.
There had been good times and bad times. Laughing and crying together, fighting
and making up, everyone embraced the good and bad memories they had gained
together. Collectively they had reached a bitter sweet epiphany: Although they
would always remember and cherish their high school friends, things would never
be the same again.
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(l-r, t-b) The senior couples all smile for the camera; Everyone
breaks it down on the dance floor; The Prom Committee is
incredibly excited to set up decorations for the wonderful night
ahead; Masahiro and Annie are having the time of their life at
Prom; Emily and Sam are very excited to pose for the camera;
The group of seniors enjoy their last Prom; Ben and Nuole smile
as they are crowned King and Queen for the night.
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ed carpet led the way into this year's Prom, held at
he Champaign Country Club. The dance floor was
athed in an array of colorful lights and elegant cutouts to match the theme of "The Silver Screen." The center
piece of each table was decorated with a candle, a top hat,
and pictures of Hollywood icons.
Junior student council officers Krista Olson, Daisy
Hassani, and Martin Granick planned and set up Prom with
the help of junior and sophomore volunteers. Some hit songs
of the night were: "Cha cha slide," "You Shook Me All Night
Long," and "Gold Digger."
Seniors Ben Sims and Nuole Chen were crowned
king and queen. Juniors Luke Chiang and Krista Olson
were crowned prince and princess. The two couples slowdanced across the dance floor to Frank Sinatra's "Just the
Way You Look Tonight" --the females attired in sparkling
tiaras and the males in top hats. As the ending notes of the
song streamed out, Uni's 2006 princess pulled slightly away
from her partner and then twirled gracefully into his arms:
the perfect ending to a perfect night.

aving finally finished the
last tests of their Uni career, the Class of 2006 was
ready to graduate after five years of
hard work. The ceremony was held
at the Tryon Festival Theatre in the
Krannert Center on June 3rd, 2006.
The special commencement speakers included students Ben Sims and
Batia Snir, teachers Mr. Sutton and
Mr. Carrubba, Max Beberman Distinguished Alumni Award winner Peter
Stearns and PFO President Mrs. Fehrenbacher. In keeping with tradition,
in order for the graduating class to
be officially considered alumni, they
had to take part in the official "UniLumination" process by displaying
their new spinning light-up objects.
The chorus performed a number of
songs and the senior members also
performed on their own. Finally,
after all of the words of wisdom had
been said, the Class of 2006 received
their diplomas. The ceremony concluded with the graduation video and
the new alums walking out of the
theatre, saying their final good byes
to Uni High.
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enjoy their 11 Uni-Lumination 11
Zhe struts his stuff as he walks a
the stage after receiving his dipl
Ray ponders yet another strang
poignant reason why this clas~
special; Batia delivers a stu1
speech; Ben speaks about his ye.
Uni; Roveiza grins at the noti01
she is off to a new adventure.
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